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Abstract

NAND flash memory is a ubiquitous storage medium which has revolutionized the non-volatile memory industry by offering large storage capacity, high data throughput, fast read-response time and low power consumption. This has become possible mainly because of the advanced manufacturing processes, which have pushed the device scaling to its limits, and progressive read/write methods, such as the multi-level-cell (MLC) technology that enables multiple bits to be stored over a single memory cell. As the flash memory cells are integrated closer to each other, several channel impairment effects have emerged, which tend to degrade the reliability and endurance of flash memory system. This thesis is devoted to the design and analysis of new coding and signal processing solutions that can improve the reliability and endurance of the NAND flash memory.

This thesis first investigates the non-stationary and asymmetrical behavior of major channel impairment effects in a model-based NAND flash channel, and presents optimization methods to adjust the read and write voltage levels to adapt to this non-stationary flash channel. The proposed optimization scheme is able to determine the write voltage levels that minimize the channel raw error probability throughout the operational lifetime of NAND flash memory, for different program/erase (PE) cycles and data retention time. Next, to enhance soft LDPC decoding performance while minimizing complexity, a novel entropy based quantization scheme is introduced to design the read voltage levels. Then, by joint read and write voltage signal optimization, the decoded error-rate performance is
Abstract

minimized and the decoding convergence speed is also improved.

In NAND flash memory, the data retention noise induces cell voltage down-drift due to charge leakage and causes catastrophic decoding failure due to outdated bit boundaries. To recover from the retention noise-induced decoding failure, this thesis presents a two-stage retention-aware belief-propagation (RABP) decoding scheme. The most prominent advantage of this approach compared to the prior art is that new channel estimation which requires time- and power-consuming memory sensing operations can be avoided. In RABP decoding, the probable victim cells are determined with the help of read-back voltage signal and the decoded bit decision. For such suspected victim cells, their log-likelihood-ratio (LLR) regions are modified in such a way as to absorb the effect of cell voltage downshift caused by retention noise, and then a second round of BP decoding is performed afresh, often with decoding failure recovery. Furthermore, leveraging on the RABP decoded bit-error pattern, this thesis further develops a decision-directed channel update algorithm to re-estimate the latest cell voltage distribution parameters.

Cell-to-cell interference (CCI) is yet another well-recognized source of errors in new generation NAND flash memories. This thesis exploits the data-dependent nature of CCI and proposes three post-processing schemes for its mitigation. The main idea is to remove (clean) the CCI component from the interfering cells before CCI cancellation from the victim cell. The proposed detection schemes are shown to outperform the existing CCI cancellation schemes.

As the LDPC code is becoming the mainstream error-correcting code for NAND flash-based data storage, the application of iterative BP decoding incurs long processing latency which threatens to overshadow the benefits of NAND flash technology. Thus, LDPC codes for flash memories are desired to have fast decoding convergence so as to minimize the memory-read latency. This thesis investigates and presents various novel fixed and dynamic BP schedules which not only expedite the convergence of BP decoder, but also improve the system error-rate performance.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The usage of NAND flash memory has grown tremendously over the past several years, due to its decreasing per-bit cost and increasing data storage capacity. The application areas of NAND flash memory range from consumer electronics to more specialized enterprise data applications. In this light, one of the most significant developments in recent years in data storage industry is the advent of NAND flash-based solid-state drives (SSDs). As there are no moving parts in the SSD, it provides better performance and durability over a hard disk drive (HDD). Furthermore, due to no mechanical seek latency, SSD can offer access to the stored data with significantly higher read throughput, nearly $100 \times$ faster than the HDD [1]. Besides the reliability and high data transfer rates, SSD has a better power-efficiency and occupies smaller physical size than the traditional HDD. Considering these important features of NAND flash based SSDs, the share of NAND flash memory in the whole storage market is likely to increase in time to come.

The large storage capacity and low per-bit cost features of NAND flash memory are attributed to the state-of-the-art manufacturing processes and key technological innovations. The NAND flash-based memory devices are fabricated with compact architecture in which a number of memory cells are serially connected with a common contact point to the bit-line terminal. This results in high storage efficiency
and great saving in silicon area, realizing storage density of $4F^2$ [2], where $F$ is process feature size. Apart from compact fabrication, the continuous growth in storage density is driven by aggressive node scaling where storage cell sizes are shrunk to sub-10-nm generation technology within the past few years [3]. Besides node scaling, NAND flash storage efficiency also increases with multi-level-cell (MLC) technology in which $m$ bits are stored over a single memory cell by configuring the storage cell to hold more than two voltage levels (called cell threshold voltages). Currently, 2-bit or 3-bit per cell NAND flash devices occupy a major segment of the commercial market [4–6], which linearly increases the storage capacity by almost $2 \times$ or $3 \times$, while 4-bit NAND flash configurations have also appeared in the open literature [7, 8].

Besides the NAND flash memory, there are some new emerging non-volatile memory technologies which are being investigated in the industry and may lead to as the potential alternatives to the existing memory technologies. Emerging non-volatile memory technologies include the magnetic random-access memory (MRAM), spin-transfer torque random-access memory (STT-RAM), phase-change memory (PCM), and resistive random-access memory (RRAM). These new memory technologies have read/write/power/endurance/capacity/cost characteristics which are different from those of NAND flash memory, as reported in Table 1.1 [9]. Despite the distinctive technical features offered by these emerging memory technologies, the price and scalability are the main obstacles to competing with dominant NAND flash memory.

1.1 Data Storage Reliability Issues in NAND Flash Memory

Despite the obvious advantages of NAND flash memory, there are many data reliability issues that needs to be addressed. With increasing NAND flash density, while
employing the MLC configuration and pursuing aggressive technology node scaling, flash memory cells have become vulnerable to several undesirable circuit-level noise and interference effects. This subsequently leads to poor endurance performance and significant degradation of flash data reliability [10–12].

NAND flash memory cells are made of floating gate transistors (FGTs). The program/erase (PE) operation of a memory cell induces electron tunneling through the tunnel oxide of FGT [13]. The tunneling mechanism gradually generates electron trap sites (defects) into the tunnel oxide, causing irreparable damage to the tunnel oxide, which in turn affect the stability of cell’s threshold voltage. After receiving a certain number of PE cycles, enough traps are accumulated in the tunnel oxide which induce trap-assisted tunneling. This could cause severe reliability problems, such as leakage of electrons and threshold voltage fluctuations. Thus, NAND flash memory devices can only sustain a limited number of PE cycles and suffer from low PE endurance. Due to further node scaling, future NAND flash memories will likely to have even lower PE endurance, and thus shorter operational lifetime.

As the node is scaled down, flash memory cells have become increasingly smaller. As a result, only a small number of electrons can be stored over a cell’s FGT [14]. Thus, only a slight variation in the desired amount of electron tunneling during cell programming or even a small amount of charge loss during data retention
can cause dramatic change (shift) in the expected threshold voltage levels [11]. When this happens, the data retention capability of a flash memory cell tends to be significantly reduced. This problem exacerbates with the MLC technology, where intervals between adjacent voltage levels are increasingly shortened. This is because when multiple bits are programmed per cell, more threshold voltage regions (windows) need to be created for each cell, and the threshold voltage window representing each cell value becomes narrower. This translates to even fewer number of electrons to represent each threshold voltage window. Hence, making a correct decision on cell’s logical value has become increasingly difficult, which leads to high bit detection errors.

Finally, as the gap between the adjacent FGTs is reduced, this has induced more parasitic coupling-capacitance between the adjacent memory cells. As a result, the programming of a memory cell affects the threshold voltages of neighboring memory cells through the coupling-capacitance induced cell-to-cell interference (CCI) [15]. The CCI has been well recognized as one of the leading source of errors in today’s NAND flash memories [16, 17]. The effect of CCI on threshold voltage level is independent of memory PE cycles, thus a fresh NAND flash with small PE cycles is also susceptible to CCI errors. Furthermore, due to the compact fabrication of NAND flash, the memory cells are also subject to small process variations in feature geometry or oxide thickness [18]. The random process variations produce a measurable effect on the channel noise and CCI magnitude, and thus result in an increase in raw memory bit errors. The combined retention, CCI and process variation errors can get well beyond the error correcting capability of the underlying ECC decoder.

A detailed description of the NAND flash channel model, incorporating all major voltage signal impairments and the corresponding probability distribution functions, will be presented in Section 2.3.
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1.2 Motivation and Objectives

In view of the above-mentioned reliability issues related to NAND flash memory, effective fault-tolerant solutions are clearly required to ensure the overall storage reliability. Significant measures need to be taken at the system-level to reduce fabrication/manufacturing process variability. In addition, signal-level measures should also be taken to mitigate the cell voltage noise and interference effects left behind by the fundamental limits of device physics and circuit design. This is to make sure that the key performance indicators of NAND flash memory, such as the endurance and retention limit, are maintained.

One of the prime objectives of this research study is to extend the PE endurance of NAND flash memory by coding and signal processing means. As the recurrent PE cycles inflict irreparable damage to the tunnel oxide, a NAND flash device can only endure a limited number of PE cycles. The NAND flash aging process is typically managed by flash memory controller through the sophisticated wear-leveling algorithms [19–21], which attempt to uniformly distribute the program/erase operations across the entire flash memory. In wear-leveling, it is ensured that all memory blocks will deteriorate at about the same rate and hence reach their end-of-service lifetime roughly simultaneously. Despite the wear management, the gradual deterioration of NAND flash cells over increasing PE cycles escalates the channel noise magnitude. This subsequently makes the default programmed (write) voltage levels to become outdated and sub-optimal. To cater for the non-stationary flash channel noise, we aim to design the write voltage levels to adapt to these channel variations.

In the current design practice, flash memory controllers invariably employ error correction code (ECC) to tolerate the raw memory errors [22–24]. The ECC scheme protects the stored data against the channel induced errors by leveraging on the additional parity bits. Unfortunately, the conventional hard-decision decoding codes, like the Bose-Chaudhri-Hocquenghem (BCH) [25, 26] and Reed-Solomon (RS) codes [27], are no longer adequate for the application to high density NAND flash
technology. The larger PE endurance and longer retention requirements of NAND flash storage call for more powerful ECC schemes. As a consequence, soft-decision decoding low-density parity-check (LDPC) code have gained widespread acceptance in new-generation NAND flash memories [28–33]. However, the belief-propagation (BP) decoding of an LDPC code demands high precision memory sensing quantization for accurate computation of log-likelihood-ratio (LLR) information, and high-precision memory sensing consumes power and incurs sensing latency. In this thesis, we aim to design the quantized read threshold levels to approach the ideal soft LDPC decoding performance limits without excessive implementation cost, that outperform the existing quantization design schemes.

Despite the apparent advantages of LDPC code over the conventional BCH and RS codes in terms of superior error performance, the application of LDPC code also introduces new challenges which need to be addressed. Keeping aside the high-precision memory sensing latency, the iterative BP decoding process may take tens to hundreds of decoding iterations to achieve decoding convergence (stable minimized error rate). Such decoding latency further increases the total read response time in NAND flash memory. Prior-art works on LDPC implementation mostly focus on reducing the latency overhead caused by the fine-grained memory sensing precision [30, 31], whereas the underlying BP decoding latency is almost overlooked. To fully reap the benefits of LDPC code, an effective design solution is required which can reduce the latency associated with BP decoding. In this context, it is well known that a message-passing scheduling strategy can play an important role as it can affect the decoding convergence, complexity and error-rate performance of BP decoder. Realizing the importance of BP scheduling, we aim to design improved scheduling methods and investigate their performance and complexity on iterative decoding of high rate LDPC codes suitable for use in NAND flash memory.

For soft LDPC decoding, the quantized read threshold levels are designed
based upon the knowledge of flash channel voltage distribution parameters (mean and variance). These quantization levels are then used with the read voltage signal to compute the LLR information. However, in practice, the up-to-date voltage distribution parameters are often unknown to the flash memory controller. This is because the voltage distribution tends to drift continuously due to the unremitting charge leakage from cell’s FGT. Thus, the initially known voltage distribution parameters tend to become outdated and sub-optimal with increasing data retention time. This may lead to LDPC decoding failure due to inaccurate LLR information, and thus demand flash channel estimation afresh. All prior-art works on retention-failure recovery [34–37] and flash channel estimation [38–41] require additional memory sensing operations. Note that the total read latency of NAND flash memory is composed of firmware processing, on-chip memory sensing, and memory-to-controller data transfer, while the most time consuming process is the memory sensing operation. Since the read response time is very critical in NAND flash memory based devices, it is of utmost importance to reduce the read latency overhead associated with the additional memory sensing operations required in the prior-art works [34–41]. Thus, we aim to develop new retention-failure recovery schemes and flash channel updating algorithms that can preclude the time and power consuming additional read operations.

Unlike the retention noise errors which grow with PE cycles and retention time, the CCI induced errors emerge irrespective of the flash wear-out dynamics and data retention age. Instead, they grow with increasing NAND flash density. This is because when memory cells are integrated closer to each other, the coupling-capacitance induced CCI distorts the threshold voltages of adjacent memory cells. Thus, it is essential to develop signal processing solutions that can minimize or mitigate the CCI effect. The CCI in flash channel is quite similar to the inter-symbol interference encountered in digital communication systems. Hence, techniques identical to channel detector/equalizer can be employed to address the
CCI in NAND flash memory. The existing CCI cancellation schemes, such as [42–45], typically attempt to subtract the estimates of CCI from the output voltage signal. As the estimated CCI values are calculated based upon the output voltage of interfering cells, their estimation accuracy can be further improved if the interfering cells are equalized (cleaned) before the actual victim cell. In this direction, we aim to develop post-processing channel detection schemes that can more accurately compute and subtract the CCI estimates from the output voltage signal.

1.3 Major Contributions of the Thesis

The main contributions of this thesis are summarized as follows.

1.3.1 Read and Write Voltage Signal Design

In this research work, we present an analytical approach to optimize the write voltage levels for NAND flash memory. In view of the time-varying flash memory channel whose cell threshold voltage distributions change over the number of PE cycles and data retention time, we propose to adapt the write voltage levels on-the-fly such that the channel raw error probability is minimized. The impact of write voltage optimization between the flash memory’s early and end-of-retention times is discussed. Optimization of write voltage levels to cater for the non-stationary flash channel extends the PE endurance capability and thus the operational lifetime of NAND flash memory. Furthermore, we present a voltage entropy based non-uniform quantization scheme to facilitate soft belief-propagation (BP) decoding of LDPC codes. Under the proposed quantization scheme, the dominating error regions (erasure) are enclosed within the designed quantization levels. The proposed read and write voltage signal optimization is shown to minimize the LDPC error-rate performance and outperforms the prior-art flash quantization schemes.
The main results related to this work have been published in the following conference and journal papers:


### 1.3.2 Retention-Failure Recovery with Channel Update

In this research study, we introduce a *retention-aware belief-propagation* (RABP) decoding scheme for LDPC codes to recover the retention noise induced errors in NAND flash memory. The RABP scheme is comprised of two rounds of BP decoding wherein the flash cell’s charge-loss effect is systematically compensated by performing retention-erasure correction or retention-error correction. Upon BP decoding failure, unlike the existing schemes which conduct read retries for data recovery, the probable retention-affected memory cells are first identified, leveraging only on the read-back threshold voltage and the decoded bit decisions. Then, for all such likely retention-affected memory cells, the corresponding log-likelihood-ratio (LLR) voltage regions are modified in such a way as to absorb the effect of charge leakage, and a second round of BP decoding is performed afresh.

Furthermore, we propose an *RABP assisted channel update* (RA-CU) algorithm which estimates the voltage distribution mean and standard deviation parameters without incurring new memory sensing operations. This is achieved by expressing the measured (actual) and predicted bit error/erasure counts in terms of a cost function, which defines the mean squared error (MSE) between the two quantities. This cost function is subsequently minimized to obtain the desired voltage distribution parameters. Through simulations, it is shown that the RABP decoder increases the retention time limit of NAND flash channel by up to 70% compared to single round
of BP decoding. The proposed RA-CU algorithm further improves the retention time limit compared to a system which employs non-updated voltage distribution parameters.

The main results related to this work have been published/submitted in the following conference and journal papers:


### 1.3.3 Cell-to-Cell Interference (CCI) Cancellation

We present three *post-processing detection schemes* for the cancellation of CCI in NAND flash memory. In this research study, we assume the *even-odd* bit-line architecture, which offers sharing of peripheral circuitry at the cost of increased CCI, to illustrate the full potential of the proposed detection schemes. In the even-odd bit-line architecture, the even bit-line memory cells are programmed first followed by the odd bit-line memory cells. Nevertheless, the proposed schemes can easily be modified for the *all* bit-line architecture, where all the memory cells are programmed at the same time. Exploiting the data-dependent and stationary nature of CCI, which can be represented in terms of the change in threshold voltage (voltage-shift) of neighboring (interfering) cells and the coupling capacitance ratio (CCR) between the victim and interfering cells, we estimate the CCI strength and subtract it from the read-back voltage signal of the victim cell. In particular, for more accurate estimation of the CCI strength, we precisely compute the individual factors that constitute the overall CCI component. Specifically, we first remove
the CCI from the interfering cells to get a cleaned (CCI-removed) version of the read-back voltage signal. This cleaned voltage signal will subsequently provide a more accurate estimate of the voltage-shift values of interfering cells. Next, we formulate a cost function which defines the MSE between the measured and expected CCI strengths. This cost function is then minimized by employing the gradient descent (GD) method to find the best-fit mean CCR values. Based on the estimated voltage-shift and mean CCR values, we compute a more reliable estimate of the overall CCI component.

The main results related to this work have been published in the following journal paper:


### 1.3.4 Improved Belief-Propagation (BP) Scheduling

In this research work, we propose some improved fixed and dynamic scheduling schemes for belief-propagation (BP) decoding of LDPC code. Fixed schedules can be determined off-line while dynamic schedules are determined on-line. Among them, fixed scheduling enjoys no run-time complexity (to determine the sequence of message passing) while dynamic scheduling yields better convergence and decoding performance. Our first scheme employs the high-to-low *column-weight scheduling* (CWS) policy to sequentially update the variable nodes in the LDPC code graph. By design, the CWS scheme works very well on irregular LDPC codes, but has inconsequential effect on regular LDPC codes which have constant column weight. To overcome this shortcoming, our second BP scheduling scheme, namely the *informed fixed scheduling* (IFS), aims to improve the performance of both regular and irregular LDPC codes. In IFS scheme, a fixed updating sequence of variable nodes is determined based on the information of latest message updates, ensuring
that the maximum number of such latest message updates is utilized within a single decoding iteration. In our third scheme, in contrast to CWS and IFS schemes where the entire code graph is updated per iteration, we propose an edge-based shuffled (e-Shuffled) scheduling which constrains the flow of message updates over a limited set of edges in the LDPC code graph. Since there are partial set of graph edges updated in each iteration, the total number of message updates, and consequently the overall decoding complexity, is significantly reduced. As a further consequence, the adverse effect of short code graph cycles is also diminished which leads to a better error-rate performance. Finally, we present a dynamic silent-variable-node-free scheduling (D-SVNFS) which regulates the propagation of message updates based on the check-to-variable message residuals. All the proposed scheduling schemes demonstrate significant improvement compared to the existing schemes in terms of decoding complexity, convergence speed and error-rate performance.

The main results related to this work have been published in the following conference and journal papers:


1.4 Organization of the Thesis

This thesis is organized as follows.

Chapter 1, the current chapter, introduces the reliability issues in NAND flash memory and presents the motivation, objectives, main research contributions, and organization of this thesis.

Chapter 2 presents an overview of NAND flash memory and describes its basic operations and channel model.

Chapter 3 focuses on the read and write voltage signal optimization for NAND flash memory under a non-stationary and asymmetric flash channel. The optimum write voltage levels are determined by minimizing the channel error probability. Besides, a novel entropy based quantization scheme is proposed to facilitate soft LDPC decoding. The error-rate and decoding convergence results under the proposed read/write voltage optimization scheme are analyzed.

Chapter 4 proposes a decision-directed retention-failure recovery scheme for NAND flash memory. Besides, a decoder-assisted flash channel estimation algorithm is proposed to update the threshold voltage distribution parameters. Most importantly, the failure recovery and channel estimation algorithms are performed without incurring new read operations. The average estimation error, estimation complexity and error-rate performance under the proposed algorithm are analyzed.

Chapter 5 presents three post-processing detection schemes for the cancellation of CCI in NAND flash memory. The proposed techniques aim to clean the interfering (neighboring) cells before the cancellation of CCI from the victim cell. The performance improvements and the design trade-offs under the proposed detection schemes are evaluated.

Chapter 6 proposes some improved fixed and dynamic scheduling schemes for BP decoding of LDPC codes and discusses their implications on the decoding convergence, complexity and error-rate performance.
Chapter 7 draws conclusions of the important results presented in this thesis and suggests possible future research directions.
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An Overview of NAND Flash Memory

In this chapter, we describe the organization of memory cells inside a NAND flash array and explain the basic operations performed by a flash memory controller. We also study the major flash channel noise components that affect the data storage reliability and present the statistical models for the overall NAND flash channel.

2.1 NAND Flash Memory Organization

NAND flash memory cells are organized into a two dimensional array of rows and columns, where the individual rows and columns are connected with word-line and bit-line terminals, respectively, as shown in Fig. 2.1. The memory array is divided into several memory blocks, where each block is further subdivided into multiple memory pages. One memory block usually has 32 to 64 word-lines which collectively form a cell-string, where each word-line contains a series of memory cells, ranging from 16K to 64K. A single word-line can either represent one or more memory pages, depending on the type of MLC technology, where the size of a memory page is generally in between 2K-byte to 8K-byte. For instance, the Micron’s 32Gb 2-bit
per cell MLC NAND flash memory contains 8192 blocks with 128 pages per block and 4314 bytes per memory page [46]. In NAND flash array, the bit-line cells share a common on-chip sense amplifier which detects the data content stored over a memory cell, and a page buffer which holds the data content during program and read operations. Today’s NAND flash memory chips either employ an even-odd bit-line architecture [47], or an all bit-line architecture [48]. In an even-odd bit-line architecture, even and odd bit-lines are interlaced and the corresponding word-line cells are alternatively accessed. In an all bit-line architecture, all the word-line cells are simultaneously accessed. The even-odd bit-line architecture facilitates sharing of peripheral circuitry leading to less silicon cost, however, at the expense of more cell-to-cell interference (CCI). In contrast, the all bit-line architecture offers better CCI immunity at the expense of increased silicon cost.

### 2.2 Basic NAND Flash Memory Operations

A NAND flash device is a kind of non-volatile EEPROM (Electrically Erasable Programmable Read-Only Memory) that can support program, erase and read as
its basic operations. The read and program operations are performed at a page granularity while an erase operation is performed at a block granularity. A typical flash memory cell is made of a floating gate transistor (FGT) which is fabricated with two poly gates; floating gate and control gate. The control gate is connected with the word-line voltage terminal whereas the floating gate is electrically isolated and completely surrounded by an isolation layer. This enables the floating gate to trap electrons over longer period of time and to be used as a non-volatile memory.

2.2.1 Program/Erase Operation

A flash memory cell can either be represented with the erased state, where no electrons are stored over the floating gate, or with the programmed state, where electrons are tunneled through the oxide layer and stored over the floating gate. Initially, all memory cells are in the erased state. A program operation involves the insertion of a certain amount of charged particles (electrons) into the cell’s floating gate whereas an erase operation involves the removal of the stored electrons. The program and erase operations are performed by using the Fowler-Nordheim (FN) tunneling [13] mechanism. The tunneling of electrons to and from the FGT configures the threshold voltage level (voltage needed to turn-on the transistor) of a memory cell, while the varying threshold voltage levels in-turn represent the data bits (cell value) being stored. Hence, data storage through FN tunneling for an \( m \)-bit per cell NAND flash memory involves the configuration of cell’s threshold voltage level into one of \( 2^m \) non-overlapping voltage windows.

Most NAND flash memories employ an iterative Incremental Step Pulse Programming (ISPP) method [49] to ensure a strict control on the threshold voltage window. In iterative programming, a series of program-and-verify voltage pulses are applied across the control gate, with an incremental step voltage size of \( \Delta V_{pp} \), until the target write (verify) voltage \( V_p \) is reached, as shown in Fig. 2.2. During each iteration, the cell’s threshold voltage \( V \) is increased by a step size of \( \Delta V_{pp} \) and
subsequently compared with $V_p$. If the configured voltage level $V$ is below the target voltage $V_p$, the program-and-verify cycle is repeated, otherwise the configured cell is inhibited by applying a high voltage across the corresponding bit-line terminal so that the programmed cell will not receive further programming pulses.

### 2.2.2 Read Operation

A read operation involves sensing the threshold voltage of a memory cell in order to detect the corresponding stored cell value. To read a flash memory cell, the amount of stored electrical charge is measured through the sense amplifier by applying a set of discrete read threshold voltage levels across the selected word-line terminal, whereas all the unselected word-line cells are typically biased at some high voltage, known as the pass voltage, so that they can act like pass-transistors, irrespective of their threshold voltage levels. The selected word-line memory cells which are configured to distinct write voltage levels would require different amount of read threshold levels to turn-on the FGT. For instance, an erased flash cell has a smaller threshold voltage, while a programmed cell has relatively a higher threshold voltage.
In this context, when a memory cell is configured to threshold voltage level \( V \), it would require read threshold voltage level greater than or equal to \( V \) in order to turn-on the corresponding FGT. Hence, considering an \( m \)-bit per cell flash memory, it require at least \( 2^m - 1 \) read operations to successfully distinguish between \( 2^m \) possible voltage levels, where each voltage represents a distinct cell value.

### 2.3 NAND Flash Memory Channel Model

In this thesis, without loss of generality, we focus on 2-bit per cell MLC NAND flash memory and describe the corresponding channel model. However, the work presented in this thesis can readily be extended for 3-bit or 4-bit per cell NAND flash technology. Due to various circuit-level noise components, the desired threshold voltage signal is severely affected and thus introduces serious data reliability issues. To this end, we model our NAND flash memory channel by incorporating the effects of programming noise, random telegraph noise (RTN), data retention noise and cell-to-cell interference (CCI) as major signal degradation components. Channel models similar to ours are extensively reported in the open literature [50–56]. Considering such noise impairments, the cell’s threshold voltage signal \( V \) can be formulated with five additive noise components, given by

\[
V = V_p + \{n_u + n_p + I + n_w + n_r\} \tag{2.1}
\]

where \( V_p \in \{V_{s_{11}}, V_{s_{10}}, V_{s_{00}}, V_{s_{01}}\} \) is the set of target verify voltage levels. The voltage level \( V_{s_{11}} \) corresponds to the erased state, denoted by \( s_{11} \), and the other three voltage levels \( V_{s_{10}}, V_{s_{00}}, \) and \( V_{s_{01}} \) correspond to three programmed states, denoted by \( s_{10}, s_{00} \) and \( s_{01} \), respectively. The \( n_u \) and \( n_p \) are the state-dependent programming noise components which tend to appear just after the ideal programming operation. The ideal programmed voltage level is further affected by the parasitic...
coupling-capacitance induced CCI $I$, the wear-out dependent RTN noise $n_w$ and the storage time dependent data retention noise $n_r$. Due to the presence of such noise and interference effects, the NAND flash channel exhibits non-stationary behavior over varying program/erase (PE) cycles and data retention time ($T$). Fig. 2.3 illustrates this NAND flash channel model where the desired write voltage $V_p$ is distorted by the noisy NAND flash channel and subsequently appeared as a noise-corrupted output voltage signal $V$ after memory read operation.

### 2.3.1 Programming Noise

The state-dependent ISPP noise $n_u$ only affects the programmed state memory cells. Under the iterative program-and-verify method, each programmed state is configured to the respective verify voltage level $V_p$ through a series of program and verify voltage pulses which are applied across the cell’s control gate. Using the ISPP programming approach, the threshold voltage signal corresponding to the programmed state memory cells tends to follow a uniform distribution model in the interval $[0, \Delta V_{pp}]$ [50–52, 56], given by

$$p_{n_u}(v) = \begin{cases} 0, & \text{for } V_p \in \{V_{s_{11}}\} \\ \frac{1}{\Delta V_{pp}}, & \text{if } 0 \leq v \leq \Delta V_{pp}, \text{ for } V_p \in \{V_{s_{10\sim01}}\} \end{cases}$$

(2.2)
The programming noise $n_p$ affects both the erased and programmed state cells. It is caused by the manufacturer’s process variations during the time of NAND flash fabrication. This noise component can be modeled by using the Gaussian distribution function [52–55], given by

$$p_{n_p}(v) = \begin{cases} \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi}\sigma_e^2} e^{-\frac{v^2}{2\sigma_e^2}}, & \text{for } V_p \in \{V_{s11}\} \\ \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi}\sigma_p^2} e^{-\frac{v^2}{2\sigma_p^2}}, & \text{for } V_p \in \{V_{s10-01}\} \end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.3)

where $\sigma_e^2$ and $\sigma_p^2$ are noise variance parameters, with $\sigma_e > \sigma_p$. Unfortunately, this initial threshold voltage distribution which is observed after ideal programming operation is subject to further distortion, mainly due to PE cycling effect, circuit-level coupling-capacitance and increasing data retention time.

### 2.3.2 Cell-to-Cell Interference (CCI)

The cell-to-cell interference (CCI) is induced due to the existence of parasitic coupling-capacitance between the neighboring memory cells. According to [50–52, 54, 56], the CCI component linearly adds to the threshold voltage signal, given by

$$I = \sum_k \Delta V_k \gamma_k$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.4)

where $\Delta V_k$ is the change in the threshold voltage of interfering (neighboring) memory cells that is realized during their programming operation and $\gamma_k$ is the coupling-capacitance ratio (CCR) between the victim and interfering cells. The CCI distribution function $p_I(v)$ is formulated in [28]. In current design practice, a victim cell can be interfered by three or five immediate neighboring cells, depending on the type of bit-line architecture being used, whereas the CCI from distant neighboring cells is assumed to be negligible. For instance, in an even-odd bit-line architecture, where the even bit-lines cells are programmed before the odd bit-lines.
cells, there are five interfering cells for each even bit-line cell and three interfering cells for each odd bit-line cell. Alternatively, in the all bit-line architecture, where all word-line cells are programmed simultaneously, a victim cell is interfered by three neighboring cells located on the next word-line. Nevertheless, contrary to the non-stationary RTN and retention noise components, the CCI is a stationary and neighbor data-dependent component and thus can be estimated and subsequently neutralized either during cell programming [42] or during memory sensing operation [43, 57].

2.3.3 Random Telegraph Noise (RTN)

The recurring PE cycles in flash memory cause damage to the oxide layer of cell’s FGT in the form of trap generation in the oxide and interface states [58]. These trap sites, in turn, can capture or release the charged particles which straightaway cause fluctuations in cell’s threshold voltage signal. Such unintentional voltage signal fluctuations, however, increase the noise variance of NAND flash channel. This circuit-level threshold voltage distortion is known as the random telegraph noise (RTN). Note that the RTN is a non-stationary noise which varies with increasing PE cycles. Based upon empirical measurements, the RTN component is shown to widen the voltage distribution functions by introducing exponential tails around the target voltage $V_p$ [59]. In this work, we model the RTN with zero-mean Gaussian distribution function, as

$$ p_{n_{w}} (v) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi\sigma_w^2}} e^{-\frac{v^2}{2\sigma_w^2}} \tag{2.5} $$

where the noise standard deviation $\sigma_w$ scales with memory PE cycles.
2.3.4 Data Retention Noise

The non-stationary data retention noise $n_r$ is caused by the continuous charge leakage through cell’s FGT over increasing data retention age (the length of time since memory cells were last programmed). The relentless leakage of electrons significantly attenuates (downward shifts) the cell’s voltage level and eventually alters the state of the cell. The retention noise induced errors are among the leading source of errors in the new generation NAND flash memories. The retention noise distribution tends to scale with the initial voltage $V_p$, memory PE cycles and data retention time $T$. According to [50–56], the retention noise component can be approximated with Gaussian distribution function, given by

$$p_{n_r}(v) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi \sigma_r^2}} e^{-\frac{(v-\mu_r)^2}{2\sigma_r^2}} (2.6)$$

where the state-dependent mean ($\mu_r$) and standard deviation ($\sigma_r$) parameters are set according to [52], given by

$$\mu_r = (V_p - x_0) \cdot [A_t(PE)^{\alpha_i} + B_t(PE)^{\alpha_o}] \cdot \log(1 + T) \quad (2.7)$$

$$\sigma_r = 0.3 \cdot |\mu_r| \quad (2.8)$$

where $x_0$, $A_t$, $B_t$, $\alpha_i$ and $\alpha_o$ are constant distribution parameters.

2.3.5 Overall Cell Threshold Voltage Distribution

The overall voltage distribution function for the erased state, denoted by $p_{s_{11}}(v)$, and three programmed states, denoted by $p_{s_{10}}(v)$, $p_{s_{00}}(v)$ and $p_{s_{01}}(v)$, respectively, can be computed as the convolution integral of all the additive noise components
formulated in (2.1). Mathematically, it can be written as

\[ p_{s_{11}\sim s_{01}} (v) = p_{n_a} (v) \otimes p_{n_p} (v) \otimes p_f (v) \otimes p_{n_w} (v) \otimes p_{n_r} (v) \]  

(2.9)

where \( \otimes \) is the convolution operation. This integral can be well-approximated by using a Gaussian mixture model with \( \mu_{s_{11}\sim s_{01}} \) and \( \sigma_{s_{11}\sim s_{01}}^2 \) representing the distribution mean and variance parameters.

For all our simulations, we set the following flash memory parameters according to [52]: \( V_{s_{11}} = 1.4, V_{s_{10}} = 2.6, V_{s_{00}} = 3.2, V_{s_{01}} = 3.93, \Delta V_{pp} = 0.20, \sigma_e = 0.35, \sigma_p = 0.05, \sigma_w = 0.00027(PE)^{0.62}, x_0 = 1.4, A_t = 0.000035, B_t = 0.000235, \alpha_i = 0.62 \) and \( \alpha_o = 0.30 \). In Fig. 2.4, we illustrate an example of voltage distribution functions correspond to 2-bit per cell NAND flash memory.

### 2.4 Chapter Summary

This chapter presents an overview of NAND flash memory and describes the basic *program*, *erase* and *read* operations associated with NAND flash memory. Furthermore, a 2-bit per cell MLC NAND flash memory channel model is introduced which includes the programming noise, cell-to-cell interference (CCI), random telegraph noise (RTN) and retention noise as main source of voltage signal impairments. The presented channel model shows a non-stationary behavior over varying PE cycles.
Table 2.1: Important features of different NAND flash channel noise components.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Important Features</th>
<th>Programming Noise $({n_u, n_p})$</th>
<th>CCI (I)</th>
<th>RTN ($n_w$)</th>
<th>Retention Noise ($n_r$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stationary</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Own data-dependent</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighbor data-dependent</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Varies within a code-word</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Varies from memory block-to-block</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and data retention time. The statistical models for these noise sources are described and the overall voltage distribution expression is presented. The important features of different NAND flash channel noise components are summarized in Table 2.1.
Chapter 3

Read and Write Voltage Signal Optimization

The multi-level per cell (MLC) NAND flash channel exhibits non-stationary behavior over increasing program and erase (PE) cycles and data retention time. In this chapter, we present an optimization method for adjusting the read and write voltage levels to adapt to the non-stationary MLC NAND flash channel. Using the NAND flash channel model of Chapter 2, which incorporates the programming noise, CCI, RTN and data retention noise as major signal degradation components, the write voltage levels are optimized to minimize the channel raw error probability. Moreover, for selecting the quantization levels for the read threshold voltage to facilitate soft-decision low-density parity-check (LDPC) decoding, we introduce an entropy-based function by which the voltage erasure regions (error dominating regions) are controlled to produce the lowest LDPC encoded bit/frame error-rate performance. The proposed read and write voltage optimization schemes not only minimize the error probability throughout the operational lifetime of flash memory, but also improve the LDPC decoding convergence speed.
3.1 Background

In NAND flash memory, cells are configured to distinct write voltage levels to store the set of all possible data symbols. Considering an example of 2-bit per cell flash memory, a memory cell can be configured to four distinct voltage levels, denoted by \( V_{s11}, V_{s10}, V_{s00} \) and \( V_{s01} \), for representing data symbols “11”, “10”, “00” and “01”, respectively, where \( V_{s11} \) is the verify voltage of the erased state and \( V_{s01} \) is the verify voltage of the programmed state configured with the highest write voltage level (see Fig. 3.1). It is observed that the voltage distribution functions corresponding to these different cell states are not uniform due to the presence of non-stationary and asymmetric channel noise. In this scenario, \( V_{s11}, V_{s10}, V_{s00} \) and \( V_{s01} \) should not be equally-spaced but should be determined based on some optimization criteria.

To read the data stored in a flash memory cell, the amount of stored electrical charge is measured by applying a set of read threshold levels in discrete steps. For a 2-bit per cell NAND flash memory, it requires at least three read voltage levels, denoted by \( R_1, R_2 \) and \( R_3 \), where \( R_1 \) can be set between \( V_{s11} \) and \( V_{s10} \) to distinguish between symbols “11” and “10”, \( R_2 \) can be set between \( V_{s10} \) and \( V_{s00} \) to distinguish between symbols “10” and “00” and \( R_3 \) can be set between \( V_{s00} \) and \( V_{s01} \) to distinguish between symbols “00” and “01”, as shown in Fig. 3.1. Since the write voltage levels are not equally-spaced, the read threshold levels should not be uniformly spaced but should be appropriately designed so that the error-rate is minimized.

For a state-of-the-art NAND flash memory, the 3-level memory sensing scheme may not be sufficient to achieve the satisfactory coded error-rate performance. This is because the modern flash memory chips experience severe voltage level distortions due to circuit-level noise and interference effects which significantly affect the data reliability of NAND flash memory [60–62]. To overcome the reliability issues, strong error correcting codes (ECCs), such as LDPC codes, are employed [28–33]. To reap the full benefit of LDPC code, it is desirable to have LDPC decoder’s input values
quantized as finely as possible, so that soft BP decoding can be performed. This requires high-precision memory sensing, and consequently more read latency, which may not be acceptable for the latency-sensitive NAND flash memory.

There are several prior-art works on the read and write voltage signal design. In [63], the write voltage levels are optimized based on a simple flash channel model by considering the random telegraph noise (RTN) as the only source of voltage signal degradation. Another relevant work is reported in [64] where the write voltage levels are optimized assuming a symmetric AWGN channel for NAND flash memory. The work presented in this chapter optimizes the write voltage levels using a more comprehensive asymmetric NAND flash channel model that includes the effects of programming noise, CCI as well as non-stationary RTN and data retention noise.

Instead of MLC technology, where discrete write voltage levels are used to store information, relative value (ordering) of voltage levels can instead be used to represent the stored data, as proposed in rank modulation scheme [65]. In rank modulation, non-overlapping voltage regions are used to represent the various data symbols. In [66], these continuous voltage regions are optimized. The rank modulation scheme can increase the cell storage capacity and overcome the programming overshoot errors. However, to implement this scheme, a large number of read operations are required to learn the voltage level ordering. Thus, we focus on MLC technology in this thesis and strive to optimize the corresponding discrete write voltage levels.
In the conventional MLC flash technology, to avoid the effect of voltage overshoot errors, the cell’s threshold voltage is configured on desired write voltage levels in multiple rounds of programming. In [66–68], for both MLC and rank modulation schemes, the optimal programming step size has been investigated, keeping the number of programming rounds constant and assuming fixed write voltage levels. In this chapter, we address the problem of finding the optimized write voltage levels to ensure that the flash channel raw error probability is minimized.

With regards to the read voltage quantization for soft-decision BP decoding, multiple memory read operations are typically performed. In this direction, a simplistic approach would be to apply equally spaced read voltage levels (uniform memory sensing). However, uniform level quantization is not suitable for NAND flash channel and yields poor error-rate performance [28]. For this reason, a non-uniform quantization scheme is reported in [28], where the quantization levels are obtained at the intersecting region between two adjacent distribution functions by using a constant ratio method. Alternative to enhanced precision, hard-decision based dynamic quantization schemes are reported in [36, 69] where the read voltage levels are adjusted according to the non-stationary behavior of flash channel.

Another important work related to quantization design is presented in [70] in which the quantization levels are obtained by maximizing the mutual-information (MMI) between flash channel’s input and output voltage signals. Assuming an infinite long code-word size, the MMI quantization can produce an optimal error-rate performance. However, this assumption does not hold in practice due to the finite length code-word constraint. To overcome this shortcoming, we propose a new read signal quantization scheme based on a novel voltage entropy function that is able to give better LDPC decoded error-rate performance then the MMI scheme.
3.2 Write Voltage Signal Optimization

For a non-stationary flash memory channel, which varies w.r.t. PE cycles and data retention time $T$, it is important to optimize and update the write voltage levels for the optimal error-rate performance. It should be noted that the CCI is a stationary random process, hence, it does not affect the optimization of write voltage levels. In this chapter, it is therefore assumed that the CCI is compensated during cell programming via signal pre-compensation method [42]. In current design practice, flash memory controller keeps track of the PE count history of individual memory blocks. The PE count history is typically recorded inside the memory controller to perform the flash wear-leveling [19–21]. However, the data retention time is generally difficult to predict at the time of cell programming, hence the retention time is typically set to zero ($T = 0$, representing the early (short) retention time) or to some large value (e.g. $T = 1$ year, representing the flash memory’s end-of-retention). Given these two flash channel parameters, the four distribution functions given by (2.9) can be evaluated, paving the way for finding the optimal write voltage levels. In other words, given the minimum and maximum write voltage levels $V_{s11}$ and $V_{s01}$ (based on the device physics), and the current PE count, we strive to optimize the intermediate write voltage levels ($V_{s10}$ and $V_{s00}$). To answer this question, we formulate the probability of error expression ($P_e$) for the flash channel. This expression can be defined using the conditional error probability of individual symbols $p_{e|s_p}(v)$, given as

$$P_e = \frac{1}{4} \left( p_{e|s_{11}}(v) + p_{e|s_{10}}(v) + p_{e|s_{00}}(v) + p_{e|s_{01}}(v) \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.1)$$

where $1/4$ models the equi-probable input data symbols. To express $p_{e|s_p}(v)$, we need the decision boundaries $R_1$, $R_2$ and $R_3$ between adjacent distribution functions.
as shown in Fig. 3.1. Following this figure, we can define

\[
p_{e|s_{11}}(v) = p_{s_{11}}(v > R_1) = Q \left( \frac{R_1 - \mu_{s_{11}}}{\sigma_{s_{11}}} \right)
\]  
\[\tag{3.2}
\]

\[
p_{e|s_{10}}(v) = p_{s_{10}}(v < R_1) + p_{s_{10}}(v > R_2) = 1 - Q \left( \frac{R_1 - \mu_{s_{10}}}{\sigma_{s_{10}}} \right) + Q \left( \frac{R_2 - \mu_{s_{10}}}{\sigma_{s_{10}}} \right)
\]  
\[\tag{3.3}
\]

\[
p_{e|s_{00}}(v) = p_{s_{00}}(v < R_2) + p_{s_{00}}(v > R_3) = 1 - Q \left( \frac{R_2 - \mu_{s_{00}}}{\sigma_{s_{00}}} \right) + Q \left( \frac{R_3 - \mu_{s_{00}}}{\sigma_{s_{00}}} \right)
\]  
\[\tag{3.4}
\]

\[
p_{e|s_{01}}(v) = p_{s_{01}}(v < R_3) = 1 - Q \left( \frac{R_3 - \mu_{s_{01}}}{\sigma_{s_{01}}} \right)
\]  
\[\tag{3.5}
\]

where \(Q(x)\)-function\(^1\) represents the tail probability of standard normal distribution.

The voltage distribution mean and standard deviation parameters, \(\mu_{s_{11}\sim s_{01}}\) and \(\sigma_{s_{11}\sim s_{01}}\), can be approximated by

\[
\mu_{s_{11}} = V_{s_{11}} - \mu_{r_{s_{11}}}
\]
\[
\mu_{s_{10}\sim s_{01}} = V_{s_{10}\sim s_{01}} + \frac{\Delta V_{pp}}{2} - \mu_{r_{s_{10}\sim s_{01}}}
\]
\[
\sigma_{s_{11}} = \sqrt{\sigma_e^2 + \sigma_w^2 + \sigma_{r_{s_{11}}}^2}
\]
\[
\sigma_{s_{10}\sim s_{01}} = \sqrt{\sigma_p^2 + \sigma_w^2 + \sigma_{r_{s_{10}\sim s_{01}}}^2}
\]

where \(\Delta V_{pp}\) denotes the ISPP voltage step size, and \(\sigma_e^2, \sigma_p^2, \sigma_w^2\) and \(\sigma_{r_{s_{10}\sim s_{01}}}^2\) denote the noise distribution variance for programming, RTN and retention noise components, respectively, as explained in Chapter 2. The decision boundaries \(R_1, R_2\) and \(R_3\) can also be considered as hard-decision levels on individual symbols. To get these decision boundaries, using the notion of maximum likelihood detection, we

\[\text{\(^1\) } Q(x) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi}} \int_x^{\infty} \exp \left( -\frac{u^2}{2} \right) du.\]
equate the adjacent distribution functions and solve for the common intersecting point. Thus, for obtaining the expression for \( R_1, R_2 \) and \( R_3 \), we solve the following three equations

\[
p_{s11} (v = R_1) = p_{s10} (v = R_1) \tag{3.6}
\]

\[
p_{s10} (v = R_2) = p_{s00} (v = R_2) \tag{3.7}
\]

\[
p_{s00} (v = R_3) = p_{s01} (v = R_3) \tag{3.8}
\]

By simplifying the above expressions, we get \( R_1, R_2 \) and \( R_3 \), given by

\[
R_1 = \frac{-\left( \mu_{s11} \sigma^2_{s10} - \mu_{s10} \sigma^2_{s11} \right) - \sqrt{\left( \mu_{s11} \sigma^2_{s10} - \mu_{s10} \sigma^2_{s11} \right)^2 - \left( \sigma^2_{s11} - \sigma^2_{s10} \right)^2}}{\left( \sigma^2_{s11} - \sigma^2_{s10} \right)} \tag{3.9}
\]

where \( c_1 = \mu_{s10} \sigma^2_{s11} - \mu_{s11} \sigma^2_{s10} - 2\sigma^2_{s11} \sigma_{s10} \log \left( \frac{\sigma_{s11}}{\sigma_{s10}} \right) \)

\[
R_2 = \frac{-\left( \mu_{s00} \sigma^2_{s00} - \mu_{s00} \sigma^2_{s00} \right) - \sqrt{\left( \mu_{s00} \sigma^2_{s00} - \mu_{s00} \sigma^2_{s00} \right)^2 - \left( \sigma^2_{s00} - \sigma^2_{s00} \right)^2}}{\left( \sigma^2_{s00} - \sigma^2_{s00} \right)} \tag{3.10}
\]

where \( c_2 = \mu_{s00} \sigma^2_{s10} - \mu_{s00} \sigma^2_{s00} - 2\sigma^2_{s00} \sigma_{s00} \log \left( \frac{\sigma_{s00}}{\sigma_{s00}} \right) \)

\[
R_3 = \frac{-\left( \mu_{s01} \sigma^2_{s01} - \mu_{s01} \sigma^2_{s01} \right) - \sqrt{\left( \mu_{s01} \sigma^2_{s01} - \mu_{s01} \sigma^2_{s01} \right)^2 - \left( \sigma^2_{s01} - \sigma^2_{s01} \right)^2}}{\left( \sigma^2_{s00} - \sigma^2_{s01} \right)} \tag{3.11}
\]

where \( c_3 = \mu_{s00} \sigma^2_{s01} - \mu_{s00} \sigma^2_{s01} - 2\sigma^2_{s01} \sigma_{s01} \log \left( \frac{\sigma_{s00}}{\sigma_{s01}} \right) \)

The detailed steps for the derivation of (3.9), (3.10) and (3.11) are provided in Appendix A. Given the conditional symbol error probabilities (3.2)-(3.5), we can re-write (3.1) in terms of \( V_{s10}, V_{s00}, PE \) and \( T \), and optimize the desired parameters \( V_{s10} \) and \( V_{s00} \). In this section, we perform the voltage optimization for \( T = 0 \). The end-of-retention optimization will be discussed in Section 3.5. Thus, instead of keeping the write voltage levels fixed for the entire operational lifetime of NAND flash memory, we propose to adapt them according to the current channel condition such that the error probability is minimized. From the practical implementation
perspective, the write voltage levels can be pre-computed as a function of PE cycles and stored into a look-up table to preclude the run-time optimization complexity.

To formulate the optimization problem, we define the objective function by using (3.1), given as

\[
(V_{s10}^*, V_{s00}^*) = \min_{(V_{s10}, V_{s00})} P_e(V_{s10}, V_{s00}, PE, T = 0)
\]  

(3.12)

This optimization function behaves as a convex function over \( V_{s10} \) and \( V_{s00} \) as shown in Fig. 3.2, and thus can be solved by using any convex optimization technique. Since the write voltage levels are optimized in off-line mode, the complexity of the chosen optimization algorithm does not affect the performance of NAND flash system. In this work, we apply the gradient descent (GD) method [71] to find the optimal \( V_{s10}^* \) and \( V_{s00}^* \) that yield the minimum \( P_e \). The GD method minimizes the objective function \( P_e \) by iteratively solving the following equation

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
V_{s10}^{(k+1)} \\
V_{s00}^{(k+1)}
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
V_{s10}^{(k)} \\
V_{s00}^{(k)}
\end{bmatrix} - \alpha \begin{bmatrix}
\frac{\partial P_e}{\partial V_{s10}} \\
\frac{\partial P_e}{\partial V_{s00}}
\end{bmatrix} P_e \left( V_{s10}^{(k)}, V_{s00}^{(k)}, PE, T = 0 \right)
\]

(3.13)

where \( \partial \) denotes the partial derivative, and \( k \) and \( \alpha \) are the GD iteration count and step size parameters, respectively.

The optimized write voltage levels along with the respective minimized \( P_e \) values over different PE cycles are enumerated in Table 3.1. To make comparison between the proposed write voltage optimization scheme and the conventional channel invariant (fixed) write voltage scheme, we plot the corresponding \( P_e \) functions in Fig. 3.3. In this figure, the solid curve represents the minimized \( P_e \) function obtained against the optimal write voltage levels, as given in Table 3.1, whereas the dotted curve shows the \( P_e \) values computed against channel invariant write voltage levels, keeping the intermediate voltage levels fixed at \( V_{s10} = 2.6 \) and \( V_{s00} = 3.2 \) [52]. As expected, the proposed channel optimized write voltage scheme yields lower
Table 3.1: Optimized write voltage levels over varying PE cycles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PE</th>
<th>$V_{s10}$</th>
<th>$V_{s00}$</th>
<th>$P_e$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1K</td>
<td>2.77</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>$7.15 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2K</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>3.34</td>
<td>0.0010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5K</td>
<td>2.69</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td>0.0023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10K</td>
<td>2.61</td>
<td>3.27</td>
<td>0.0072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15K</td>
<td>2.55</td>
<td>3.24</td>
<td>0.0115</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.2: Plot of channel raw error probability ($P_e$) as a function of write voltage levels $V_{s10}$ and $V_{s00}$, setting $PE=5K$ and $T = 0$.

error probability, particularly at low-to-medium PE count. In addition to improved error-rate performance, the optimal write voltage levels also help to reduce the ECC decoding latency, as discussed in Section 3.4.

3.3 Quantization Design for the Read Threshold Voltage Levels

After write voltage optimization, we present a novel quantization scheme, using the voltage entropy function, to design the read threshold voltage levels. For 2-bit per cell NAND flash memory, it require at least three read threshold voltage levels
to detect four possible stored data symbols. However, when LDPC code is used as ECC for flash channel, we may need to perform high precision memory sensing for more accurate computation of log-likelihood-ratios (LLR) information for soft LDPC decoding. To achieve this, one straightforward approach is to set the read threshold levels between the minimum and maximum write voltage levels, $V_{s_{11}}$ and $V_{s_{01}}$, with equally-spaced separation $D_u$. Fig. 3.4 shows a pictorial representation of 6-level uniform quantization scheme, where each vertical dashed-line ($R_1$ to $R_6$) represent a particular quantization level. Since each cell value represents 2 bits of information, we compute the LLR values corresponding to the most significant bit and the least significant bit positions, denoted by $L_{msb}$ and $L_{lsb}$, respectively. Given the read threshold voltage $v$, when $R_{n-1} \leq v \leq R_n$ for $n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7$, where $R_0 = -\infty$ and $R_7 = +\infty$, we have

$$L_{msb}(n) = \log \frac{\int_{R_{n-1}}^{R_n} \{p_{s_{00}}(v) + p_{s_{01}}(v)\}dv}{\int_{R_{n-1}}^{R_n} \{p_{s_{10}}(v) + p_{s_{11}}(v)\}dv} \tag{3.14}$$
Figure 3.4: Illustration of uniform interval $D_u$ based quantization scheme in a 2-bit per cell flash memory with 6 ($R_1$ to $R_6$) equi-spaced read threshold voltage levels.

\[ L_{\text{lab}}(n) = \log \frac{\int_{R_{n-1}}^{R_n} \{p_{s00}(v) + p_{s10}(v)\} dv}{\int_{R_{n-1}}^{R_n} \{p_{s01}(v) + p_{s11}(v)\} dv} \] (3.15)

However, assuming a fixed memory sensing precision (e.g. 6-level, 9-level, 12-level, etc.), the uniform quantization levels tend to become non-optimal when compared to the non-uniform quantization levels [28]. The objective of a non-uniform quantization scheme is to set the memory sensing levels closer to the erasure (intersection) regions where adjacent distribution functions tend to overlap. This helps to distinguish between adjacent voltage levels. Since the symbol error probability is dominant in the erasure region, it therefore requires more accurate memory sensing.

### 3.3.1 Entropy Quantization Scheme

For designing a non-uniform quantization scheme, it is crucial to identify the optimum width of erasure region so that the resultant soft-information (LLR values) achieves the best decoder error performance. For this purpose, we first define the entropy of the cell’s threshold voltage, denoted by $H(v)$, given as

\[ H(v) = \sum_{i} \left[ \frac{p_{s_i}(v)}{\sum_{i} p_{s_i}(v)} \log_2 \left( \frac{\sum_{i} p_{s_i}(v)}{p_{s_i}(v)} \right) \right] \] (3.16)
where \( s_i \in \{ s_{11}, s_{10}, s_{00}, s_{01} \} \). An example of voltage entropy function is illustrated in Fig. 3.5. Note that the voltage entropy is only dominant within the erasure region, denoted as *high entropy region*. This should be the targeted memory sensing region as it incurs high error probability. Therefore, we set the quantization levels closer to the erasure region, instead of setting them uniformly from \( V_{s_{11}} \) to \( V_{s_{01}} \).

With 3 erasure regions in-place, we require at least 6 quantization levels in order to enclose them within the quantization boundary. To this end, we define an entropy parameter \( \theta \) in the range \([0, 1]\) to select the width of each erasure region. To be precise, we set each quantization level such that

\[
H(R_n) = \theta
\]

for \( n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 \). In other words, the memory sensing levels are designed where the voltage entropy is equal to \( \theta \). By varying the entropy parameter \( \theta \), we can obtain the desired width for erasure regions. We refer to this memory sensing scheme as the *entropy quantization* scheme.

Besides, another well-known non-uniform quantization scheme for MLC flash is reported in [70], where the quantization levels are obtained by maximizing the
mutual-information (MMI) between the input and output of flash channel. This
scheme involves solving a multi-variable optimization problem to get the quantiza-
tion levels. However, MMI quantization does not allow to alter the width of erasure
regions. This constraint affects the resultant error-rate performance of LDPC
decoder, which is further discussed in the following section. Since both proposed
and MMI schemes employ an entropy like function to optimize the quantization
levels, we mainly treat MMI quantization as the benchmark for comparison.

To study the performance of the proposed entropy quantization, we simulate
the following two binary LDPC codes:

- 8K-code is (8000, 7200), rate-0.90 regular LDPC code with uniform column
  weight 5.
- 4K-code is (4544, 4096), rate-0.90 irregular LDPC code with following degree
distribution:

\[
\lambda(x) = 0.0682x + 0.1822x^2 + 0.1329x^3 + 0.6167x^4
\]
\[
\rho(x) = 0.22x^{38} + 0.78x^{39}
\]

where \(\lambda(x)\) and \(\rho(x)\) are the variable node and check node degree distribution
pairs, respectively, optimized through density evolution [72]. Both LDPC codes
are constructed using the progressive-edge-growth (PEG) algorithm [73] which is
well-known to construct finite-length LDPC codes with very good error performance
by ensuring a large girth of the underlying code graph. These LDPC codes are
decoded using the shuffled belief-propagation (BP) decoder [74]. The maximum
number of BP iterations, denoted by \(I_{max}\), is set to 25. We apply the proposed
entropy based quantization scheme (6-level) and compare with the MMI (6-level)
[70] and uniform (12-level) quantization schemes. The entropy parameter is set to
\(\theta = 0.35\) for 4K-code and \(\theta = 0.40\) for 8K-code through exhaustive search method as
these values lead to optimum error-rate performance. The entropy based optimized
read threshold voltage levels for 4K-code over a range of PE cycles are given in
Table 3.2: Optimized read threshold voltage levels \{R_1, R_2, R_3, R_4, R_5, R_6\} for 4K-code over varying PE cycles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PE</th>
<th>(R_1)</th>
<th>(R_2)</th>
<th>(R_3)</th>
<th>(R_4)</th>
<th>(R_5)</th>
<th>(R_6)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18K</td>
<td>2.21</td>
<td>2.44</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>3.65</td>
<td>3.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19K</td>
<td>2.20</td>
<td>2.44</td>
<td>2.94</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>3.65</td>
<td>3.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20K</td>
<td>2.18</td>
<td>2.43</td>
<td>2.93</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>3.64</td>
<td>3.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21K</td>
<td>2.18</td>
<td>2.43</td>
<td>2.93</td>
<td>3.09</td>
<td>3.64</td>
<td>3.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22K</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>2.43</td>
<td>2.92</td>
<td>3.09</td>
<td>3.63</td>
<td>3.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23K</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>2.42</td>
<td>2.91</td>
<td>3.09</td>
<td>3.62</td>
<td>3.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24K</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>2.42</td>
<td>2.90</td>
<td>3.09</td>
<td>3.62</td>
<td>3.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25K</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>2.89</td>
<td>3.08</td>
<td>3.61</td>
<td>3.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2. Note that the optimization of entropy parameter \(\theta\) needs to be done only once in the offline mode.

We first notice that, contrary to MMI quantization, the entropy quantization scheme does not maximize the mutual information as shown in Fig. 3.6 for 4K-code. Next, we illustrate the frame-error-rate (FER) curves for LDPC 4K-code and 8K-code in Fig. 3.7 and Fig. 3.8, respectively. In these two figures, we show the error performance of MMI and uniform quantization schemes by employing both channel invariant (conventional) and channel optimized (proposed) write voltage levels. We can observe that the proposed entropy-based quantization outperforms the former schemes. Furthermore, as stated earlier, the uniform quantization scheme is not very effective as the 12-level quantization is, surprisingly, worse than the 6-level non-uniform quantization schemes.

It should be noted that, in this chapter, we only strive to optimize 6 read threshold voltage levels. This is because the cell storage capacity with 6-level quantization registers a big jump from 3-level quantization (hard decision), while further increase in the quantization levels registers diminishing returns towards the infinite-precision limit (ideal soft decoding), as shown in Fig. 3.9. Note that the cell storage capacity measures the symmetric information rate, given by

\[
\max_{\{R_1, \ldots, R_Q\}} \frac{1}{4} \sum_{s \in \{01, \ldots, s_{11}\}} \left[ \sum_{i=1}^{Q+1} \int_{R_{i-1}}^{R_i} p_s(v) \log \left( \frac{p_s(v)}{P(v)} \right) dv \right]
\]
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**Figure 3.6:** Comparison of mutual information computed by employing 6-level Entropy (proposed) and 6-level MMI quantization schemes.

**Figure 3.7:** Frame-error-rate (FER) performance of LDPC 4K-code by employing the Entropy (proposed), MMI and uniform quantization schemes: solid curves are plotted for optimized write voltage levels and dotted curves are plotted for channel invariant write voltage levels.

\[ P(v) = \frac{1}{4} \sum_{s \in \{s_1, ..., s_Q\}} p_s(v) \]

where \( Q \) is the number of quantization levels, \( R_0 = -\infty \) and \( R_{Q+1} = +\infty \). In this figure, we have plotted the cell storage capacity curves against the memory PE cycles for 3-, 6-, 9-, 12-, and ideal soft quantization schemes. To further analyze the
Figure 3.8: Frame-error-rate (FER) performance of LDPC 8K-code by employing the Entropy (proposed), MMI and uniform quantization schemes: solid curves are plotted for optimized write voltage levels and dotted curves are plotted for channel invariant write voltage levels.

Figure 3.9: Plot of cell storage capacity by employing 3-, 6-, 9-, 12- and ideal soft decoding schemes. The effect of increasing quantization levels, in Fig. ??, we only the FER verses memory PE cycles for different quantization levels. As can be seen, the advantage beyond 6-level quantization is diminishing.
3.3.2 Controlled Erasure Decoding using Entropy Quantization

We now investigate the reason behind the improvement in error-rate performance achieved by using the proposed entropy based quantization scheme over the MMI quantization scheme [70]. We first draw attention to the fact that the entropy based quantization levels (given by the optimal value of $\theta$) tend to produce wider erasure regions than the MMI quantization levels, as depicted in Fig. 3.11. In this figure, we observe that the threshold voltage range is split into 3 erasure regions $E_1$, $E_2$ and $E_3$, and 4 data regions $D_1$, $D_2$, $D_3$ and $D_4$, respectively. Here, it must be realized that adjusting the width of erasure regions affects the error performance of the code, as shown in Fig. 3.12. This plot shows the error performance of LDPC 4K-code at PE = 21K and LDPC 8K-code at PE = 21.5K over a range of $\theta$ values. The width of erasure regions and the respective read threshold levels corresponding to different $\theta$ values are shown in Table. 3.3. Observing Fig. 3.12 and Table. 3.3 reveals that if the erasure region is too narrow, the decoder will not be able to
determine sufficient erasures; while if the erasure region is too wide, it will get too many erased symbols which exceed the code’s error correcting capability; and the entropy parameter $\theta$ allows the erasure region width to be optimized. With MMI quantization, it is not possible to alter the width of erasure region as it is optimized (fixed) over a given channel (for a fixed channel noise), irrespective of the type of code used. Fig. 3.12 also marks the entropy parameter value corresponding to the MMI quantization levels, which clearly does not coincide with the minimum error-rate point. This is because the MMI quantization optimization attempts to achieve zero pre-decoded error probability by assuming infinite channel code length, but in practical systems this assumption is violated as only finite block-length codes can be adopted. In contrast, the proposed entropy based quantization is able to optimize the post-decoded error probability and thus may arrive at a different optimum $\theta$ for a different code. This observation is shown in Fig. 3.12 where 4K-code and 8K-codes have produced different optimum $\theta$ values.

In entropy based quantization, changing the value of $\theta$ influences the symbol error and erasure probabilities of the flash channel, denoted by $P_{\text{error}}$ and $P_{\text{erasure}}$, respectively, and consequently alters the magnitude of input LLRs used in BP decoding. Here, $P_{\text{error}}$ refers to the uncoded error probability computed in 4 data regions and $P_{\text{erasure}}$ refers to the erasure probability computed in 3 erasure regions.

Figure 3.11: Comparison of 6-level memory sensing between the Entropy (proposed) and MMI quantization schemes: Entropy quantization levels contribute to wider erasure regions.
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Figure 3.12: Bit-error-rate/Frame-error-rate (BER/FER) performance of LDPC 4K-code and 8K-code plotted against Entropy parameter \( \theta \): values of \( \theta \) corresponding to optimal error-rate performance are marked with vertical arrows and the MMI quantization levels corresponding to \( \theta \) is marked with slanted arrow.

Table 3.3: Width of erasure regions \( E_1, E_2 \) and \( E_3 \) and the corresponding read threshold voltage levels over varying entropy parameter \( \theta \), keeping the PE cycles fixed at 21K.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \theta )</th>
<th>( E_1 )</th>
<th>( E_2 )</th>
<th>( E_3 )</th>
<th>( R_1 )</th>
<th>( R_2 )</th>
<th>( R_3 )</th>
<th>( R_4 )</th>
<th>( R_5 )</th>
<th>( R_6 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.336</td>
<td>0.221</td>
<td>0.220</td>
<td>2.152</td>
<td>2.488</td>
<td>2.904</td>
<td>3.125</td>
<td>3.614</td>
<td>3.384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.303</td>
<td>0.202</td>
<td>0.202</td>
<td>2.163</td>
<td>2.466</td>
<td>2.914</td>
<td>3.116</td>
<td>3.624</td>
<td>3.826</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.277</td>
<td>0.185</td>
<td>0.184</td>
<td>2.172</td>
<td>2.449</td>
<td>2.922</td>
<td>3.107</td>
<td>3.632</td>
<td>3.816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.253</td>
<td>0.171</td>
<td>0.170</td>
<td>2.180</td>
<td>3.433</td>
<td>2.929</td>
<td>3.100</td>
<td>3.639</td>
<td>3.809</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.233</td>
<td>0.158</td>
<td>0.156</td>
<td>2.188</td>
<td>2.421</td>
<td>2.936</td>
<td>3.094</td>
<td>3.646</td>
<td>3.802</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.214</td>
<td>0.146</td>
<td>0.144</td>
<td>2.195</td>
<td>2.409</td>
<td>2.942</td>
<td>3.088</td>
<td>3.652</td>
<td>3.796</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.197</td>
<td>0.135</td>
<td>0.133</td>
<td>2.202</td>
<td>2.399</td>
<td>2.947</td>
<td>3.082</td>
<td>3.657</td>
<td>3.790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.181</td>
<td>0.124</td>
<td>0.122</td>
<td>2.208</td>
<td>2.389</td>
<td>2.953</td>
<td>3.077</td>
<td>3.663</td>
<td>3.785</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.166</td>
<td>0.114</td>
<td>0.112</td>
<td>2.215</td>
<td>2.381</td>
<td>2.958</td>
<td>3.072</td>
<td>3.668</td>
<td>3.780</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These two quantities are mathematically written as

\[
P_{\text{error}} = \int_{v \in D_1} (p_{s10}(v) + p_{s00}(v) + p_{s01}(v)) \, dv + \int_{v \in D_2} (p_{s11}(v) + p_{s00}(v) + p_{s01}(v)) \, dv
+ \int_{v \in D_3} (p_{s10}(v) + p_{s10}(v) + p_{s01}(v)) \, dv + \int_{v \in D_4} (p_{s11}(v) + p_{s10}(v) + p_{s00}(v)) \, dv
\]

(3.18)
We evaluate and plot these two expressions for different PE cycles in Fig. 3.13. In this figure, compared to MMI quantization, the proposed entropy based quantization reduces the symbol error probability by having a higher erasure probability. It should be noted that the LLR values associated with erasure regions are the least reliable LLRs and therefore reset to zero (approximately erased). To be precise, the LSB LLRs $L_{lsb}(2)$ and $L_{lsb}(6)$ corresponding to $E_1$ and $E_3$, respectively, and the MSB LLR $L_{msb}(4)$ corresponding to $E_2$ are erased. This is because the LSB values in region $n = 2$ ($E_1$) and $n = 6$ ($E_3$) are undefined. Similarly, the MSB value in region $n = 4$ ($E_2$) is undefined. Thus, with entropy based quantization scheme, we perform a controlled erasure decoding by means of optimizing the parameter $\theta$, in such a way that some LLR values are erased to ensure that the symbol error probability is reduced. This adjustment between the symbol error and symbol erasure probability helps the entropy scheme to perform better than the MMI quantization scheme.

### 3.4 Write Voltage Optimization for Faster Decoding Convergence

In the previous section, we mainly analyze the improvement in error-rate performance that comes as a result of employing the optimized write voltage signals, as shown in Fig. 3.3, 3.7 and 3.8. Note that the need for write voltage optimization is not critical in the initial state of flash memory as compared to its end-of-life (EOL). This is because the raw memory errors in the initial state typically does not exceed the error correction capability of ECC decoder. However, as the LDPC code...
is becoming the mainstream ECC for flash memory, its long decoding latency starts to deteriorate the system performance. In this situation, the proposed optimization method to reduce the error-rate, and consequently to reduce the decoding latency, becomes important. It other words, we can improve the decoding convergence in the initial state of flash memory by optimizing the write voltage levels.

In Fig. 3.14, we plot the LDPC 4K-code BER curves versus maximum decoder iteration ($I_{\text{max}}$). It can be observed that the decoding latency is reduced by up to 16% in the initial state, even though the BER at these early states are low and typically have enough margins from ECC failures, and up to 22% in the EOL. Therefore, in comparison with conventional flash memory system where the write voltage levels are fixed, our approach is more effective in terms of error performance and decoding latency for both early and late stages of flash memory usage.
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3.5 Early vs. End-of-Retention (EOR) Write Voltage Optimization

Previously, we performed the write voltage optimization for the early retention time of flash memory, by setting the retention time to zero. Now, we address the write voltage optimization for the flash memory’s end-of-retention (EOR) time, and compare between the two voltage design schemes. In this direction, we set the retention time to some large value and then minimize the objective function (3.12). As a case study, we set the retention time to 12 months and optimize the write voltage levels over varying PE cycles. The optimization for EOR is recommended if the flash data is expected to be stored for a long period of time without reading/re-writing. We use $T_{\text{write}} = 0$ and $T_{\text{write}} = 12$-months to distinguish between optimizing the write voltage schemes for early retention and end-of-retention times, respectively.

In Fig. 3.15, we plot the flash memory endurance (PE cycles) versus the data retention time ($T$) for the two voltage design schemes, $T_{\text{write}} = 0$ and $T_{\text{write}} = 12$-months.
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Figure 3.15: Comparison of flash memory endurance between optimizing write voltage levels for early retention $T_{\text{write}} = 0$ (solid curves) and end of retention (EOR) $T_{\text{write}} = 12$-months (dotted curves), keeping the FER fixed at $10^{-3}$ and $10^{-5}$: employing LDPC 4K-code with 6-level Entropy quantization.

12-months, keeping the FER fixed at $10^{-3}$ and $10^{-5}$. We observe that if the data retention time is relatively short, under 4 months, the write voltage scheme optimized for early retention time outperforms the EOR optimization scheme by providing longer flash memory endurance. Conversely, as the data retention time increases, the write voltage scheme optimized for EOR time yields better endurance performance. In summary, the problem of write voltage optimization for MLC NAND flash is a design trade-off between the achievable endurance performance and the expected retention time of stored flash data.

3.6 Chapter Summary

This chapter investigates the optimization of read and write voltage signals for 2-bit per cell NAND flash memory. Based on a non-stationary NAND flash channel model, which includes programming noise, RTN, CCI and data retention noise, the write voltage levels are optimized to minimize the channel raw error probability. The trade-off between write voltage optimization based on early retention time versus
the end-of-retention time is discussed. Since the error-rate of early retention time has enough margins from ECC decoding failures, while the end-of-retention state is more susceptible to raw memory errors, optimizing the error-rate of end-of-retention is more important. The proposed write voltage optimization scheme is validated to have more superior error-rate performance than the conventional channel-invariant write voltage scheme.

Besides, a novel read voltage quantization scheme based on the voltage entropy function is proposed to find the right balance between the flash channel symbol-error and symbol-erasure probabilities through controlled erasure decoding. This quantization scheme achieves better BP decoding performance than the prior-art quantization schemes. By joint read and write voltage signal optimization, the overall error-rate performance and decoding convergence are improved, as shown in Fig. 3.7, 3.8 and 3.14.
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Decision-Directed Retention-Failure Recovery with Flash Channel Update

The data retention noise, caused by the leakage of stored electrons through the cell’s floating gate, is well-recognized as a dominant source of errors in the state-of-the-art NAND flash memory chips \([75–77]\). To overcome the retention noise induced errors, we propose a two-stage retention-aware belief-propagation (RABP) decoding scheme. In this scheme, we employ the BP decoder to recover the stored code-word bits. In case of decoding failure, we modify the input LLR computation by re-mapping the LLRs of erasure and data regions, based on the measured read-back voltage signal and the decoded code-word bits, and initialize a second round of BP decoding by using the modified LLR values. The proposed RABP decoder improves the flash channel tolerance against the data retention errors and enables the BP algorithm to successfully decode the flash data for longer period of retention time.

Next, we propose an RABP assisted channel update (RA-CU) algorithm for estimating the mean and standard deviation parameters of threshold voltage distribution by using the symbol error/erasure patterns measured at the output of RABP.
specifically, we formulate a cost function which defines the mean squared error (MSE) between the measured and predicted symbol error/erasure counts. This cost function is subsequently minimized by employing the gradient descent method to determine the best-fit mean and standard deviation values. In case of RABP decoding failure, wherein the measured symbol error/erasure values are unavailable, we compute the approximated values of symbol error/erasure counts with the help of detected symbol counts, and then invoke the RA-CU algorithm. More importantly, we perform the proposed retention-failure recovery and flash channel update by only using the initial (default) read threshold levels, thus avoiding the time and power consuming additional read operations.

The overall scheme works as follows. The flash memory controller first attempts to read the cell values with initial read threshold levels, and then initiates the conventional BP decoding. If the retention noise is weak and the decoding outcome is successful, no further processing is required. Otherwise, the controller attempts to recover the retention-failure data by using the proposed RABP decoding and then proceeds to the RA-CU algorithm.

4.1 Background

In Chapter 2, we designed the quantization levels over varying PE cycles based on the knowledge of cell’s voltage distribution functions \( p_{s_{11} \sim s_{01}} (v) \). Since these voltage distribution functions tend to follow Gaussian distribution, they can be described with their mean and standard deviation parameters. The optimized quantization levels are therefore stored into a look-up table against varying mean and standard deviation values, instead of memory PE cycles, and retrieved on-the-fly based on the given channel noise characteristics. For instance, during memory read operation, flash controller selects the stored quantization levels against the initial (zero retention age) mean and standard deviation values. In practice, however, the initial
distribution parameters tend to become outdated with increasing data retention time and the corresponding quantization levels, that are needed to compute the LLR information, tend to become sub-optimal. Consequently, the likely inaccurate LLR values may lead to ECC decoding failure and thus demand renewal/update of flash channel parameters. The prior-art works on retention-failure recovery and flash channel estimation require new memory sensing operations which are time and power consuming [38–41], nullifying the benefits brought by the flash technology. Hence, we propose the retention-failure recovery and flash channel estimation algorithms which precludes the additional read operations.

4.1.1 Retention Effect on Cell’s Voltage Distribution

The incessant charge leakage through the cell’s FGT over increasing data retention time reduces the threshold voltage level and ultimately shifts the memory cell down, into an adjacent (lower) cell state, resulting into an incorrect detection of stored cell value, as shown in Fig. 4.1. Note that the retention noise not only shifts the voltage distribution functions towards the erased state $s_{11}$, but also increases the distribution variance. While the retention noise affects the programmed state voltage distribution functions, it has inconsequential effect on the erased state memory cells [36]. Thus, in this chapter, we only attempt to find the mean and standard deviation parameters for the programmed state memory cells.

In Fig. 4.2, we simulate our 2-bit per cell NAND flash channel model, and plot the amount of change in mean and standard deviation values, denoted by $\Delta \mu_{s_{10} \sim s_{01}}$ and $\Delta \sigma_{s_{10} \sim s_{01}}$, respectively, over a range of data retention time, keeping the PE cycles fixed at 5K and 10K. It should be noted that the voltage distribution parameters correspond to the erased state $s_{11}$ changes very slightly. Thus, we assume the values of $\Delta \mu_{s_{11}}$ and $\Delta \sigma_{s_{11}}$ to be negligible. We observe that the highest programmed state $s_{01}$ shows the largest amount of shift, where the mean and standard deviation values change up to 0.4 V and 0.055 V, respectively, by the retention time of $10^5$
Figure 4.1: Illustration of voltage distribution functions in 2-bit per cell NAND flash memory before (top figure) and after (bottom figure) data retention noise effect: voltage levels tend to drop gradually with data retention time.

Figure 4.2: The amount of change in mean $\Delta \mu$ (top figure) and standard deviation $\Delta \sigma$ (bottom figure) values with increasing data retention time at PE $= 5K$ (solid curves) and PE $= 10K$ (dotted curves).

hours. This is because the retention shift is proportional to the amount of charged electrons stored over the cell’s floating-gate, thus a higher programmed state shifts faster than a lower programmed state.
4.1.2 Related Work

To mitigate the retention noise induced errors, a flash correct-and-refresh (FCR) method, wherein the cell values are periodically read and re-programmed before a large number of retention errors are accumulated, is reported in [77]. However, the FCR method only works when the flash controller is continuously powered-on. Furthermore, the cell re-programming operation may itself induce more cell-to-cell interference (CCI) which is yet another leading source of errors in today’s flash memory chips. When the number of retention errors are large and exceed the error correcting capability of ECC decoder, the FCR scheme fails. In this situation, some other retention-failure recovery techniques, like the error-prediction error-recovery (EPER) [34] and flash-defibrillator (FD) [35], where the charge-reduced cells are recharged by applying recovery pulses, and the retention-optimized-reading (ROR) [36] and read-channel-optimization (RCO) [37], where the failed stored data is recovered by adaptively applying read threshold levels, can be employed. However, all these methods require extra memory sensing operations which may increase the read latency and total power consumption.

With regards to flash channel estimation, which involves finding the voltage distribution mean and standard deviation parameters corresponding to each cell state, the authors in [38] and [39] present off-line and on-line voltage modeling schemes (Off-VM) and (On-VM), respectively, which characterize the flash channel using empirical measurements and develop statistical models for threshold voltage distribution. The adaptive read threshold (ART) [41] is another method for characterizing the voltage distribution while using a limited number of re-reads. Apart from that, a detector parameter estimation (DPE) algorithm, which determines the best-fit voltage distribution parameters by matching the actual and modeled distributions functions, is reported in [40]. When ECC decoder of a memory page fails with initial distribution parameters, these estimation algorithms can be invoked by employing extra memory sensing operations. This is followed by more memory
sensing operations for the re-trial of error correction. This whole process results in significant read latency due to excessive memory sensing operations and large amount of memory-to-controller data transfer.

To preclude the excessive re-reads, a decision-directed estimation (DDE) strategy is presented in [78], wherein the decoded bit-error patterns are used to formulate an optimization problem for the adjustment of voltage distribution parameters. However, for the DDE scheme to work, the availability of correctly decoded data is a pre-requisite. Furthermore, the DDE scheme only finds the distribution mean values, whereas the distribution standard deviation values are assumed to be scaled factors of distribution mean values, which may not be true. Finally, the DDE scheme is also susceptible to large estimation errors and thus may sometimes become unstable.

Researchers have also proposed some innovative code construction methods which facilitate the memory controller in the selection of read threshold levels, particularly when no prior information of voltage distribution is available. One such example is the balanced modulation which ensures that the code-word contains an equal number of zeros and ones, hence facilitating the adjustment of dynamic read thresholds [79, 80]. The rank modulation [65], which stores the data contents in the relative voltage order over a set of memory cells, can also tolerate the charge leakage. Since the charge leakage process results in a unidirectional drift of cell voltages, it is likely that the relative order of cell voltages is still preserved after the retention period. However, rank modulation faces some technological issues which need to be addressed before its practical implementation. For instance, rank modulation requires a large number of read operations to learn the voltage level ordering, which may significantly increase the read latency.
4.2 Retention-Failure Recovery via RABP Decoding

When BP decoding fails due to a large number of retention errors, new memory sensing operations may be performed in order to update the voltage distribution parameters and to subsequently employ a new set of read threshold levels [38–41]. To preclude excessive re-reads, we propose the retention-aware belief-propagation (RABP) decoding which consists of 2 rounds of BP decoding. The first round provides a hard-decision estimate of the code-word bits, denoted by \( \{ \hat{a}_{\text{msb}}, \hat{a}_{\text{lsb}} \} \), corresponding to the MSB and LSB positions. In case of decoding failure, we will update the LLR information, denoted by \( \hat{L}_{\text{msb}} \) and \( \hat{L}_{\text{lsb}} \), by detecting the charge leakage effect, and execute a new (second) round of BP decoding.

In Fig. 4.3, we illustrate an example of 6-level non-uniform quantization scheme where threshold voltage range is split into 4 data regions (\( D_1, D_2, D_3, D_4 \)) and 3 erasure regions (\( E_1, E_2, E_3 \)). The quantities \( N_{D_i}^{D_i-1} \) and \( N_{E_i}^{D_i-1} \), which we will refer to as the retention-error and retention-erasure counts, for \( i \in \{2, 3, 4\} \), represent the number of memory cells that were originally programmed to data region \( D_i \) but drifted into data region \( D_{i-1} \) and erasure region \( E_{i-1} \), respectively, due to downshifting of cell’s voltage as a result of charge leakage. Notably, with increasing retention time, the voltage distribution functions corresponding to cell state \( s_{10}, s_{00} \) and \( s_{01} \) will tend to drift into the erasure region \( E_1, E_2 \) and \( E_3 \), respectively. Meanwhile, the voltage distribution functions corresponding to cell state \( s_{11}, s_{10} \) and \( s_{00} \) will drift away from the erasure region \( E_1, E_2 \) and \( E_3 \), respectively. Equivalently, as the retention time increases, the values of \( N_{D_1}^{D_2}, N_{D_2}^{D_3} \) and \( N_{D_3}^{D_4} \) will tend to increase, whereas the values of \( N_{E_1}^{D_1}, N_{E_2}^{D_2} \) and \( N_{E_3}^{D_3} \) will tend to decrease. This observation is illustrated in Fig. 4.4, where we plot the retention-erasure probability as a function
of retention time, given by

\[ p\left(N^{D_i}_{E_i-1}, T\right) = \frac{N^{D_i}_{E_i-1}}{N^{D_i}_{E_i-1} + N^{D_i}_{E_i-1}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.1) \]

for \( i \in \{2, 3, 4\} \), and

\[ N^{D_j}_{E_k} = \frac{N_t}{4} \int_{v \in \mathcal{E}_k} p_{s_p}(v) \, dv \] \hspace{1cm} (4.2) \]

where \( p_{s_p} \in \{p_{s11}, p_{s10}, p_{s00}, p_{s01}\} \) for \( j \in \{1, 2, 3, 4\} \) as given in (2.9), whereas the value of \( N_t \) represents the total number of cells per memory-page. It can be seen that the erasure regions \( \mathcal{E}_1, \mathcal{E}_2 \) and \( \mathcal{E}_3 \) are dominated by memory cells belonging to cell state \( s_{10}, s_{00} \) and \( s_{01} \), respectively. In order to recover from this retention-erasure effect, we modify the LLR value for a voltage in region \( n \) to be set to LLR value for voltage in region \( n + 1 \). To be precise, we compute new LLR information for all the erasure-bound memory cells where \( v \in \{\mathcal{E}_1, \mathcal{E}_2, \mathcal{E}_3\} \) such that, when \( R_{n-1} < v \leq R_n \), for \( n = 2, 4, 6 \), their new LLR values become

\[ \hat{L}_{msb}(n) = L_{msb}(n+1) \] \hspace{1cm} (4.3) \]
\[ \hat{L}_{lsb}(n) = L_{lsb}(n+1) \] \hspace{1cm} (4.4) \]

This process is referred to as the retention-erasure correction. Furthermore, after a long retention time, it is also possible that the voltage distribution functions belonging to cell state \( s_{10}, s_{00} \) and \( s_{01} \) may shift past the lower erasure region and into the lower data region \( \mathcal{D}_1, \mathcal{D}_2 \) and \( \mathcal{D}_3 \), respectively. To see this effect, we plot the retention-error probability versus the retention time in Fig. 4.4, given by

\[ p\left(N^{D_i}_{D_i-1}, T\right) = \frac{N^{D_i}_{D_i-1}}{N^{D_i}_{D_i-1} + N^{D_i}_{D_i-1}} \] \hspace{1cm} (4.5) \]

for \( i \in \{2, 3, 4\} \). We can notice that the retention-error count, \( N^{D_i}_{D_i-1} \), tends to increase with retention time. Thus, we also need to identify these charge-depleted
retention-error memory cells in order to modify their LLR information for the second round of BP decoding. However, in this situation, contrary to the retention-erasure correction, it is not possible to change the LLR information merely on the basis of read-back voltage signal. To this end, we leverage on the decoded code-word bits for the detection of such charge-loss memory cells. Specifically, if the cells have read-back voltage in the range $D_1$, $D_2$ or $D_3$, but they are decoded into the next higher programmed state $D_2$, $D_3$, or $D_4$, respectively, we mark them as the likely affected memory cells. For instance, when a memory cell is observed in data region $D_1$ and the corresponding pair of bits is decoded to $\{\hat{a}_{\text{msb}}, \hat{a}_{\text{lsb}}\} = \{1, 0\}$, it will be marked as a likely charge-loss memory cell. Thus, for all such likely charge-loss memory cells, we modify their LLRs such that, when $R_{n-1} < v \leq R_n$ for $n = 1, 3, 5$, the new LLR values become

$$\hat{L}_{\text{msb}} (n) = L_{\text{msb}} (n + 2)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.6)

$$\hat{L}_{\text{lsb}} (n) = L_{\text{lsb}} (n + 2)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.7)

This step is referred to as the retention-error correction. Using the modified LLR information $\hat{L}_{\text{msb}}$ and $\hat{L}_{\text{lsb}}$, we execute a fresh second round of BP decoding. The detailed steps of RABP decoding scheme are outlined in Algorithm 1.

### 4.2.1 Retention-Error Correction

Since the proposed RABP decoder performs retention-error correction by using the partially corrected code-word bits (obtained after first round of decoding), it is important to understand the underlying mechanism which facilitates the proposed retention-error correction strategy. Here, it is worth noting that the number of corrected retention errors is much higher than the number of uncorrected or wrongly-corrected retention errors (called residual errors), so that a second round
of decoding will be able to correct the residual errors with adjusted LLR values (i.e. adjusted to take into account the retention error effect). To show that, in Fig. 4.5, we plot the average number of errors observed before and after the first round of decoding (per code-word failure). It can be seen that the number of errors is noticeably decreased after the first round of decoding. This helps the proposed
Algorithm 1: Retention-Aware Belief-Propagation (RABP) Decoding.

1: Memory sensing to obtain read-back voltage \( v \)
2: Compute \( L_{\text{msb}} \) and \( L_{\text{lsb}} \) using (3.14) and (3.15)
3: Perform first round of BP decoding to obtain \( \{\hat{c}_{\text{msb}}, \hat{c}_{\text{lsb}}\} \)
4: if successful decoding then
5: Proceed to 14
6: end if
7: if \( (v \in E_1) \) OR \( (v \in E_2) \) OR \( (v \in E_3) \) then
8: Compute \( \hat{L}_{\text{msb}} \) and \( \hat{L}_{\text{lsb}} \) using (4.3) and (4.4), \( \Rightarrow \) retention-erasure correction
9: end if
10: if \( [(v \in D_1) \&\& \{\hat{a}_{\text{msb}}, \hat{a}_{\text{lsb}}\} = \{1, 0\}] \) OR \( [(v \in D_2) \&\& \{\hat{a}_{\text{msb}}, \hat{a}_{\text{lsb}}\} = \{0, 0\}] \) OR \( [(v \in D_3) \&\& \{\hat{a}_{\text{msb}}, \hat{a}_{\text{lsb}}\} = \{0, 1\}] \) then
11: Compute \( \hat{L}_{\text{msb}} \) and \( \hat{L}_{\text{lsb}} \) using (4.6) and (4.7), \( \Rightarrow \) retention-error correction
12: end if
13: Perform second round of BP decoding
14: End

Nevertheless, the existence of residual errors may sometimes lead to incorrect detection of retention-error memory cells. To observe the performance of the proposed retention-error detection scheme, we plot the probability of retention-error corrected (wrongly-corrected) cells as a function of retention time in Fig. 4.6, given by

\[
P_{\text{corrected}} = \frac{\text{retention-error corrected cells}}{\text{Total (corrected+uncorrected) cells}} \quad \text{(4.8)}
\]

\[
P_{\text{uncorrected}} = \frac{\text{retention-error uncorrected (wrongly-corrected) cells}}{\text{Total (corrected+uncorrected) cells}} \quad \text{(4.9)}
\]

We perform Monte-Carlo simulations to compute these probabilities via step 10 in Algorithm 1 by counting the number of retention-error corrected and wrongly corrected memory cells. In Fig. 4.6, we can notice that the number of corrected retention errors is much higher, around 80% at \( T = 1,000 \) hours, than the number of uncorrected retention errors, which validates the effectiveness of the proposed decision-directed retention-error correction strategy. This performance is achieved because the reliable input LLR values corresponding to the unaffected memory cells help to correct the unreliable LLR values corresponding to retention-affected
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Figure 4.5: Plot of average errors observed before and after the first round of BP decoding versus data retention time at PE = 5K.

Figure 4.6: Fraction of retention-error corrected/uncorrected cells versus data retention time at PE = 5K.

memory cells during the BP decoding, thus producing fewer bit errors in the decoded bit stream and subsequently leads to high accuracy of retention-error correction.

4.2.2 Overall Error-Rate Performance of RABP Decoding

To analyze the overall error-rate improvement under the proposed RABP decoding scheme, employing both the retention-erasure and retention-error correction, we simulate the previously used (8000, 7200), rate-0.90 regular LDPC code with uniform column weight 5. This LDPC code is decoded using the shuffled BP algorithm [74], where maximum iteration count is set to 25 per BP decoding round.

In Fig. 4.7, we plot the frame-error-rate (FER) performance curves against the data retention time without performing channel update, employing the RABP
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Figure 4.7: Frame-error-rate (FER) versus data retention time (without channel update) by employing the conventional BP (CBP) (dotted curves) and the proposed RABP decoding (solid curves) at PE = 3K, 4K and 5K.

decoder and compared with conventional BP decoder, keeping the PE cycles fixed at 3K, 4K and 5K, respectively. We can observe that the flash channel tolerance against the retention noise induced errors is significantly improved. For instance, considering FER at $10^{-4}$, flash memory can endure up to 1,000 hours at PE = 5K using the conventional BP decoding without performing flash channel estimation. In contrast, for the same FER performance, the endurance limit is extended by up to 1,600 hours (60% improvement) under the proposed RABP decoding. Similarly, we can notice that the RABP decoding improves the FER performance by up to 3 orders-of-magnitude at retention time of 1,500 hours.

4.2.3 Average Complexity and Storage Requirement for RABP Decoding

In terms of overall complexity/latency, the proposed RABP decoding scheme needs to re-run the error correction decoding a second time for the recovery of failed code-word, which is also required by all the prior-art retention failure recovery
schemes [38–41, 78]. The only added complexity is the re-mapping of LLR information which incurs additional binary comparison operations against the decoded code-word bits \( \{ \hat{c}_{\text{msb}}, \hat{c}_{\text{lsb}} \} \), which can be upper bounded by \( Z \), given by

\[
Z = 2N \int_{v \in \{D_1, D_2, D_3\}} \{ p(s_{11}) + p(s_{10}) + p(s_{00}) + p(s_{01}) \} dv \quad (4.10)
\]

Despite some increase in decoding complexity, the proposed scheme avoids the additional memory sensing operations for the recovery of retention failure data, which are otherwise required in case of all the prior-art schemes [38–41, 78]. In terms of storage requirement, the proposed RABP decoding scheme needs an additional \( 2N \) binary storage units to store the decoded code-word bits that are required to perform the retention-error correction.

### 4.3 RABP-Assisted Channel Update (RA-CU)

The failure of conventional BP decoding due to retention noise effect clearly indicates the need for flash channel estimation as the initial voltage distribution parameters, and the corresponding read threshold voltage levels, tend to become outdated due to the down-shifting of cell’s threshold voltage levels. The flash channel re-estimation process updates the voltage distribution parameters in order to select the optimal read threshold levels, and hence facilitates more accurate computation of LLR information for BP decoding during the subsequent read requests. This reduces the future possibility of BP decoding failure. To perform flash channel re-estimation without additional memory read operations, we present the RABP assisted channel update (RA-CU) algorithm in which we employ the symbol error/erasure corrected patterns, which are obtained by comparing the input and output of the RABP decoder, to update the voltage distribution parameters. Specifically, using the measured retention-erasure and retention-error counts, denoted by \( \tilde{N}^{D_i}_{E_{i-1}} \) and \( \tilde{N}^{D_i}_{D_{i-1}} \),
respectively, we find the best-fit voltage distribution mean and standard deviation parameters. The measured retention-erasure and retention-error counts are obtained by looking at the channel output voltage values and then comparing the raw decoded bits to the final decoded bit values after the second round of RABP decoding. In Section 4.3.1, we will further explore the possibility of flash channel estimation under decoding failure scenario, wherein the measured retention-erasure and retention-error counts will be unavailable. Since this estimation method will not rely upon the corrected cell values, this algorithm will be invoked only when the retention noise induced errors exceed the error-correcting capability of RABP decoder.

To find the updated mean and standard deviation parameters, we define a cost function which computes the mean squared error (MSE) between the measured error/erasure counts \( \tilde{N}_{D_i}, \tilde{N}_{E_i} \) and the predicted error/erasure counts \( N_{D_i}, N_{E_i} \), for \( i = \{2, 3, 4\} \), given as

\[
C(\mu, \sigma) = \frac{1}{N_t^2} \left[ w_{D_2} \left( \tilde{N}_{D_2} - N_{D_2} \right)^2 + w_{E_1} \left( \tilde{N}_{E_1} - N_{E_1} \right)^2 \right. \\
+w_{D_3} \left( \tilde{N}_{D_3} - N_{D_3} \right)^2 + w_{E_2} \left( \tilde{N}_{E_2} - N_{E_2} \right)^2 \\
+ w_{D_4} \left( \tilde{N}_{D_4} - N_{D_4} \right)^2 + w_{E_3} \left( \tilde{N}_{E_3} - N_{E_3} \right)^2 \right] 
\]

(4.11)

where \( \mu = [\mu_{s_{10}}, \mu_{s_{00}}, \mu_{s_{01}}] \) and \( \sigma = [\sigma_{s_{10}}, \sigma_{s_{00}}, \sigma_{s_{01}}] \) are the unknown distribution parameters, and \( w_{D_i} \) and \( w_{E_i} \) are the weighting coefficients for the error and erasure counts in the range of [0, 1], given by

\[
w_{D_{i-1}} = \frac{\tilde{N}_{D_{i-1}}}{\max \{ \tilde{N}_{D_2}, \tilde{N}_{E_1}, N_{D_2}, N_{E_1}, \tilde{N}_{D_3}, N_{D_3}, \tilde{N}_{D_4}, N_{D_4} \}} \quad (4.12)
\]

\[
w_{E_{i-1}} = \frac{\tilde{N}_{E_{i-1}}}{\max \{ \tilde{N}_{D_2}, \tilde{N}_{E_1}, N_{D_2}, N_{E_1}, \tilde{N}_{D_3}, N_{D_3}, \tilde{N}_{D_4}, N_{D_4} \}} \quad (4.13)
\]

The process of weighting emphasizes the contribution of large error/erasure counts, giving them more weight in the optimization process. The expression for
predicted error/erasure counts \( N_{D_{i-1}}^{D_i}, N_{E_{i-1}}^{D_i} \) are obtained by computing the area under the Gaussian tail probability, as shown in Fig. 4.3, employing the Gaussian distribution based Q-functions\(^1\), as follows:

\[
N_{D_1}^{D_2} (\mu_{s_{10}}, \sigma_{s_{10}}) = \frac{N_t}{4} \left[ 1 - Q \left( \frac{R_1 - \mu_{s_{10}}}{\sigma_{s_{10}}} \right) \right] \quad (4.14)
\]

\[
N_{D_1}^{D_3} (\mu_{s_{00}}, \sigma_{s_{00}}) = \frac{N_t}{4} \left[ Q \left( \frac{R_2 - \mu_{s_{10}}}{\sigma_{s_{00}}} \right) - Q \left( \frac{R_3 - \mu_{s_{10}}}{\sigma_{s_{00}}} \right) \right] \quad (4.15)
\]

\[
N_{D_2}^{D_3} (\mu_{s_{01}}, \sigma_{s_{01}}) = \frac{N_t}{4} \left[ Q \left( \frac{R_3 - \mu_{s_{00}}}{\sigma_{s_{00}}} \right) - Q \left( \frac{R_4 - \mu_{s_{00}}}{\sigma_{s_{00}}} \right) \right] \quad (4.16)
\]

\[
N_{E_2}^{D_3} (\mu_{s_{00}}, \sigma_{s_{00}}) = \frac{N_t}{4} \left[ Q \left( \frac{R_3 - \mu_{s_{00}}}{\sigma_{s_{00}}} \right) - Q \left( \frac{R_4 - \mu_{s_{00}}}{\sigma_{s_{00}}} \right) \right] \quad (4.17)
\]

\[
N_{E_3}^{D_4} (\mu_{s_{01}}, \sigma_{s_{01}}) = \frac{N_t}{4} \left[ Q \left( \frac{R_5 - \mu_{s_{01}}}{\sigma_{s_{01}}} \right) - Q \left( \frac{R_6 - \mu_{s_{01}}}{\sigma_{s_{01}}} \right) \right] \quad (4.18)
\]

\[
N_{E_3}^{D_4} (\mu_{s_{01}}, \sigma_{s_{01}}) = \frac{N_t}{4} \left[ Q \left( \frac{R_5 - \mu_{s_{01}}}{\sigma_{s_{01}}} \right) - Q \left( \frac{R_6 - \mu_{s_{01}}}{\sigma_{s_{01}}} \right) \right] \quad (4.19)
\]

Note that the values of predicted error/erasure counts \( N_{D_{i-1}}^{D_i} \) and \( N_{E_{i-1}}^{D_i} \) serve as the estimators of measured error/erasure counts \( \tilde{N}_{D_{i-1}}^{D_i} \) and \( \tilde{N}_{E_{i-1}}^{D_i} \), respectively. If the cost function is minimized, the estimated values of error/erasure counts will be close enough to the actual ones, thus providing the best-fit distribution parameters. Therefore, we minimize the cost function (4.11), given by

\[
(\mu^*, \sigma^*) = \arg \min \{ C(\mu, \sigma) \} \quad (4.20)
\]

We plot this cost function against increasing data retention time in Fig. 4.8, keeping the PE cycles fixed at 5K and 10K and setting the data retention age to \( 10^3 \), \( 5 \times 10^3 \), \( 10^4 \) and \( 2 \times 10^4 \), respectively. We can verify in Fig. 4.8 that the minimum points of cost function (4.11) matches with the actual data retention age set in the simulations. These minimum points also correspond to the desired

\[
1Q(x) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi}} \int_{-\infty}^{x} \exp \left( -\frac{u^2}{2} \right) du.
\]
voltage distribution mean and standard deviation parameters ($\mu^*, \sigma^*$). To solve this convex optimization problem, we make use of the gradient descent (GD) method [71] that iteratively minimizes the cost function by using the following expression

$$ (\mu^{k+1}, \sigma^{k+1}) = (\mu^k, \sigma^k) - \alpha \nabla C(\mu^k, \sigma^k) $$  \hspace{1cm} (4.21)

where $\nabla C$ is the gradient of cost function $C$, $\alpha$ is the iteration step size and $k$ is the iteration index. In (4.21), the starting mean and standard deviation parameters $(\mu^0, \sigma^0)$ can be initialized with the previously known (initial) mean and standard deviation values that were optimal for the case of $T = 0$. The GD algorithm stops once when the value of cost function evaluated at $(\mu^{k+1}, \sigma^{k+1})$ is smaller than $\beta$, that is $C(\mu^{k+1}, \sigma^{k+1}) \leq \beta$, where $\beta$ is a predefined threshold level, otherwise the maximum number of iteration, denoted by $I_{GD}$, will be raised and the process will be re-run.
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4.3.1 Channel Update after RABP Decoding Failure

In case of unsuccessful decoding attempts made by both the conventional and RABP decoders, caused by accumulation of large number of retention noise induced errors, the measured error/erasure counts which are essential to the RA-CU algorithm cannot be obtained. To perform channel estimation in decoding failure scenario, all the prior-art schemes, including [38–41, 78], employ additional memory sensing operations. To preclude these additional reads, we strive to obtain the approximated values of retention-erasure and retention-error counts, which we will denote as \( \hat{N}_{E_{i-1}}^{D_i} \) and \( \hat{N}_{D_{i-1}}^{D_i} \), respectively. These approximated counts will then facilitate the estimation of best-fit mean and standard deviation parameters. We derive these error/erasure count approximations with the help of detected cell counts, denoted by \( Z_{D_i} \) for \( i \in \{1, 2, 3, 4\} \) and \( Z_{E_j} \) for \( j \in \{1, 2, 3\} \), as shown in Fig. 4.3. The detected cell counts can be obtained by counting the total number of memory cells observed within each voltage quantization region. Referring to the retention-erasure probability in Fig. 4.4, we notice that with increasing data retention time, the erasure regions \( E_1 \), \( E_2 \) and \( E_3 \) tend to include majority of cells corresponding to cell state \( s_{10}, s_{00} \) and \( s_{01} \), respectively. This observation leads to the approximated retention-erasure count values, given by

\[
\hat{N}_{E_3}^{D_3} \approx Z_{E_3} \tag{4.22}
\]

\[
\hat{N}_{E_2}^{D_2} \approx Z_{E_2} \tag{4.23}
\]

\[
\hat{N}_{E_1}^{D_2} \approx Z_{E_1} \tag{4.24}
\]

Next, to find the approximated retention-error count values \( \hat{N}_{D_{i-1}}^{D_i} \), we assume that each voltage distribution function spans over three adjacent voltage regions. In particular, the distribution function \( p_{s_{10}}(v) \) spans over \( D_1, E_1 \) and \( D_2 \), \( p_{s_{00}}(v) \) spans over \( D_2, E_2 \) and \( D_3 \), and \( p_{s_{01}}(v) \) spans over \( D_3, E_3 \) and \( D_4 \), as illustrated in
This seems to be a reasonable assumption, specifically for longer retention time, which can be easily substantiated by verifying the following approximation

\[
\frac{\hat{N}^{D_4} + \hat{N}^{E_1} + \hat{N}^{D_1}}{\frac{N_4}{4}} \approx 1
\]

where \( i \in \{2, 3, 4\} \). In view of the above relation, we can now find the approximated retention-error counts, as follows

\[
\hat{N}^{D_4} \approx \frac{N_4}{4} - \hat{N}^{E_3} - \hat{N}^{D_4} \quad (4.25)
\]

\[
\hat{N}^{D_3} \approx \frac{N_4}{4} - \hat{N}^{E_3} - \hat{N}^{D_3} \quad (4.26)
\]

\[
\hat{N}^{D_2} \approx \frac{N_4}{4} - \hat{N}^{E_2} - \hat{N}^{D_2} \quad (4.27)
\]

The approximated error/erasure count values, given by (4.22) to (4.27), will be used in place of the measured error/erasure counts in the cost function (4.11) to find the best-fit mean and standard deviation parameters. The two channel update methods that are invoked after RABP decoding success and failure will be referred to as the retention-aware channel update after success (RA-CUS) and
failure (RA-CUF) algorithms, respectively, as shown in Fig. 4.9.

4.4 Performance Evaluation of RA-CU Algorithm

4.4.1 Average Estimation Error

To analyze the estimation accuracy under the proposed RA-CU algorithm, we compute the average standard error of the estimated voltage distribution mean and standard deviation parameters, given by

\[ \varepsilon_{\mu_{s10 \sim s01}} = |\mu_{s10 \sim s01} - \mu_{s10 \sim s01}^*| \] \quad (4.28)

\[ \varepsilon_{\sigma_{s10 \sim s01}} = |\sigma_{s10 \sim s01} - \sigma_{s10 \sim s01}^*| \] \quad (4.29)

In (4.28) and (4.29), the values of \( \mu_{s10 \sim s01} \) and \( \sigma_{s10 \sim s01} \) represent the actual mean and standard deviation parameters, whereas \( \mu_{s10 \sim s01}^* \) and \( \sigma_{s10 \sim s01}^* \) are the estimated ones. Fig. 4.10 shows the standard error for the estimated mean values, \( \varepsilon_{\mu_{s10 \sim s01}} \), over a range of data retention time, keeping the PE cycles fixed at 5K and 10K. These curves are obtained by employing both the RA-CUS and RA-CUF algorithms. It can be observed the total range of estimation errors fall in between 0.02 V to
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Figure 4.10: Average error of the estimated mean ($\epsilon_\mu$) plotted against data retention time at $PE = 5K$ (top figure) and $PE = 10K$ (bottom figure) by employing the RA-CUS (solid curves) and RA-CUF (dotted curves) algorithms.

0.14 V. However, the estimation accuracy improves with increasing retention time. In particular, as the retention time exceeds beyond $10^4$ hours, the estimation errors reduce to 0.02 V, and remain almost constant thereafter. This improving estimation accuracy substantiates the effectiveness of the proposed RA-CU algorithm. As the longer retention time induces a high raw memory BER, it therefore requires more accurate flash channel estimation which can be achieved by employing the RA-CU algorithm. Similar performance results are observed for the average error of the estimated standard deviation values, $\epsilon_{\sigma_{s10-s01}}$, as shown in Fig. 4.11. The total estimation errors are found to be in between 0.02 V to 0.08 V, whereas they tend to decline over increasing data retention time.

4.4.2 Estimation Algorithm Complexity

We measure the overall computational complexity of the proposed RA-CU algorithm in terms of arithmetic operations performed by the GD algorithm per iteration, as
Figure 4.11: Average error of the estimated standard deviation ($\varepsilon_\sigma$) plotted against data retention time at PE = 5K (top figure) and PE = 10K (bottom figure): employing RA-CUS (solid curves) and RA-CUF (dotted curves) algorithms.

shown in Table 6.1. The term “LUT” refers to the look-up table implementation for the calculation of exponential terms and Q-functions. The arithmetic operation complexity includes the computations associated with expected error/erasure counts ($N_{Di-1}^{D_i}, N_{Ei-1}^{D_i}$), partial derivatives, gradient of cost function ($\nabla C$), and voltage distribution mean and standard deviation updates ($\mu^{k+1}, \sigma^{k+1}$). Note that the proposed RA-CU algorithm not only avoids the additional memory reads but also offers a few times lower computational complexity per iteration compared to that of DPE algorithm [40]. For 6-level quantization, the DPE algorithm requires 153 ADD/SUB, 913 MUL/DIV and 144 LUT operations per iteration, whereas the proposed RABP-CU scheme requires only 34 ADD/SUB, 165 MUL/DIV and 33 LUT operations per iteration. In Fig. 4.12, we plot the average number of iterations required by the GD algorithm to achieve convergence, where the maximum number of GD iteration $I_{GD}$ is set to 200 and the value of $\beta$ is set to 20. We can observe the similar trends as that of estimation errors, where the average iteration count
Table 4.1: The number of arithmetic operations performed by the Gradient Descent (GD) based parameter estimation algorithm (per iteration).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No.</th>
<th>ADD/SUB</th>
<th>MUL/DIV</th>
<th>LUT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a)</td>
<td>(N_{D_{i-1}}, N_{E_{i-1}})</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b)</td>
<td>Derivatives</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c)</td>
<td>(\nabla C)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d)</td>
<td>((\mu^{k+1}, \sigma^{k+1}))</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>165</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.12: Average number of GD iterations required to achieve convergence versus data retention time, plotted at PE = 5K and 10K.

reduces with increasing data retention time.

4.4.3 Error-Rate Performance

To simulate the error-rate performance, we employ the previously used rate-0.90, (8000,7200) regular LDPC code. In Fig. 4.13, we plot the FER curves over a range of data retention time while employing the RA-CUS based updated distribution parameters and compare with that of the non-updated (initial) distribution parameters. We assume that the distribution parameters are updated within the error-correcting capability of RABP decoder, specifically at \(T_{update} = 70, 110\) and \(600\) hours, while setting the PE count at PE = 10K, 8K and 6K, respectively. We can notice that updating the distribution parameters yields significant improvement in flash channel’s retention time limit. For instance, comparing at FER \(10^{-4}\), the RA-CUS algorithm can tolerate the data retention time by up to \(1,000, 3,000\) and \(25,000\) hours, while keeping the PE cycles fixed at 10K, 8K and 6K, respectively.
This translates to an improvement in retention time by approximately $14 \times$, $27 \times$ and $41 \times$ (times), respectively, compared to non-updated flash channel model. To verify the error-rate performance under the proposed RA-CUF algorithm, in Fig. 4.14, we plot the FER curves against data retention time, assuming that the distribution parameters are updated beyond the error-correcting capability of RABP decoder, in particular, at $T_{\text{update}} = 100, 200, 500, 1,000, 2,000, 5,000$ and $10,000$ hours, while keeping the PE cycles fixed at 10K. Comparing at FER $10^{-4}$, the proposed RA-CUF algorithm improves the retention time limit by approximately $18 \times$, $28 \times$, $50 \times$, $78 \times$, $121 \times$, $185 \times$ and $285 \times$ (times) by supplying the updated voltage distribution mean and standard deviation parameters.

4.5 Chapter Summary

This chapter presents an innovative retention-aware belief-propagation (RABP) decoding strategy for LDPC codes to mitigate the data loss associated with retention noise in NAND flash memory. The proposed RABP decoding exploits the knowledge
that the memory cell’s threshold voltage tends to drop gradually with data retention time. Under this effect, the probable charge-loss memory cells are detected by jointly analyzing their read-back voltage signal and the corresponding decoded code-word bits. In case of decoding failure, a new set of log-likelihood-ratio (LLR) values that enables retention-erasure correction or retention-error correction is computed. Then a fresh round of BP decoding is performed. Simulating a 2-bit per cell NAND flash channel model, it is shown that the retention time endurance of the proposed RABP decoding scheme is increased by up to 70% and the error-rate performance is improved by up to 3 orders-of-magnitude, when compared to conventional BP decoding.

In conjunction with RABP decoder, a NAND flash channel update algorithm (RA-CU) is proposed to re-estimate the voltage distribution mean and standard deviation parameters, leveraging on the decoded error/erasure patterns. The proposed RA-CU algorithm finds the best-fit voltage distribution parameters by employing the gradient descent (GD) method. The estimated mean and standard deviation values are shown to improve the channel estimation accuracy over increasing data
retention time, with estimation errors below 0.02 V. Meanwhile, the complexity of the proposed estimation algorithm also reduces with increasing data retention time. By virtue of the proposed RA-CU algorithm, the retention time tolerance is increased by up to $41 \times$ (times) at 6K PE cycles. More importantly, this performance gain is achieved without performing additional memory sensing operations which are time and power consuming.
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Neighbor-A-Priori Detector for Cell-to-Cell Interference (CCI) Cancellation

Cell-to-cell interference (CCI), arising from parasitic coupling-capacitance between adjacent cells, is another major source of errors in today’s flash memory chips. In this chapter, we present three novel post-processing detection schemes that exploit the \textit{a-priori} information of neighboring/interfering cells to mitigate the CCI effect in 2-bit per cell NAND flash memory. The proposed schemes are referred to as the Even-\textit{A-Priori} (Even-AP), the All-\textit{A-Priori} (All-AP), and the All-AP coupling-capacitance-ratio (All-AP-CCR) detectors. The main idea is to remove the CCI component from the interfering cells before CCI cancellation from the victim cell. In this work, we also estimate the mean CCR values along victim cell’s vertical and diagonal directions to enable more accurate CCI cancellation. Performance analysis and simulation results show significant improvement in the cell storage capacity and error-rate performance with the proposed detection schemes.
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5.1 Background

As the flash memory cells are scaled-down and integrated closer to each other, several reliability issues have emerged which compromise the overall performance of flash memory system [60, 61]. With cell shrinking, there are now fewer electrons that can be stored over the transistor’s floating gate, resulting in narrower gap between adjacent voltage levels. Besides, for \( m \)-bit per cell flash technology, it requires \( 2^m \) voltage levels to distinctly represent the \( m \)-bit data symbol. Adjusting these voltage levels, in an already contracted voltage window, further reduces the noise margin and consequently degrades the system error performance. The other problem that stems from node-scaling is the increase in parasitic coupling-capacitance between the adjacent memory cells. This circuit-level impairment introduces the cell-to-cell interference (CCI) inside the flash cell array, which is well recognized as one of the major source of cell’s threshold voltage distortion [16, 17]. It leads to data reliability problems and complicates the design of channel detector and encoder/decoder units inside the flash memory controller.

In the previous chapter, we addressed the data retention problem caused by cell’s charge leakage, while we employed the signal pre-compensation method [42] to handle the CCI induced errors in NAND flash channel. However, the pre-compensation technique has certain limitations as it can only eliminate CCI from the programmed state cells but can not remove CCI from the erased state cells. In this chapter, we address the data reliability issues associated with CCI and present three post-processing channel detection schemes for its mitigation. The proposed detection schemes are used with the even-odd bit-line architecture to fully exploit their potential. The effectiveness of the proposed schemes and the corresponding design trade-offs are discussed in detail in the following sections.
5.1.1 CCI Statistical Model

The emergence of circuit-level parasitic coupling-capacitance between adjacent memory cells may affect the threshold voltage of a memory cell and lead to severe voltage signal distortions [16, 17]. In particular, the threshold voltage signal of a victim cell may be affected due to the programming of its neighboring memory cells through the coupling-capacitance induced CCI. According to [15], the victim cell’s voltage-shift due to the CCI can be written as

\[ I = \sum_k \Delta V_k \gamma_k \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.1)

where \( I \) is the CCI component as given in (2.1), \( \Delta V_k \) is the change in the threshold voltage of interfering cell \( k \) which is configured after the victim cell, and \( \gamma_k \) is the coupling-capacitive ratio (CCR) between the interfering and the victim cells. In flash memory array, only the immediate neighboring cells affect the victim cell through CCI, whereas the influence of distant neighboring cells is generally assumed to be negligible [42]. For the even-odd bit-line architecture, there are 3 and 5 interfering cells for the odd and even bit-line cells, respectively, as shown in Fig. 5.1. Here, we observe that the odd bit-line cells may influence the threshold voltage of even bit-line cells, whereas the programming of even bit-line cells has no effect on the threshold voltage of odd bit-line cells. This observation will be used onwards for the design of the proposed neighbor-apriori detection schemes. Using Fig. 5.1, we can write the equivalent channel matrix (\( \Gamma \)) for the odd and even bit-line cells, given as

\[
\Gamma^{\text{odd}} = \begin{bmatrix}
\gamma_{xy} & \gamma_y & \gamma_{xy} \\
0 & 1 & 0 
\end{bmatrix}
\]

and

\[
\Gamma^{\text{even}} = \begin{bmatrix}
\gamma_{xy} & \gamma_y & \gamma_{xy} \\
\gamma_x & 1 & \gamma_x 
\end{bmatrix}
\]
where $\gamma_x$, $\gamma_y$ and $\gamma_{xy}$ are the CCRs along victim cell’s horizontal, vertical and diagonal directions, respectively. We can now expand the CCI expression (5.1) into more comprehensive form for the odd and even bit-line cells, as follows

\[
I_{(i,j)}^{\text{odd}} = \gamma_{xy} \left[ V_{(i+1,j-1)}^{\text{new}} - V_{(i+1,j-1)}^{\text{old}} \right] + \gamma_y \left[ V_{(i+1,j)}^{\text{new}} - V_{(i+1,j)}^{\text{old}} \right] + \gamma_{xy} \left[ V_{(i+1,j+1)}^{\text{new}} - V_{(i+1,j+1)}^{\text{old}} \right] (5.2)
\]

\[
I_{(i,j)}^{\text{even}} = \gamma_x \left[ V_{(i,j-1)}^{\text{new}} - V_{(i,j-1)}^{\text{old}} \right] + \gamma_x \left[ V_{(i,j+1)}^{\text{new}} - V_{(i,j+1)}^{\text{old}} \right] + \gamma_{xy} \left[ V_{(i+1,j-1)}^{\text{new}} - V_{(i+1,j-1)}^{\text{old}} \right] + \gamma_y \left[ V_{(i+1,j)}^{\text{new}} - V_{(i+1,j)}^{\text{old}} \right] + \gamma_{xy} \left[ V_{(i+1,j+1)}^{\text{new}} - V_{(i+1,j+1)}^{\text{old}} \right] (5.3)
\]

where subscript $(i, j)$ denotes the cell’s position connecting with $i^{th}$ word-line and $j^{th}$ bit-line terminals, as shown in Fig. 5.1. The random variables $V^{\text{old}}$ and $V^{\text{new}}$ denote the cell’s threshold voltage signals before and after the cell programming, respectively (i.e. representing voltage shift $\Delta V = [V^{\text{new}} - V^{\text{old}}]$). Note that the random variable $V^{\text{old}}$ represents the threshold voltage of erased state memory cells as all the memory cells are initially in the erased state. Thus, it can be modeled by using Gaussian distribution function, given as

\[
p_{V^{\text{old}}}(v) = \frac{1}{\sigma_{\text{v}} \sqrt{2\pi}} e^{-\frac{(v-V_{\text{ss}})^2}{2\sigma_{\text{v}}^2}} (5.4)
\]

Referring to (2.1), the cell’s initial threshold voltage after programming operation can be defined by using the desired write voltage level $V_p$ and the programming noise components $n_u$ and $n_p$, i.e. $V^{\text{new}} = V_p + n_u + n_p$, with distribution functions

\[
p_{n_u}(v) = \begin{cases} 
\frac{1}{\Delta V_{\text{pp}}}, & \text{if } 0 \leq v \leq \Delta V_{\text{pp}} \\
0, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} (5.5)
\]

and

\[
p_{n_p}(v) = \frac{1}{\sigma_p \sqrt{2\pi}} e^{-\frac{v^2}{2\sigma_p^2}} (5.6)
\]
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for \( V_p \in \{ V_{s10}, V_{s01}, V_{s00} \} \). According to [42], the CCI coupling-capacitive ratios can be modeled as bounded Gaussian random variables. The distribution function for horizontal CCR \( \gamma_x \) is given by

\[
p_{\gamma_x}(v) = \begin{cases} 
\frac{c_\gamma}{\sigma_{\gamma_x} \sqrt{2\pi}} e^{-\frac{(v - \mu_{\gamma_x})^2}{2\sigma_{\gamma_x}^2}}, & \text{if } |v - \mu_{\gamma_x}| \leq 0.2\mu_{\gamma_x} \\
0, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

(5.7)

where \( c_\gamma \) is the normalization factor, and \( \mu_{\gamma_x} \) and \( \sigma_{\gamma_x} \) are constant mean and standard deviation parameters. Similarly, distribution function for vertical/diagonal CCR \( \gamma_y|_{xy} \) is given by

\[
p_{\gamma_y|_{xy}}(v) = \begin{cases} 
\frac{c_\gamma}{\sigma_{\gamma_y|_{xy}} \sqrt{2\pi}} e^{-\frac{(v - \mu_{\gamma_y|_{xy}})^2}{2\sigma_{\gamma_y|_{xy}}^2}}, & \text{if } |v - \mu_{\gamma_y|_{xy}}| \leq 0.2\mu_{\gamma_y|_{xy}} \\
0, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

(5.8)

Note that, due to the word-line pitch variations, the mean values for \( \gamma_y \) and \( \gamma_{xy} \), denoted by \( \mu_{\gamma_y}^* \) and \( \mu_{\gamma_{xy}}^* \), are also assumed to be bounded Gaussian random variables [42], given by

\[
p_{\mu_{\gamma_y|_{xy}}^*}(v) = \begin{cases} 
\frac{c_{\mu}}{0.2\mu_{\gamma_y|_{xy}} \sqrt{2\pi}} e^{-\frac{(v - \mu_{\gamma_y|_{xy}})^2}{2(0.2\mu_{\gamma_y|_{xy}})^2}}, & \text{if } |v - \mu_{\gamma_y|_{xy}}| \leq 0.2\mu_{\gamma_y|_{xy}} \\
0, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

(5.9)

In this work, the CCR distribution parameters are set according to [42], as follows:

\( \sigma_{\gamma_x} = 0.3\mu_{\gamma_x}, \sigma_{\gamma_y|_{xy}} = 0.3\mu_{\gamma_y|_{xy}}, \mu_{\gamma_x} = 0.1s, \mu_{\gamma_y} = 0.08s \) and \( \mu_{\gamma_{xy}} = 0.006s \), where factor \( s \) is used to vary the CCI strength.

5.1.2 CCI Effect on Cell’s Voltage Distribution

To visualize the influence of CCI on cell’s threshold voltage signal, in Fig. 5.2, we illustrate an example of how threshold voltage distribution functions are affected
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Figure 5.1: Illustration of cell-to-cell interference (CCI) in the even-odd bit-line architecture: even and odd bit-line cells are interfered by 5 and 3 neighboring cells, respectively.

due to the effect of CCI. We can notice that the CCI shifts the voltage distribution functions upward into the next higher programmed state. Note that the amount of voltage shift is dissimilar for even and odd bit-line cells. This is due to the fact that there are 5 interfering cells for the even bit-line cells, whereas there are only 3 interfering cells for the odd bit-line cells, as shown in Fig. 5.1. Apart from voltage shift, the voltage distribution functions also tend to become wider due to CCI, thus narrowing the gap between the adjacent voltage levels and subsequently reducing the channel noise margins. Hence, an effective system-level solution is inevitably required to tolerate the CCI induced errors in NAND flash memory.

5.1.3 Related Work

To mitigate the CCI effect, there have been several works reported in the open literature. These prior-art works can be generally placed into two separate categories, namely the pre-processing and post-processing schemes, as shown in Fig. 5.3. The pre-processing schemes are applied before/during the cell programming, whereas the post-processing schemes are employed after the memory sensing operation. The contributions in [42] and [81] are two quite similar pre-processing techniques in which the CCI strength is estimated at the time of cell programming and
subsequently subtracted from the desired write/verify voltage levels. However, these schemes can not remove the CCI from the erased state memory cells. Besides, there are some constrained coding methods, such as reported in [82–85], wherein certain voltage levels of neighboring cells are forbidden such that a wider gap between adjacent voltage distributions is ensured. The constrained codes reduce the effect of CCI, however, they incur additional coding overhead. Furthermore, to minimize the CCI effect, a programming approach is reported in [47], where the memory cells are temporarily programmed into intermediate voltage levels. Recently, some dirty paper coding methods are reported in the open literature that attack the problem of CCI by using coding methods designed for stuck-at defect channels [86, 87]. By changing the flash memory channel with the CCI into the flash memory channel with defective cells with the help of one pre-read operation, the encoder obtains the side information of defects. Based on the available side information, the additive encoding method improves the probability of decoding failure.

An extensive effort has also been devoted towards the design of CCI post
5.2 Neighbor-A-Priori Detector

We present three post-processing CCI cancellation schemes based on the a-priori information of the interfering memory cells, while employing the even-odd bit-line architecture. The proposed work is inspired by the prior-art Post-Comp detector.
which computes the CCI estimate by measuring the threshold voltage of the interfering memory cells through uniform memory sensing, followed by the removal of the estimated CCI component from the read-back voltage of the victim cell. In the proposed work, we further improve on the Post-Comp detector by more accurately estimating the individual factors that constitute the overall CCI component. Based on that, we obtain a more reliable estimate of the CCI signal and subsequently remove it from the victim cell’s threshold voltage signal.

5.2.1 The Prior-art Post-Compensation Detector

The Post-Comp detection scheme reported in [42] is a simple yet effective technique for the mitigation of CCI in NAND flash memory. It is a symbol-based detector in which the CCI cancellation is performed on cell-by-cell basis. The basic idea is to estimate the CCI strength, denoted by \( \hat{I}_{(i,j)} \), by using the threshold voltage of neighboring memory cells and then remove this quantity from victim cell’s read-back threshold voltage signal \( V_{(i,j)} \), as follows

\[
\vec{V}_{(i,j)} = V_{(i,j)} - \hat{I}_{(i,j)}
\]  

(5.10)

where \( \vec{V}_{(i,j)} \) represents the cleaned (CCI removed) voltage signal. According to [42], the CCI strength for the odd and even bit-line cells can be estimated as

\[
\hat{I}_{(i,j)}^{\text{odd}} = \mu_{\gamma y}[V_{(i+1,j-1)} - V_{s11}] + \mu_{\gamma y}[V_{(i+1,j)} - V_{s11}] + \mu_{\gamma x}[V_{(i+1,j+1)} - V_{s11}]
\]

(5.11)

\[
\hat{I}_{(i,j)}^{\text{even}} = \mu_{\gamma x}[V_{(i,j-1)} - V_{s11}] + \mu_{\gamma x}[V_{(i,j+1)} - V_{s11}] + \mu_{\gamma y}[V_{(i+1,j-1)} - V_{s11}] + \mu_{\gamma y}[V_{(i+1,j)} - V_{s11}] + \mu_{\gamma x}[V_{(i+1,j+1)} - V_{s11}]
\]

(5.12)
By comparing the CCI estimates (5.11) and (5.12) with actual CCI expressions (5.2) and (5.3), respectively, we can observe that the random variables $V_{\text{new}}$ (initial programmed voltage level) are replaced with $V$ (read-back voltage). Similarly, the random variables $V_{\text{old}}$ (initial erased-state voltage level) and CCR values $\gamma_{xy|xy}$ are replaced with their respective mean values $V_{s11}$ and $\mu_{xy|xy}$, respectively.

We make two observations from the Post-Comp detector. First, the read-back voltage $V$ is not an accurate estimate of the initial threshold voltage $V_{\text{new}}$. This is because the read-back voltage signal includes other noise factors as given in (2.1). Second, the mean values $\mu_{\gamma_y}$ and $\mu_{\gamma_{xy}}$ for CCRs along the vertical and diagonal directions are not constant terms, but represent random variables. In the proposed neighbor-a-priori detection schemes, we will address these two issues and replace the read-back voltage and the mean CCR values with more accurate estimates.

### 5.2.2 The Proposed Even-A-Priori (Even-AP) Detector

In the Even-A-Priori (Even-AP) detection scheme, since the even bit-line cells are influenced by the odd bit-line cells, the odd bit-line cells will be cleaned first by using (5.10) and their a-priori information will be used for the CCI compensation of even bit-line cells. Thus, in the Even-AP scheme, CCI compensation for the odd bit-line cells will remain the same as given in (5.11). Using the cleaned odd bit-line cells with voltage level $\vec{V}$, we compute the corresponding a-priori information, denoted by $V^{\text{AP}}$, given by

\[
V^{\text{AP}}_{(i,j)} = \begin{cases} 
V_{s11}, & \text{if } J = 1 \\
V_{s10} + \frac{\Delta V_{\text{pp}}}{2}, & \text{if } J = 2 \\
V_{s00} + \frac{\Delta V_{\text{pp}}}{2}, & \text{if } J = 3 \\
V_{s01} + \frac{\Delta V_{\text{pp}}}{2}, & \text{if } J = 4 
\end{cases}
\] (5.13)
where $J$ is the index set, given by

$$J = \ominus \left\{ \min \left\{ \left| \vec{V}_{(i,j)} - V_{s11} \right|, \left| \vec{V}_{(i,j)} - \left( V_{s10} + \frac{\Delta V_{pp}}{2} \right) \right|, \right. \left. \left| \vec{V}_{(i,j)} - \left( V_{s00} + \frac{\Delta V_{pp}}{2} \right) \right|, \left| \vec{V}_{(i,j)} - \left( V_{s01} + \frac{\Delta V_{pp}}{2} \right) \right| \right\} \right\}$$

(5.14)

where $\ominus \{.\}$ denote the index value of the set element. The index set $J$ finds the minimum Euclidean distance between the CCI removed voltage signal $\vec{V}$ and the four possible initial voltage levels, given by $\{V_{s11}, V_{s10} + \frac{\Delta V_{pp}}{2}, V_{s00} + \frac{\Delta V_{pp}}{2}, V_{s01} + \frac{\Delta V_{pp}}{2}\}$, and returns the corresponding index set value. Using this index set value, the a-priori information determines the cell’s expected initial threshold voltage level. Using the a-priori information (5.13), we estimate the CCI component for the even bit-line cells as

$$\bar{I}_{(i,j)}^{\text{even}} = \mu_{\gamma_\text{x}} \left[ V_{\text{AP}}^{(i,j)} - V_{s11} \right] + \mu_{\gamma_\text{x}} \left[ V_{\text{AP}}^{(i,j+1)} - V_{s11} \right]$$

$$+ \mu_{\gamma_\text{y}} \left[ V_{(i+1,j-1)} - V_{s11} \right] + \mu_{\gamma_\text{y}} \left[ V_{(i+1,j)} - V_{s11} \right]$$

$$+ \mu_{\gamma_\text{xy}} \left[ V_{(i+1,j+1)} - V_{s11} \right]$$

(5.15)

By comparing (5.12) with (5.15), we notice that the read-back voltage terms along the horizontal direction $V_{(i,j-1)}$ and $V_{(i,j+1)}$ are replaced with their a-priori information $V_{\text{AP}}^{(i,j-1)}$ and $V_{\text{AP}}^{(i,j+1)}$, respectively. In Fig. 5.4 (a), we illustrate the pictorial representation of the proposed Even-AP detection scheme. The detailed steps of the Even-AP scheme are outlined in Algorithm 2.

**Algorithm 2**: Even-A-Priori (Even-AP) Detector

1: for every **odd** bit-line cell on word-line $(i)$ do
2: Perform CCI cancellation using (5.11)
3: Compute a-priori-information ($V^{\text{AP}}$) using (5.13) and (5.14)
4: end for
5: for every **even** bit-line cell on word-line $(i)$ do
6: Perform CCI cancellation using (5.15)
7: end for
Figure 5.4: Illustration of the proposed Even-AP, All-AP and All-AP-CCR detection schemes: (a) cleaned odd bit-line cells are used for the compensation of even bit-line cells (b) cleaned next word-line \((i+1)\) cells are used for the compensation of both odd and even bit-line cells (c) All-AP detection combined with coupling-capacitance-ratio (CCR) estimation algorithm.

5.2.3 The Proposed All-A-Priori (All-AP) Detector

We further observe that there exist 3 more uncleaned aggressor cells, connected with the next word-line \((i+1)\), interfering with both even and odd bit-line cells. Therefore, we extend the same technique and estimate the a-priori information for the remaining 3 aggressor cells. This scheme will be referred to as the All-A-Priori (All-AP) detection scheme. Thus, in All-AP detector, the sequence of CCI cancellation will be such that the odd bit-line cells on word-line \((i+1)\) will be cleaned...
first, followed by the even bit-line cells on word-line \((i + 1)\), followed by the odd bit-line cells on word-line \(i\), followed by the even bit-line cells on word-line \(i\). We can write the estimated CCI expression for the odd and even bit-line cells as

\[
\tilde{I}_{\text{odd}}^{(i,j)} = \mu_{\gamma y} \left[ V_{\text{AP}}^{(i+1,j-1)} - V_{s11} \right] + \mu_{\gamma y} \left[ V_{(i+1,j)}^{\text{AP}} - V_{s11} \right] \\
+ \mu_{\gamma x} \left[ V_{(i+1,j+1)}^{\text{AP}} - V_{s11} \right] 
\tag{5.16}
\]

\[
\tilde{I}_{\text{even}}^{(i,j)} = \mu_{\gamma x} \left[ V_{(i,j-1)}^{\text{AP}} - V_{s11} \right] + \mu_{\gamma x} \left[ V_{(i,j+1)}^{\text{AP}} - V_{s11} \right] \\
+ \mu_{\gamma y} \left[ V_{(i+1,j-1)}^{\text{AP}} - V_{s11} \right] + \mu_{\gamma y} \left[ V_{(i+1,j)}^{\text{AP}} - V_{s11} \right] 
\tag{5.17}
\]

In Fig. 5.4 (b), we show the diagram and the sequence of CCI cancellation steps for the All-AP detection scheme. The corresponding pseudo-code is given in Algorithm 3. Note that the All-AP detection scheme performs CCI cancellation for the next word-line memory cells, which may cause some increase in the computational complexity. In the subsequent section, we will present a detailed complexity analysis for different detection schemes. Nevertheless, we will show in the next section that the All-AP detector outperforms the Even-AP detection scheme in terms of error-rate performance.

### 5.2.4 The Proposed All-\(A\)-Priori CCR (All-AP-CCR) Detector

Building upon the premise of the All-AP detection scheme, where all the interfering cells are cleaned, we will further address the estimation of mean coupling-capacitance ratio (CCR) values and incorporate them into the CCI estimates. Specifically, we will find the optimal mean CCR values along victim cell’s vertical \((\mu_{\gamma y})\) and diagonal \((\mu_{\gamma x})\) directions, as these two quantities are random variables with distribution.
Algorithm 3: All-A-Priori (All-AP) Detector

1: for every odd bit-line cell on word-line \((i + 1)\) do
2: Perform CCI cancellation using (5.11)
3: Compute a-priori-information \((V^{AP})\) using (5.13) and (5.14)
4: end for
5: for every even bit-line cell on word-line \((i + 1)\) do
6: Perform CCI cancellation using (5.15)
7: Compute a-priori-information \((V^{AP})\) using (5.13) and (5.14)
8: end for
9: for every odd bit-line cell on word-line \((i)\) do
10: Perform CCI cancellation using (5.16)
11: Compute a-priori-information \((V^{AP})\) using (5.13) and (5.14)
12: end for
13: for every even bit-line cell on word-line \((i)\) do
14: Perform CCI cancellation using (5.17)
15: end for

function given in (5.9). This new scheme, which comprises of All-AP detection along with mean CCR estimation, will be referred to as the All-A-Priori-CCR (All-AP-CCR) detector. Its block diagram is shown in Fig. 5.4 (c). In this figure, the CCR estimation module is introduced before the CCI cancellation step of odd bit-line cells, which supplies the optimized mean CCR values in vertical \((\mu^*_\gamma)\) and diagonal \((\mu^*_{\gamma xy})\) directions. Since the CCI effect is stationary w.r.t. flash memory wear-out, the CCR estimation algorithm can be invoked only once in the offline mode and the estimated parameters can be stored into a look-up table to avoid any run-time computations. With the optimized mean CCR values, the CCI estimates, given by (5.16) and (5.17), can be modified as follows

\[
\tilde{I}^{odd*}_{(i,j)} = \mu^*_{\gamma y} \left[ V^{AP}_{(i+1,j-1)} - V_{s11} \right] + \mu^*_{\gamma y} \left[ V^{AP}_{(i+1,j)} - V_{s11} \right] + \mu^*_{\gamma xy} \left[ V^{AP}_{(i+1,j+1)} - V_{s11} \right] + \mu^*_{\gamma xy} \left[ V^{AP}_{(i+1,j)} - V_{s11} \right]
\]

(5.18)

\[
\tilde{I}^{even*}_{(i,j)} = \mu^*_{\gamma x} \left[ V^{AP}_{(i,j-1)} - V_{s11} \right] + \mu^*_{\gamma x} \left[ V^{AP}_{(i,j+1)} - V_{s11} \right] + \mu^*_{\gamma xy} \left[ V^{AP}_{(i+1,j-1)} - V_{s11} \right] + \mu^*_{\gamma xy} \left[ V^{AP}_{(i+1,j)} - V_{s11} \right]
\]

(5.19)
5.2.4.1 Estimation of Mean CCR Values

To determine the optimized mean CCR values, we write a cost function $F(\mu_{\gamma y}, \mu_{\gamma xy})$ which defines the mean squared error (MSE) between the measured and modeled voltage-shift expressions, denoted by $\Delta V_{(i,j)}^M$ and $\Delta V_{(i,j)}^E$, respectively, realized due to the CCI effect. This cost function can be mathematically written as

$$F(\mu_{\gamma y}, \mu_{\gamma xy}) = \frac{1}{N_t} \sum_{j=1}^{N_t} (\Delta V_{(i,j)}^M - \Delta V_{(i,j)}^E)^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.20)

where $N_t$ represents the number of memory cells per memory-page. The desired mean CCRs can then be obtained by minimizing this cost function, as

$$\left(\mu_{\gamma y}^*, \mu_{\gamma xy}^*\right) = \arg \min \{F(\mu_{\gamma y}, \mu_{\gamma xy})\}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.21)

The amount of measured voltage-shift at cell’s position $(i, j)$ can be determined by finding the minimum Euclidean distance between the read-back voltage $V_{(i,j)}$ and cell’s initial mean voltage, given by

$$\Delta V_{(i,j)}^M = \min \left\{ |V_{(i,j)} - V_{s11}|, |V_{(i,j)} - \left(V_{s10} + \frac{\Delta V_{pp}}{2}\right)|, \right.$$  
$$\left. |V_{(i,j)} - \left(V_{s00} + \frac{\Delta V_{pp}}{2}\right)|, |V_{(i,j)} - \left(V_{s01} + \frac{\Delta V_{pp}}{2}\right)| \right\}$$ \hspace{1cm} (5.22)

and the expected voltage-shift at cell’s position $(i, j)$ can be expressed as

$$\Delta V_{(i,j)}^E(\mu_{\gamma y}, \mu_{\gamma xy}) = \mu_{\gamma xy} \left[V_{(i+1,j-1)}^{AP} - V_{s11}\right]$$  
$$+ \mu_{\gamma y} \left[V_{(i+1,j)}^{AP} - V_{s11}\right] + \mu_{\gamma xy} \left[V_{(i+1,j+1)}^{AP} - V_{s11}\right]$$ \hspace{1cm} (5.23)

The surface plot of cost function $F(\mu_{\gamma y}, \mu_{\gamma xy})$ is shown in Fig. 5.5. We notice that the cost function is convex in shape over varying $\mu_{\gamma y}$ and $\mu_{\gamma xy}$ values. Therefore, this optimization problem can be solved either by exhaustive search method or by employing any convex optimization technique. Since the mean CCR values are
stationary and do not change w.r.t. flash wear-out dynamics, the CCR optimization needs to be done only once in the offline mode. Hence, the complexity of the chosen optimization algorithm is inconsequential. To this end, we employ the gradient-descent (GD) method to find the optimal $\mu^*_\gamma$ and $\mu^*_{\gamma xy}$ values. The GD algorithm minimizes the objective function by iteratively solving the following equation

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
\mu^{(k+1)}_{\gamma y} \\
\mu^{(k+1)}_{\gamma xy}
\end{bmatrix} = 
\begin{bmatrix}
\mu^{(k)}_{\gamma y} \\
\mu^{(k)}_{\gamma xy}
\end{bmatrix} - \alpha \begin{bmatrix}
\frac{\partial F}{\partial \mu_{\gamma y}} \\
\frac{\partial F}{\partial \mu_{\gamma xy}}
\end{bmatrix} F^{(k)}_{(\mu_{\gamma y}, \mu_{\gamma xy})}
$$

(5.24)

where $\partial$ denotes the partial derivative, and $k$ and $\alpha$ represent the GD iteration count and step size parameters, respectively.
5.3 Performance of Neighbor-\emph{A-Priori} Detection Schemes

In this section, we first measure the estimation accuracy of different detection schemes by computing the average estimation error. Then, we analyze the symmetric information rate (SIR) of NAND flash channel, which is also known as the cell storage capacity. This SIR is considered as a true-figure-of-merit, and thus exactly reflects the performance of a given channel detection scheme. Next, we present the error-rate performance. Finally, we discuss the complexity analysis of the proposed and prior-art detection schemes. All the following simulation results are based on 16-level uniform memory sensing quantization.

5.3.1 Normalized Estimation Error

To analyze the CCI estimation accuracy, we define the normalized estimation error for the Post-Comp ($\varepsilon_{\text{Post-Comp}}$) [42], Even-AP ($\varepsilon_{\text{Even-AP}}$), All-AP ($\varepsilon_{\text{All-AP}}$) and All-AP-CCR ($\varepsilon_{\text{All-AP-CCR}}$) detection schemes, as follows

\[
\varepsilon_{\text{Post-Comp}} = \frac{1}{N_t} \sum_{j=1}^{N_t} \left| \frac{I_{(i,j)} - \hat{I}_{(i,j)}}{I_{(i,j)}} \right| \times 100 \quad (5.25)
\]

\[
\varepsilon_{\text{Even-AP}} = \frac{1}{N_t} \sum_{j=1}^{N_t} \left| \frac{I_{(i,j)} - \bar{I}_{(i,j)}}{I_{(i,j)}} \right| \times 100 \quad (5.26)
\]

\[
\varepsilon_{\text{All-AP}} = \frac{1}{N_t} \sum_{j=1}^{N_t} \left| \frac{I_{(i,j)} - \tilde{I}_{(i,j)}}{I_{(i,j)}} \right| \times 100 \quad (5.27)
\]

\[
\varepsilon_{\text{All-AP-CCR}} = \frac{1}{N_t} \sum_{j=1}^{N_t} \left| \frac{I_{(i,j)} - \tilde{I}_{(i,j)}^*}{I_{(i,j)}} \right| \times 100 \quad (5.28)
\]

In Fig. 5.6, we plot the above error expressions over varying CCI factor ($s$), keeping the PE cycles fixed at 5K and retention time fixed at $T = 1$ hour. We can
observe that the CCI estimates obtained by employing the All-AP and All-AP-CCR schemes tend to closely match with the actual CCI expression $I_{(i,j)}$, and thus produce lowest estimation errors compared to the Even-AP and Post-Comp [42] detection schemes. More importantly, the respective estimation errors grow very slowly with increasing CCI factor ($s$), which validates the effectiveness of the proposed detection schemes.

### 5.3.2 Symmetric Information Rate

Besides the estimation error, the other relevant performance indicator is the symmetric information rate (SIR) of the flash channel. The SIR indicates the quality of soft-information available for the channel decoder, and allows us to analyze the performance limit of a channel detector without getting involved into the tedious simulations for the coded error performance. We compute the overall SIR ($S$) as the average mutual-information ($\mathcal{MI}$) of the even and odd bit-line cells, as

$$
S = \frac{1}{2} \{(\mathcal{MI}(V_p; \bar{V})^{\text{even}} + \mathcal{MI}(V_p; \bar{V})^{\text{odd}})\} 
$$

\hspace{1cm} (5.29)
where $\mathcal{MI}(V_p; \vec{V}) = H(\vec{V}) - H(\vec{V}|V_p)$ is the mutual-information between the cell’s input ($V_p$) and output ($\vec{V}$) voltage signals, and $H(.)$ denotes the signal entropy function. In Fig. 5.7, we plot the SIR curves under the proposed Even-AP, All-AP and All-AP-CCR detection schemes against increasing CCI factor $s$, keeping the PE cycles fixed at 5K. To show the improvement that the proposed schemes provide over the prior-art schemes, we also plot the SIR curves for the Post-Comp [42], Pre-Compensation [42] and Dong’s [28] detection schemes. It is pertinent to mention that some other prior-art detection schemes, among [81], [88] or [89], can also be used instead of the Dong’s [28] detector as all of them have quite similar performance as that of the Dong’s detector. Here, the Opt-AP curve shows an upper-bound on the SIR performance. This curve is plotted by assuming that the exact initial voltage levels for the interfering cells are known at the channel detector. In other words, the Opt-AP is an optimal detector which exactly knows the data symbols stored over the interfering cells and consequently makes use of the exact amount of voltage-shift values in (5.18) and (5.19), instead of using their a-priori information $V^{AP}$ and erased-state voltage level $V_{s_{11}}$. We compare the simulation curves at $S = 1.8$ bits per cell which corresponds to code-rate of 0.9.

We can observe that the proposed detection schemes outperform all the prior-art schemes. Although the Pre-Compensation and Dong’s detection schemes can be employed with non-uniform memory sensing quantization, however, their SIR performance degrades with increasing CCI. As an important observation, we notice that the SIR performance curves under the proposed All-AP and All-AP-CCR schemes nearly approach the performance of the optimal Opt-AP curve, leaving very narrow margin for further improvements.

### 5.3.3 Detector Error-Rate Performance

To investigate the detector error-rate performance under the proposed detection schemes, in Fig. 5.8, we plot the uncoded bit-error-rate (BER) curves over varying
5.3.4 Complexity and Design Trade-off

In previous sections, we mainly discussed the performance improvements obtained by using the proposed Even-AP, All-AP and All-AP-CCR detection schemes. Despite the obvious advantages in terms of better estimation accuracy and superior SIR performance, there are certain additional complexity overheads associated with the proposed detection schemes. First note that, in contrast to signal Pre-Compensation [42] and Dong’s [28] detection scheme in which non-uniform memory sensing can be
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Figure 5.8: Illustration of uncoded bit-error-rate (BER) curves simulated under the proposed Even-AP, All-AP and All-AP-CCR detection schemes, compared with prior-art Post-Comp detection scheme over varying CCI factor \( s \), keeping the PE cycles fixed at 5K and retention time at \( T = 1 \) hour.

employed, all the proposed and prior-art post-processing detection schemes require fine-grained uniform memory sensing precision. This may lead to an increase in memory sensing latency. Besides, the proposed detection schemes incur some more arithmetic and memory sensing operations.

In Table 5.1, we present a detailed complexity analysis for different channel detection schemes. Regarding the Dong’s detector [28], it only estimates the CCI distorted voltage distribution functions in order to compute the LLR information for soft-input BP decoding, but ignores the CCI removal, and thus requires no additional computations. In contrast, the Post-Comp detector [42] requires \( 15N_t \) additions/subtractions and \( 8N_t \) multiplications for estimating \( \hat{I}_{(i,j)} \) and subsequently removing the estimated CCI component from cell’s read-back voltage \( V \), where \( N_t \) is the number of memory cells per word-line. Comparatively, the proposed detection schemes require a few more operations to compute the a-priori-information \( V^{AP} \) prior to the estimation of CCI components \( \bar{I}_{(i,j)} \) and \( \tilde{I}_{(i,j)} \), as enumerated in Table 5.1. However, the complexity grows only linearly with \( N_t \) and both the proposed and Post-Comp detection schemes require \( O(N_t) \) additions and multiplication per
Table 5.1: Complexity requirement of different CCI cancellation schemes (per \(N_t\)-cell memory-page).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Detection Scheme</th>
<th>ADD/ SUB</th>
<th>MUL</th>
<th># of Cell Reads</th>
<th>Storage Elements</th>
<th>Detection Latency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dong’s [28]</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>(N_t)</td>
<td>(N_t)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-Comp [42]</td>
<td>15(N_t)</td>
<td>8(N_t)</td>
<td>2(N_t)</td>
<td>2(N_t)</td>
<td>(\phi)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Even-AP</td>
<td>15(N_t) + (\frac{7}{2}N_t)</td>
<td>8(N_t)</td>
<td>2(N_t)</td>
<td>2(N_t)</td>
<td>2(\phi)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All-AP</td>
<td>25(N_t) + (\frac{7}{2}N_t)</td>
<td>9(N_t)</td>
<td>2(N_t)</td>
<td>2(N_t)</td>
<td>4(\phi)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All-AP-CCR</td>
<td>25(N_t) + (\frac{7}{2}N_t)</td>
<td>9(N_t)</td>
<td>2(N_t)</td>
<td>2(N_t)</td>
<td>4(\phi)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: \(\phi\) is used as a reference detection latency for comparison with the proposed detection schemes.

In summary, the proposed detection schemes require more additions and multiplications, more clock cycles, but no more memory reads and storage, than the prior art in [42]. However, the additional computations and clock cycles are small and of linear order, just like the Post-Comp detector [42].

5.4 A Joint Application of Techniques Proposed in Chapter 3, 4 and 5

In this section, we adopt a comprehensive fault-tolerate approach by combining the techniques of Chapter 3, 4 and 5. Specifically, we jointly apply the write voltage optimization method of Chapter 3 and the Even-AP detector of Chapter 5. Note that the simulation results presented in Section 5.3 have been plotted for channel memory word-line. There is also an increase in the detection latency associated with the proposed detection schemes. This is because the distinct bit-line cells are processed sequentially, as shown in Fig. 5.4, hence requiring additional clock cycles. In terms of memory read operations (the most time consuming process) and hardware storage requirements, the proposed and Post-Comp detection schemes need the same amount of resources. Since the mean CCR values are estimated only once in the offline mode, the proposed All-AP and All-AP-CCR detection schemes have the same level of computational complexity.

In summary, the proposed detection schemes require more additions and multiplications, more clock cycles, but no more memory reads and storage, than the prior art in [42]. However, the additional computations and clock cycles are small and of linear order, just like the Post-Comp detector [42].
invariant (fixed) write voltage scheme. However, as discussed in Chapter 3, the optimization of intermediate programmed write voltage levels, $V_{\text{sink}}$ and $V_{\text{sox}}$, reduce the raw channel error probability and thus result in the improvement of NAND flash endurance performance. Therefore, we first perform the write voltage optimization and then employ the proposed Even-AP detection scheme. For comparison, we also illustrate the performance of prior-art Post-Comp detector [42], and the proposed Even-AP detector by employing the channel invariant (fixed) write voltage levels. Using LDPC 4K-code and 16-level uniform quantization, in Fig. 5.9, we plot the bit-error-rate (BER) curves against varying PE cycles, keeping the CCI factor fixed at $s = 1.50$ and $s = 1.75$, and retention time at $T = 1$ hour. It can be observed that the joint application of Even-AP detector with write voltage optimization method significantly outperforms the prior-art method which employs fixed write voltage levels.

Next, we verify the joint applicability of RABP decoder of Chapter 4 with the Even-AP detector of Chapter 5 and write voltage optimization method of Chapter 3. It should be noted that, contrary to the non-uniform quantization scheme of Fig. 4.3, the uniform based quantization scheme does not split the voltage range into unequal data and erasure regions. Instead, the individual quantization regions are divided into equally spaced voltage regions with uniform interval $D_u$. Thus, the retention-error correction and retention-erasure correction techniques of RABP decoder (see Algorithm 1) can not be directly applied, but are required to be modified in-accordance with the uniform quantization regions. Specifically, we re-map the LLR computation for second round of RABP decoding such that, when $R_{n-1} < v \leq R_n$ for $n = \{1, 2, 3, ..., 16\}$, the new LLR values, $\hat{L}_{\text{msb}}$ and $\hat{L}_{\text{lsb}}$, will become

$$\hat{L}_{\text{msb}}(n) \Rightarrow L_{\text{msb}}(n + 1) \quad (5.30)$$

$$\hat{L}_{\text{lsb}}(n) \Rightarrow L_{\text{lsb}}(n + 1) \quad (5.31)$$
Figure 5.9: Illustration of LDPC 4K-code bit-error-rate (BER) performance by employing the prior-art Post-Comp detector, and the proposed Even-AP detector combined with the write voltage optimization, plotted against increasing PE cycles, keeping the CCI factor fixed at $s = 1.50$ and $s = 1.75$, and retention time at $T = 1$ hour.

This LLR re-mapping procedure is depicted in Fig. 5.10. Recall that the process of LLR modification tends to neutralize the effect of retention noise by re-mapping the LLR values into the next higher quantization region. To show the overall performance improvement, in Fig. 5.11, we plot the LDPC 4K-code BER curves versus data retention time by employing the the prior-art Post-Comp detector [42], and the proposed Even-AP detector (Chapter 5), Even-AP plus write voltage optimization method (Chapter 3+Chapter 5), and Even-AP plus write voltage optimization plus RABP decoder schemes (Chapter 3+Chapter 4+Chapter 5), keeping the CCI factor fixed at $s = 1.00$ and PE cycles at 5K. It can be seen that the combination of proposed signal processing techniques yields substantial improvement in the error-rate performance compared to the prior-art method or the system which separately employs the individual proposed techniques.
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### 5.5 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, three post-processing cell-to-cell interference (CCI) cancellation schemes, namely the Even-AP, the All-AP and the All-AP-CCR detectors, for 2-bit per cell NAND flash memory are presented. The proposed schemes are implemented over the even-odd bit-line architecture, but they can easily be extended for the all bit-line architecture. In the Even-AP detector, the even bit-line cells are cleaned using the *a-priori* information from the odd bit-line interfering cells. In the All-AP
detection scheme, the odd bit-line cells are cleaned first, based on the \textit{a-priori} information from the next word-line cells, followed by the even bit-line cells. In the All-AP-CCR scheme, the All-AP detector is extended by estimating the mean CCR values along victim cell’s vertical and diagonal directions. For the All-AP-CCR scheme, the estimation of mean CCRs can be performed in the offline mode, thus avoiding the need for run-time computations. All the proposed schemes yield substantial improvement in the cell storage capacity and error-rate performance. Finally, this chapter explores the possibility of integrating all the proposed coding and signal processing solutions to jointly mitigate the effect of major threshold voltage signal impairments.
Chapter 6

Improved Fixed and Dynamic Scheduling for Belief-Propagation (BP) Decoding

A belief-propagation (BP) scheduling strategy, which defines the order of message passing along the edges of the LDPC code graph, is considered to be an important aspect of BP algorithm as it affects the decoding complexity, speed of decoding convergence and error-rate performance of BP decoder. In this chapter, we present a novel column-weight based scheduling (CWS) scheme for shuffled BP decoding of irregular LDPC codes. In this scheme, the variable nodes are updated in descending order of their column weight. Using simulation results, it is shown that the proposed CWS can noticeably increase the convergence speed, without introducing additional complexity or error rate degradation.

Next, we introduce an informed fixed scheduling (IFS) for improving the decoding convergence of both regular and irregular LDPC codes. The IFS finds an appropriate order of variable nodes in accordance with the number of updated neighbors in the code graph, ensuring that the maximum number of latest message updates are utilized within a single iteration. This allows the utilization of most
reliable message updates in a timely manner, leading to faster error-rate convergence. This scheduled sequence is then serially decoded under the shuffled BP algorithm.

Furthermore, we present an edge-based dynamic scheduling for low-complexity BP decoding of high-rate LDPC codes. In contrast to CWS and IFS schemes, where all the graph edges are updated per decoding iteration, the proposed edge-based scheduling selectively updates the edges of the code graph based on the run-time reliability of variable and check nodes. Specifically, new message update is propagated exclusively along the unreliable edges of the code graph. This reduces the decoding complexity of BP algorithm as only a partial set of message updates is computed per decoding iteration. Besides, restricting the flow of message updates may also preclude the occurrence of short graph cycles, which will preserve the BP message independence assumption at certain variable and check nodes. Using numerical simulations, it is shown that the proposed edge-based schedule significantly reduces the BP decoding complexity compared to the prior-art BP schedules while simultaneously improving on the error-rate performance.

Finally, we propose a dynamic silent-variable-node-free scheduling (D-SVNFS) which regulates the message passing by using the check-to-variable message residuals. To determine the next message update, the D-SVNFS scheme computes the on-demand message residuals and selects the largest one associated with the last updated variable and check nodes. Additionally, the proposed D-SVNFS scheme attempts to propagate more message updates towards the erroneous variable nodes. This facilitates the correction of incorrect variable nodes with higher priority, which leads to faster decoding convergence speed.

6.1 Background

In the previous chapters, we only employ the conventional shuffled algorithm [74] for BP decoding LDPC codes. However, considering the large decoding latency
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associated with the iterative BP algorithm, in this chapter, we devise some improved scheduling schemes which not only offer lower decoding complexity and faster rate of decoding convergence, but also provide superior error-rate performance when compared to the conventional shuffled schedule. It is pertinent to mention that the proposed scheduling schemes are applicable and equally effective for data storage channels as well as for AWGN and Rayleigh fading communication channels. However, in this thesis, we restrict our analysis and present simulation results only for the 2-bit per cell NAND flash channel model of Chapter 2.

6.1.1 Overview of Belief-Propagation (BP) Decoding

The belief-propagation (BP) decoding is an iterative message-passing algorithm which is being used to decode low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes. Under BP decoding algorithm, an LDPC code can approach the performance of Shannon’s capacity limit. A binary \((N,K)\) LDPC code can be defined by an \(M \times N\) parity-check matrix \(H\), with \(M = N - K\), where \(K\) and \(N\) represent the input and output code-word lengths, respectively. Equivalently, an LDPC code can be described by using a bi-partite code graph with \(N\) variable nodes, \(v_n\) for \(1 \leq n \leq N\), and \(M\) check nodes, \(c_m\) for \(1 \leq m \leq M\), where the matrix element \(h_{m,n} = 1\) defines a bi-directional edge \(e_{m,n}\) between \(c_m\) and \(v_n\). In BP decoding algorithm, new message updates are iteratively propagated from variable node \(v_n\) to check node \(c_m\), denoted by \(m_{v_n \to c_m}\), and from check node \(c_m\) to variable node \(v_n\), denoted by \(m_{c_m \to v_n}\), along the edges \(e_{m,n}\) in the code graph. These message updates can be computed as \[92\]

\[
m^{(i)}_{v_n \to c_m} = L_{v_n} + \sum_{c_j \in \mathcal{N}(v_n) \setminus c_m} m^{(i)}_{c_j \to v_n}
\]

(6.1)

\[
m^{(i)}_{c_m \to v_n} = 2 \tanh^{-1} \left( \prod_{v_j \in \mathcal{N}(c_m) \setminus v_n} \tanh \left( \frac{m^{(i-1)}_{v_j \to c_m}}{2} \right) \right)
\]

(6.2)
where $i$ is the iteration count, $L_{v_n}$ is the intrinsic channel information, also referred to as the log-likelihood-ratio (LLR), of variable node $v_n$, $\mathcal{M}(v_n) \setminus c_m = \{ c_j : h_{jn} = 1, j \neq m \}$ is the set of neighbors of variable node $v_n$ excluding check node $c_m$ and $\mathcal{N}(c_m) \setminus v_n = \{ v_j : h_{mj} = 1, j \neq n \}$ is the set of neighbors of check node $c_m$ excluding variable node $v_n$. The output LLR $\Lambda_{v_n}^{(i)}$ corresponding to variable node $v_n$ can be computed as

$$\Lambda_{v_n}^{(i)} = L_{v_n} + \sum_{c_j \in \mathcal{M}(n)} m_{c_j \rightarrow v_n}^{(i)} \tag{6.3}$$

After every decoding iteration, a hard-decision on code-word bit $a_n$, denoted by $\hat{a}_n^{(i)}$, is performed on the basis of sign of output LLR $\Lambda_{v_n}^{(i)}$. For a valid decoded code-word $\hat{a}^{(i)} = (\hat{a}_1^{(i)}, \hat{a}_2^{(i)}, ..., \hat{a}_N^{(i)})$, the $M$ parity-check (syndrome) equations must be satisfied, given by

$$s_{c_m}^{(i)} = \sum_{n: v_n \in \mathcal{N}(m)} h_{m,n} \hat{a}_n^{(i)} = 0 \tag{6.4}$$

The BP decoding stops once these parity-check equations are satisfied or when the maximum iteration count, denoted by $I_{\text{max}}$, is reached. For ease of notation, we will remove the iteration count superscript $(i)$ in all the subsequent equations.

### 6.1.2 Related Work

There has been an extensive research on the design and analysis of BP decoding schedules. The flooding [92] is the conventional BP schedule in which all the variable-to-check (V2C), and subsequently the check-to-variable (C2V), message updates are simultaneously passed in each iteration. To improve the decoding convergence speed, and equivalently to reduce the average iteration count that is required to obtain the error-rate convergence, individual nodes can be updated in sequential order. The shuffled [74] and layered [93] are two commonly used sequential BP schedules, wherein the variable and check nodes are updated by
following a pre-determined (fixed) sequential order. Analytical studies reveal that the sequential schedules tend to converge two times faster as compared to the flooding schedule [94]. Yet, the demand for achieving faster decoding convergence motivates further research towards the design of new BP scheduling schemes.

To reduce the BP iteration cost, the forced convergence (FC) [95], variable-node lazy (VLS) [96] and check-node lazy (CLS) [97] schedules update a partial set of variable or check nodes per decoding iteration. Similarly, for reducing the BP iteration cost for the non-binary LDPC codes, the check-node and the variable-node reliability-based scheduling schemes are reported in [98] and [99], respectively. Apart from reliability-based scheduling, the probabilistic [100] and graph-based [101] scheduling schemes regulate message passing in-accordance with the length of the cycles in the code graph. All these existing BP schedules either reduce the decoding complexity or improve on the error-rate performance.

In addition to fixed order BP schedules, there are also residual-based dynamic schedules reported in the open literature [102–106], which regulate the message-passing by using the message residuals. These dynamic BP schedules achieve lower error rates because they enable the BP decoder to overcome many trapping sets encountered during the decoding process [107]. On the bleak side, these schedules incur significant additional complexity, striving to compute the message-residuals. In order to reduce the complexity cost associated with dynamic schedules, a reliability-based dynamic BP schedule is proposed in [108] which offers faster error-rate convergence at reduced complexity. Inspired by the dynamic schedules, a maximum mutual-information based BP schedule, which predicts the next message update based on the mutual information increase, is proposed in [109]. Again, this algorithm improves on the error-rate performance, however, the resultant hardware implementation complexity and the storage requirement may become prohibitively large as it has to record the complete sequence of message updates.
6.2 Column-Weight Scheduling (CWS)

We propose a variable node based sequential BP schedule, specifically for irregular LDPC codes, by using the column weight of variable nodes. Since an irregular LDPC code graph contains variable nodes with varying column weights, we propose to update them in a descending order such that high column-weight variable nodes are updated first, followed by low column-weight variable nodes. We refer to this scheduling as high-to-low column-weight based scheduling (CWS). For the proposed scheme, the decoder needs to sort the variable nodes by decreasing column weight order only once in the offline mode, thereby precluding the run-time scheduling computations for the selection of variable nodes. Thus, the proposed CWS scheme does not introduce any additional run-time computational complexity. The detailed steps of the proposed CWS scheme are outlined in Algorithm 4. The vector $s$ is used to store the variable nodes in high-to-low column-weight order. Then the variable nodes are serially updated following the sequence of vector $s$.

Algorithm 4 : Column-Weight based Scheduling (CWS)

1: Load vector $s = \{v_1, v_2, ..., v_N\}$, $\Rightarrow$ variable nodes sorted by high-to-low column-weight order
2: for all $n = 1 : N$ do
3:  for every $c_m \in$ neighborhood of $v_n$ do
4:   Generate and propagate $m_{c_m} \rightarrow v_n$
5:  end for
6:  for every $c_m \in$ neighborhood of $v_n$ do
7:   Generate and propagate $m_{v_n} \rightarrow c_m$
8:  end for
9: end for

6.2.1 Aggregated Message Count

To investigate the reason behind the improvement in convergence rate of the CWS based shuffled BP decoder, we first note that the number of code graph edges that
are updated per decoding iteration is fixed, irrespective of any particular sequence of variable node processing. Thus, in one decoding iteration, each edge is updated exactly once regardless of which sequence of variable node is followed. However, when the variable nodes are updated in descending order of their column weight, the BP decoder tends to generate a large aggregated message count per decoding iteration. Here, aggregated message refers to the total number of updated massages (soft information, $m_{v\rightarrow c}$) summed over all the variable nodes. This quantity measures the amount of updated information available for processing the next-in-queue variable node. Therefore, a higher number of aggregated messages provides more timely information updates for the subsequent variable nodes and thus helps to accelerate the convergence speed of CWS based shuffled BP decoder.

**Example 6.1.** In Fig. 6.1, a simple irregular LDPC code graph is shown which contains five variable nodes with three column-weight 2 \{v_1, v_2, v_3\} and two column-weight 3 \{v_4, v_5\} variable nodes. Under the proposed high-to-low CWS scheme, variable nodes will be processed in the following order $v_5 \Rightarrow v_4 \Rightarrow v_3 \Rightarrow v_2 \Rightarrow v_1$, whereas the conventional shuffled schedule will follow this order $v_1 \Rightarrow v_2 \Rightarrow v_3 \Rightarrow v_4 \Rightarrow v_5$. We observe that the total number of updated edges per iteration is equal to 12. However, in the high-to-low order, individual variable nodes $v_4$, $v_3$, $v_2$ and $v_1$ can take advantage of 3, 6, 8 and 10 new information updates, respectively, at the instance of their processing. In contrast, in the low-to-high order, the variable nodes $v_2$, $v_3$, $v_4$ and $v_5$ can receive 2, 4, 6 and 9 new information updates, respectively. Overall, the number of aggregated messages for the high-to-low ($A_{H-L}$) and low-to-high ($A_{L-H}$) ordering are 39 and 33, respectively. This difference between $A_{H-L}$ and $A_{L-H}$ influences the convergence speed of shuffled BP decoder.

To compute the number of aggregated messages for a general irregular LDPC code, let us denote the fraction of degree-$i$ variable nodes with $\tilde{\lambda}_i$\(^1\) (node perspective),

\[
\tilde{\lambda}_i = \frac{\lambda_i/\beta}{\int_0^1 \lambda(x)dx}
\]

\(^1\) The node perspective degree $\tilde{\lambda}_i$ and the edge perspective degree $\lambda_i$ are related by:
the maximum variable node degree with $d_{v,\text{max}}$ and LDPC code-word length with $N$. Then, the number of aggregated messages for high-to-low and low-to-high column-weight ordering can be given by (6.5) and (6.6) as

$$A_{\text{H-L}} = \sum_{i=1}^{d_{v,\text{max}}} \left[ \sum_{k=1}^{N\tilde{\lambda}_i} \left( \sum_{j=i+1}^{d_{v,\text{max}}} j(N\tilde{\lambda}_j) + ik \right) \right]$$ (6.5)

$$A_{\text{L-H}} = \sum_{i=1}^{d_{v,\text{max}}} \left[ \sum_{k=1}^{N\tilde{\lambda}_i} \left( \sum_{j=1}^{i-1} j(N\tilde{\lambda}_j) + ik \right) \right]$$ (6.6)

For the case of random column-weight ordering, we can approximate the number of aggregated messages $A_R$ as

$$A_R \approx \tilde{d}_v \frac{N}{2} (N + 1)$$ (6.7)
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Figure 6.2: Number of aggregated messages for high-to-low $A_{H-L}$, random $A_R$ and low-to-high $A_{L-H}$ column-weight based scheduling: employing capacity approaching LDPC codes with $d_{v,max} = 5, d_{v,max} = 10, d_{v,max} = 20, d_{v,max} = 30$ and $d_{v,max} = 50$, respectively.

where $\bar{d}_v$ is the average variable node degree, given by

$$\bar{d}_v = \sum_{i=1}^{d_{v,max}} i \lambda_i$$

To plot the number of aggregated messages, we make use of the capacity approaching rate-1/2 irregular LDPC codes with optimized degree distribution, as given in [110]. For $N = 2000$ and code ensembles with $d_{v,max} = 5, d_{v,max} = 10, d_{v,max} = 20, d_{v,max} = 30$ and $d_{v,max} = 50$ obtained from [110], we plot $A_{H-L}, A_R$ and $A_{L-H}$ quantities in Fig. 6.2. In this figure, we notice that the value of $A_{H-L}$ is larger than both $A_{L-H}$ and $A_R$, as expected.

6.2.2 Mutual Information Increment

In order to analyze the effect of higher aggregated message count that is realized by employing the proposed CWS scheme, in Fig. 6.3, we plot the average mutual information (MI) computed at the output of variable node processor against
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Figure 6.3: Illustration of mutual information curves for the high-to-low (\(MI_{H-L}\)) and low-to-high (\(MI_{L-H}\)) column-weight based scheduling schemes for \(d_{v,max} = 50\) LDPC code.

the number of decoding iterations for the AWGN channel, keeping the channel SNR fixed at 0.5 dB, 1.0 dB and 2.0 dB. In this figure, we employ the proposed high-to-low (\(MI_{H-L}\)) column-weight ordering and compare with the low-to-high (\(MI_{L-H}\)) column-weight ordering by using \(d_{v,max} = 50\) LDPC code [110]. We observe that, for moderate channel SNR values, the mutual information tends to converge faster for the proposed high-to-low CWS scheme. This increase in mutual information leads to faster convergence of shuffled BP decoder.

6.3 Informed Fixed Scheduling (IFS)

The CWS scheme is only applicable for irregular LDPC codes. To improve the convergence of both regular and irregular LDPC codes, we propose an informed fixed scheduling (IFS). In order to explain the proposed IFS methodology, let us first observe the difference between the shuffled and flooding BP schedules. Under the flooding schedule, the message propagation takes place simultaneously. In contrast, the shuffled schedule updates variable nodes serially. For better understanding, we
split the C2V update expression (6.2) into two factors, given by

$$m_{c_m \rightarrow v_n}^{(i)} = 2 \tanh^{-1} \left( \prod_{v_j \in \mathcal{N}(c_m), \quad v_j < v_n} \tanh \left( \frac{v_{ij}^{(i)} \rightarrow c_m}{2} \right) \cdot \prod_{v_j \in \mathcal{N}(c_m), \quad v_j > v_n} \tanh \left( \frac{v_{ij}^{(i-1)} \rightarrow c_m}{2} \right) \right)$$

(6.8)

In this expression, the first term incorporates the V2C messages computed in the current iteration $i$, while the second one takes on the V2C messages computed in the previous iteration $i - 1$. The shuffled decoder makes it possible to access the latest message updates $v_{ij}^{(i)}$ for $v_j < v_n$ via check nodes $c_m$ for $c_m \in \mathcal{M}(v_n)$ while updating variable node $v_n$. To see this effect, a simple code graph is shown in Fig. 6.4. Given the selected variable node $v_2$, the newly available message $v_{v_1 \rightarrow c_1}$ is utilized via check node $c_1$. This is how the shuffled BP decoder yields faster convergence as compared to the flooding schedule. Therefore, it makes sense to select a variable node such that its neighboring check nodes are connected with maximum number of updated variable nodes. In this way, a large number of variable nodes will receive the latest message updates within a single decoding iteration, consequently reducing the iteration count required for error-rate convergence. Thus, instead of arbitrary variable node selection, scheduling based on the availability of latest message updates is adapted in the proposed IFS scheme.
6.3.1 Maximum Variable Node Counter

The proposed IFS scheme is an extension of our CWS scheme, hence it follows a high-to-low column-weight order for the variable nodes with unequal column weights. In addition, a new objective of the IFS scheme is to determine the scheduling order for the equal column-weight variable nodes, ensuring that each selected node receives maximum number of latest message updates from previously updated variable nodes. To this end, the set of variable nodes \( \{v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_N\} \) are divided into different groups according to their column weights. Thereafter, following the high-to-low column-weight order, the individual groups are scheduled using the IFS scheme. To achieve this, we define two set of counters, namely the check-counter \((\zeta_m)\) for \(1 \leq m \leq M\), and the var-counter \((\eta_n)\) for \(1 \leq n \leq N\). Given the iteration count \(i\), the value of \(\zeta_m\) represents the number of already updated variable nodes connected with check node \(c_m\), whereas the quantity \(\eta_n\) represents the cumulative sum of \(\zeta_m\) for \(c_m \in \mathcal{M}(v_n)\), as given by

\[
\eta_n = \sum_{c_m \in \mathcal{M}(v_n)} \zeta_m \quad (6.9)
\]

In this perspective, the value of \(\eta_n\) reflects the total number of latest message updates accessible to variable node \(v_n\). Thus, the IFS scheme tends to find the sequence of variable nodes by selecting variable node \(v_n\) such that the corresponding variable-counter \(\eta_n\) attains the maximum value. To begin with, all \(\zeta_m\) and \(\eta_n\) are initialized to zero. This is to represent the starting point of a new decoding iteration. The IFS scheme proceeds to select the variable node associated with the largest \(\eta_n\). In case of multiple variable nodes sharing the same maximum \(\eta_n\), it randomly selects any one among them, say \(v_i\), and records the scheduling order into a first-in-first-out (FIFO) structure \(S\). Then, the check-counter \(\zeta_m\) for all \(c_m \in \mathcal{M}(v_i)\) are incremented and the relevant var-counter are updated according to (6.9). This procedure is repeated until all the variable nodes are scheduled. The detailed steps of IFS
scheme are outlined in Algorithm 5. Note that the IFS scheme needs to be run only once in the off-line mode and the stored scheduling order is retrieved at the time of decoding. This precludes the need for additional run-time computations.

**Example 6.2.** To show the working of IFS scheme, we use a simple code graph, as shown in Fig. 6.5. Since this is an irregular code graph, column-weight 3 variable nodes \{v_5, v_6, v_7\} are scheduled first followed by column-weight 2 variable nodes \{v_1, v_2, v_3, v_4\}. In the first place, variable node \(v_5\) is selected as \(\eta_5, \eta_6\) and \(\eta_7\) are all equal to 0. Then, the check-counter \(\zeta_1, \zeta_4\) and \(\zeta_5\) are incremented since \(c_1, c_4\) and \(c_5\) are connected with \(v_5\), and the relevant var-counter values are updated, as shown in Fig. 6.5(b). Among the remaining two column-weight 3 variable nodes, \(v_7\) is selected next on the account of larger \(\eta_7\), and the respective check-counter and var-counter values are updated, as shown in Fig. 6.5(c). Similarly, the waiting column-weight 3 variable node \(v_6\) is selected afterwards, as shown in Fig. 6.5(d). Likewise, the column-weight 2 variable nodes are scheduled, as shown in Fig. 6.5(f). The final sequence obtained in this example is given by \(v_5 \Rightarrow v_7 \Rightarrow v_6 \Rightarrow v_3 \Rightarrow v_1 \Rightarrow v_2 \Rightarrow v_4\). In contrast, the conventional shuffled BP schedule will process variable nodes according to \(v_1 \Rightarrow v_2 \Rightarrow v_3 \Rightarrow v_4 \Rightarrow v_5 \Rightarrow v_6 \Rightarrow v_7\), whereas the CWS scheme will follow the sequence \(v_7 \Rightarrow v_6 \Rightarrow v_5 \Rightarrow v_4 \Rightarrow v_3 \Rightarrow v_2 \Rightarrow v_1\).

**Algorithm 5 : Informed Fixed Scheduling (IFS)**

1: Initialize \(\eta_n = 0, \forall 1 \leq n \leq N \Rightarrow \text{variable-counter}\)
2: Initialize \(\zeta_m = 0, \forall 1 \leq m \leq M \Rightarrow \text{check-counter}\)
3: while \(S \notin \{v_1, v_2, ..., v_N\} \Rightarrow \text{check-counter}\) do
4: \hspace{1em} Find \(i = \arg \max_{n=\{1,2,...,N\}} \{\eta_n\}\)
5: \hspace{1em} Select variable node \(v_i\) and store into vector \(S\)
6: \hspace{1em} Reset \(\eta_i = 0\)
7: \hspace{1em} for every \(c_m \in M(v_i)\) do
8: \hspace{2em} Increment check-counter: \(\zeta_m = \zeta_m + 1\)
9: \hspace{2em} for every \(v_n \in N(c_m) \setminus v_i\) do
10: \hspace{3em} Increment variable-counter: \(\eta_n = \eta_n + 1\)
11: \hspace{2em} end for
12: \hspace{1em} end for
13: end while
Figure 6.5: A working example of variable node scheduling \{v_1, ..., v_7\} by using the proposed informed fixed scheduling (IFS) scheme: scheduled sequence is given by \(v_5 \Rightarrow v_7 \Rightarrow v_6 \Rightarrow v_3 \Rightarrow v_1 \Rightarrow v_2 \Rightarrow v_4\).

6.4 Edge-based Shuffled (e-Shuffled) Scheduling

The main objective of the proposed edge-based shuffled (e-Shuffled) scheduling is to reduce the computational complexity and improve the decoding convergence rate of BP decoder by partially updating the edges of the code graph. In our previous two scheduling schemes, CWS and IFS, all the edges in the code graph are updated once per decoding iteration. This involves bi-directional message passing from C2V and V2C nodes. However, in BP decoding, it is often observed that some of the
graph edges converge (achieve large LLR values) within a few decoding iterations and do not require message updates thereafter. Thus, in the proposed e-Shuffled scheduling, we monitor the run-time convergence status of the graph edges and update only the non-converged (less reliable) ones in the next decoding iteration, while skipping those that have already converged.

In addition to complexity reduction, we also demonstrate the better error-rate performance of the proposed e-Shuffled scheduling. In BP decoding, the message passing is performed based on the fundamental assumption that all the incoming and outgoing message updates at any given node are statistically independent, which only holds when the underlying code graph is cycle-free. However, for short-to-moderate length LDPC codes, the underlying code graph does contain short cycles which violate this message independence assumption, leading to sub-optimal decoder performance. This behavior is even more prominent in high-rate LDPC codes, which are preferably used for NAND flash memory. Thus, curtailing the flow of message updates with the proposed e-Shuffled schedule may also preclude the occurrence of graph cycles, resulting in an improved error-rate performance.

6.4.1 Graph Edge Convergence in BP Decoding

To perform the edge-based BP scheduling, we need to describe the convergence (reliability) criterion for a graph edge. In this direction, we first define the reliability measure of a check node $c_m$, denoted by $R_{c_m}$. This is given by the smallest LLR magnitude observed among the neighboring variable nodes of $c_m$, computed as

$$ R_{c_m} = \min_{v_n \in \mathcal{N}(c_m)} \{ | \Lambda_{v_n} | \} $$

(6.10)

where $| . |$ is the absolute value function. Note that the LLR magnitude $| \Lambda_{v_n} |$ indicates the confidence level on the hard-decision decoding of bit $\hat{a}_n$. Thus, larger values of $R_{c_m}$ reflect a high level of confidence on the set of tentatively decoded code-word
bits associated with the neighboring variable nodes of \( c_m \), \( \{ \hat{a}_n | v_n \in \mathcal{N} (c_m) \} \). Using the check node reliability measure \( R_{c_m} \) and the parity-check (syndrome) value \( s_{c_m} \), we split the \( M \) number of check nodes into 3 distinct types, namely the Type-1, Type-2 and Type-3 check nodes, as follows

- **Type-1** (most unreliable): All the check nodes with unsatisfied parity-check, given by \( s_{c_m} \neq 0 \), will be classified into Type-1 category. These nodes are among the most unreliable set of check nodes because the non-zero parity-check condition certainly indicates an error among the set of decoded code-word bits \( \{ \hat{a}_n | v_n \in \mathcal{N} (c_m) \} \). Therefore, we will pass new message update towards all the variable nodes \( v_n \in \mathcal{N} (c_m) \).

- **Type-2** (unreliable): All the check nodes corresponding to satisfied parity-check, \( s_{c_m} = 0 \), and having reliability measure smaller than a pre-defined threshold, that is \( R_{c_m} \leq T \), will be categorized as Type-2 check nodes. Although, the parity-check equation is satisfied, the low reliability measure of Type-2 check node leads to a weaker level of confidence and hence sheds doubt on the tentatively decoded code-word bits. It suggests that the Type-2 check node may still have some incorrectly decoded neighboring variable nodes. To this end, we will identify the set of \( t \) minimum-reliability neighbors of check node \( c_m \), denoted by \( \mathcal{N}_{t\text{-min}} (c_m) \), treating them as among the likely erroneous variable nodes. Subsequently, we will pass new message updates only towards these probable erroneous variable nodes \( v_n \in \mathcal{N}_{t\text{-min}} (c_m) \).

- **Type-3** (reliable): All the remaining check nodes, where \( s_{c_m} = 0 \) and \( R_{c_m} > T \), will be classified as Type-3 check nodes. These are among the most reliable set of check nodes because all the neighboring variable nodes have achieved high reliability. Therefore, we will not update any of the neighboring variable nodes of Type-3 check node in the next iteration.
In this work, we select the value of $t$ by using numerical simulations such that the decoded error-rate is minimized, whereas we choose the reliability threshold $\mathcal{T}$ based on the check-node-type probability, as explained in the next section. The minimum-reliability neighbor set $\mathcal{N}_{t\text{-min}}(c_m)$ is given by

$$\mathcal{N}_{t\text{-min}}(c_m) = \{\arg\min_{v_n \in \mathcal{N}(c_m)} \{ | \Lambda_v | \}, \arg\min_{v_n \in \mathcal{N}(c_m)} \{ | \Lambda_v | \}, ..., \arg\min_{v_n \in \mathcal{N}(c_m)} \{ | \Lambda_v | \}, \arg\min_{v_n \in \mathcal{N}(c_m)} \{ | \Lambda_v | \} \}$$

(6.11)

where function $\min\{.\}$ finds the $t$-th minimum element. Based on the check node categorization, we represent the convergence status of an edge by using a binary edge-state vector, $\mathbf{U}$, given by

$$\mathbf{U} = \{\varepsilon_{m,n} | 1 \leq m \leq M, v_n \in \mathcal{N}(c_m)\}$$

(6.12)

where $\varepsilon_{m,n} \in \{0, 1\}$. This edge-state vector will be used to identify whether an edge is to be updated at the following iteration. The value $\varepsilon_{m,n} = 0$ indicates that the edge $\vec{e}_{m,n}$ has converged and will not be updated, whereas, $\varepsilon_{m,n} = 1$ indicates that the corresponding edge has not converged and will be updated at the next iteration. The edge-state update criterion is formally described in Table 6.1.

In summary, at each decoding iteration, we will update the edge-state vector according to Table 6.1, and propagate new message updates only where $\varepsilon_{m,n} = 1$, as shown in Fig. 6.6. Using this edge-state vector, we regulate the message-passing under the proposed e-Shuffled schedules as described in Algorithm 6. The counter variables $k$ and $z$ in Algorithm 6 count the average number of V2C/C2V message updates and average number of edge-state vector ($\mathbf{U}$) updates performed per decoded code-word, respectively.
Table 6.1: Edge-state \((\varepsilon_{m,n})\) update criterion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Check node Type</th>
<th>Edge-state update criterion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type-1 ((s_{cm} \neq 0))</td>
<td>(\varepsilon_{m,n} = 1, \forall v_n \in \mathcal{N}(c_m))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type-2 ((s_{cm} = 0, R_{cm} \leq T))</td>
<td>(\varepsilon_{m,n} = 1, \forall v_n \in \mathcal{N}<em>{t-min}(c_m)) (\varepsilon</em>{m,n} = 0, \forall v_n \notin \mathcal{N}_{t-min}(c_m))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type-3 ((s_{cm} = 0, R_{cm} &gt; T))</td>
<td>(\varepsilon_{m,n} = 0, \forall v_n \in \mathcal{N}(c_m))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.6: Illustration of message-passing along the unreliable edges of the code graph under the proposed edge-based shuffled (e-Shuffled) scheduling scheme.

6.4.2 Selection of Reliability Threshold

To select the check node reliability threshold \(T\), we define the check-node-type probability. This is given by the probability of a check node being selected as either Type-2, or Type-3, denoted by \(p\) (Type-2) and \(p\) (Type-3), respectively, as a function of the neighboring variable node LLR (\(\Lambda\)) and the check node degree \((\bar{d}_c)\). These probability expressions are derived in the Appendix B, given by

\[
p(\text{Type-2}) = \left[1 - \left(\frac{e^\Lambda}{1 + e^\Lambda}\right)^{\bar{d}_c}\right] \left[\frac{1}{2} + \frac{1}{2 \prod_{i=1}^{\bar{d}_c} \left(1 - \frac{2e^\Lambda}{1 + e^\Lambda}\right)}\right] \tag{6.13}
\]

\[
p(\text{Type-3}) = \left(e^\Lambda \right)^{\bar{d}_c} \left[\frac{1}{2} + \frac{\bar{d}_c}{2 \prod_{i=1}^{\bar{d}_c} \left(1 - \frac{2e^\Lambda}{1 + e^\Lambda}\right)}\right] \tag{6.14}
\]
Algorithm 6: Edge-based shuffled (e-Shuffled) Schedule

1: Initialize all \( m_{vn \rightarrow cm} = L_{vn} \)
2: Reset \( k = 0, z = 0 \)
3: Set \( k_{\text{max}} = M \bar{d}_c I_{\text{max}} \)
4: while \( k < k_{\text{max}} \) do
5:   Update edge-state vector \( U \) according to Table 6.1
6:   for \( n = 1 : N \) do
7:     for every \( c_m \in M(v_n) \) do
8:       if \( \varepsilon_{m,n} = 1 \) then
9:         Generate and propagate \( m_{c_m \rightarrow v_n} \) (6.2)
10:       end if
11:     end for
12:   for every \( c_m \in M(v_n) \) do
13:     if \( \varepsilon_{m,n} = 1 \) then
14:       Generate and propagate \( m_{v_n \rightarrow c_m} \) (6.1)
15:       \( k = k + 1 \)
16:     end if
17:   end for
18: end for
19: \( z = z + 1 \)
20: end while

In Fig. 6.7, we plot these two expressions for \( \bar{d}_c = 10, \bar{d}_c = 20 \) and \( \bar{d}_c = 30 \). It can be observed that, with increasing LLR, the probability of Type-2 check node tends to decrease, whereas the probability of Type-3 check node tends to increase. To balance between the two, we will set the value of \( T \) such that both type of check nodes will have an identical probability. This leads to the intersection point of two probability curves, as shown in Fig. 6.7. Therefore, we will equate (6.13) and (6.14) and solve for \( T \), as follows

\[
p(\text{Type-2})_{\Lambda=T} = p(\text{Type-3})_{\Lambda=T}
\]

\[
1 - \left( \frac{e^T}{1 + e^T} \right)^{\bar{d}_c} = \left( \frac{e^T}{1 + e^T} \right)^{\bar{d}_c}
\]

\[
T = \ln \left( \frac{\left( \frac{1}{2} \right)^{1/\bar{d}_c}}{1 - \left( \frac{1}{2} \right)^{1/\bar{d}_c}} \right)
\]

(6.15)

Using the above expression, we plot the reliability threshold \( T \) as a function of average check node degree \( \bar{d}_c \) in Fig. 6.8. We can notice that the value of \( T \) is an
increasing function of $d_c$. Thus, given a fixed value of $d_c$ for a particular LDPC code, we choose the reliability threshold $T$ according to (6.15) such that the two type of check nodes will have an equal opportunity to participate in the next decoding iteration. In general, there will be a larger value of threshold $T$ for high rate LDPC codes as compared to low rate LDPC codes. This is because the underlying code graphs for high rate codes tend to have a large check node degree $d_c$.

### 6.4.3 Avoiding Code Graph Cycles

As discussed earlier, the BP algorithm operates on the basic assumption that the incoming message updates at every check and variable node are statistically independent. If the code graph is cycle-free, throughout the iteration process, all the incoming message updates remain independent of each other. However, in code graph with cycles, such as the case of LDPC code, dependencies are created.
particularly when the number of iterations is large. To be precise, for a graph cycle of length $s$, the incoming message update becomes correlated after $s/2$ iterations [100, 101]. In this situation, the conventional BP algorithm becomes sub-optimal and consequently yields inferior error-rate performance. In contrast, the proposed edge-based scheduling helps to maintain the message independence assumption by precluding (delaying) the occurrence of some graph cycles which leads to an improved error-rate performance.

**Example 6.3.** This example describes the effect of code graph cycles encountered during BP decoding and explains how the proposed edge-based scheduling avoids the occurrence of such graph cycles. The code graph shown in Fig. 6.9 induces a cycle of length $s = 6$ at variable node $v_1$, given by $v_1 \leftrightarrow c_1 \leftrightarrow v_2 \leftrightarrow c_2 \leftrightarrow v_4 \leftrightarrow c_4 \leftrightarrow v_1$. Here, the intrinsic information of $v_1$ is propagated towards check node $c_1$ and $c_4$. After 3 decoding iterations, the same correlated information is passed back to $v_1$ through this graph cycle. Subsequently, all the incoming message updates at $v_1$ become statistically dependent. In contrast, as the message flow is constrained under the proposed edge-based scheduling, the BP decoder may skip the update operation along certain edges of the code graph. Consequently, some of the graph nodes may not receive the correlated information after $s/2$ iterations, as illustrated in Fig. 6.9. Here, it is assumed that the check node $c_2$ belongs to Type-2 and the neighboring edge $\vec{e}_{2,2}$ has achieved high reliability ($\varepsilon_{2,2} = 0$). In this situation, the graph edge $\vec{e}_{2,2}$
Figure 6.9: Code graph cycle in BP decoding: the conventional BP schedule receives correlated message update at variable node $v_1$ after 3 iterations via cycle $v_1 \leftrightarrow c_1 \leftrightarrow v_2 \leftrightarrow c_2 \leftrightarrow v_4 \leftrightarrow c_4 \leftrightarrow v_1$; the proposed edge-based BP schedule avoids the correlated message by skipping update operation along edge $\vec{e}_{2,2}$.

will not be updated in the subsequent iteration. As a result, the intrinsic information of $v_1$ received at $v_2$, via $v_1 \rightarrow c_1 \rightarrow v_2$, will not be propagated beyond $v_2$. Meanwhile, the intrinsic information of $v_1$ received at $c_2$, via $v_1 \rightarrow c_4 \rightarrow v_4 \rightarrow c_2$, will not be propagated beyond $c_2$. Consequently, node $v_1$ will not receive the correlated information either from check node $c_1$ or from check node $c_4$ after 3 decoding iterations, thus protecting the message independence assumption at $v_1$. 
6.5 Dynamic Silent-Variable-Node-Free Scheduling (D-SVNFS)

Our previous scheduling schemes mainly focus on reducing the complexity of BP decoder by modifying the order of variable node processing, such as in CWS and IFS schemes, or by updating the partial set of edges in the code graph, as in e-Shuffled schedule. In this section, we propose an improved check-to-variable residual-based dynamic silent-variable-node-free scheduling (D-SVNFS) scheme which is inspired by the SVNF scheme [105]. The residual-based dynamic schedules are known for their capability to overcome the trapping sets encountered during BP decoding [102]. In the C2V based dynamic schedules, BP decoder computes the message residuals which represent the absolute difference between the C2V message before and after an update, given by

\[ r(c_m \rightarrow v_n) = |m_{c_m \rightarrow v_n}^{pre} - m_{c_m \rightarrow v_n}| \]  \hspace{1cm} (6.16)

where \( m_{c_m \rightarrow v_n}^{pre} \) is the pre-computed C2V message, which is calculated using (6.2). This message is not propagated along the edge \( c_m \rightarrow v_n \), but only used for selecting the next updating edge. The message propagation takes place between check node \( c_m \) and variable node \( v_n \) that corresponds to the largest residual \( r(c_m \rightarrow v_n) \). Among the existing dynamic schedules, SVNF [105] provides the best error-rate performance by enforcing an equal variable node participation. Furthermore, SVNF scheme also eliminates the artificial decoding loops which are commonly observed in other residual-based dynamic BP schedules.

Although SVNF eliminates the silent (non participating) variable nodes, it does not specify the order of variable node participation. In fact, it only follows a fixed sequential order in each subsequent round of participation. However, it should be noted that a well-planned scheduling order can improve the decoding
convergence. In particular, it has been shown that the updated variable nodes carry more reliable information, and incorporating their message updates can expedite the decoding process [74, 94]. This is how the variable node based sequential schedules achieve faster convergence than the flooding schedule. With this understanding, we propose to allow the last updated variable node to participate in the decoding process in the D-SVNFS scheme. This criterion ensures that the decoding process incorporates reliable message updates stemming from already updated variable nodes in a timely manner. The proposed D-SVNFS scheme also preserves the feature of silent-variable-node-free decoding by allowing each variable node to contribute only once in every single round of participation. To make this happen, it uses a binary vector \( u = \{u_n, 1 \leq n \leq N\} \) to mark the participation status.

Whenever a variable node is selected, say \( v_p \), its corresponding term in vector \( u \) is set to 1 (\( u_p = 1 \)). Given a single round of participation, if an already participated variable node is selected twice, the D-SVNFS decoder preempts its participation and finds a new variable node who has yet to participate. On the completion of each participation round, the vector \( u \) is reset to zero to clear the participation status. This approach not only incorporates the latest message updates into the decoding process, but also eliminates any possible occurrence of artificial decoding loops.

Furthermore, the proposed D-SVNFS scheme strives to correct the potentially erroneous variable nodes on a priority basis by allowing unsatisfied check nodes to forward new message updates. In this process, given a selected variable node \( v_p \), only its unsatisfied (if any) neighbor check nodes are short-listed for the next C2V message propagation based on the largest C2V residual. This step expedites the convergence speed as the unreliable variable nodes (connected with unsatisfied check nodes) will receive new message updates more often.

To summarize the variable node selection method, if the last updated variable node, say \( v_p \), is eligible for participation (i.e. \( u_p = 0 \)), the next C2V message is
selected from the unsatisfied neighbor check nodes of \( v_p \). Otherwise, the next eligible variable node is chosen for decoding participation. Targeting the updated variable nodes for message participation and unsatisfied check nodes for message propagation makes a significant impact on the error-rate convergence of BP decoder, as shown in the following section. The detailed steps of the proposed D-SVNFS scheme are outlined in Algorithm 7.

**Example 6.4.** Fig. 6.10 shows the execution of D-SVNFS scheme over a simple code graph. Here, it is assumed that the check node equations corresponding to \( c_2 \), \( c_3 \) and \( c_5 \) are unsatisfied (\( s_{c_2} = 1 \), \( s_{c_3} = 1 \), \( s_{c_5} = 1 \)) due to the incorrect variable node \( v_5 \). Decoding starts with the participation of variable node \( v_1 \), as shown in Fig. 6.10(a). In this case, only residuals from the unsatisfied check node \( c_2 \) are computed on-demand and used for comparison. Based on the largest residual \( r(c_2 \rightarrow v_5) \), \( C2V \) message \( m_{c_2 \rightarrow v_5} \), and \( V2C \) messages \( m_{v_5 \rightarrow c_3} \) and \( m_{v_5 \rightarrow c_5} \) are propagated. Next, the recently updated variable node \( v_5 \) is selected. After computing the required (new) on-demand residuals from the unsatisfied check nodes \( c_2 \), \( c_3 \) and \( c_5 \), and finding the largest one among them, the \( C2V \) and \( V2C \) message updates are propagated accordingly, as shown in Fig. 6.10(b). Similarly, the participation of variable node \( v_6 \), being the last updated node, follows next, as shown in Fig. 6.10(c). Following the participation of \( v_6 \), the last updated variable node \( v_5 \) is found to be ineligible for participation (\( u_5 = 1 \)). Therefore, the next available variable node, \( v_2 \) in this case (\( u_2 = 0 \)), is given the opportunity to participate, as shown in Fig. 6.10(d). First round of participation ends when all the variable nodes contribute in the decoding process. In contrast, the SVNF \([105]\) schedule will follow a fixed sequence of participation, given by: \( v_1 \Rightarrow v_2 \Rightarrow v_3 \Rightarrow v_4 \Rightarrow v_5 \Rightarrow v_6 \Rightarrow v_7 \).
Algorithm 7: Dynamic Silent-Variable-Node-Free Scheduling (D-SVNFS)

1: Initialize all \( m_{vn} \rightarrow c_m = L_{vn} \)
2: \( m_{cm} \rightarrow vn = 0 \)
3: while stopping rule is not satisfied do
4:     if all \( \{ u_n = 1, 1 \leq n \leq N \} \) then
5:         Reset \( \{ u_n = 0, 1 \leq n \leq N \} \)
6:     end if
7:     Select \( v_p : u_p = 0, u_i = 1 \forall i < p \)
8:     Set \( u_p = 1 \)
9:     if some \( s_{cm} = 1, c_m \in \mathcal{M}(v_p) \) then
10:        for \( c_m \in \mathcal{M}(v_p), s_{cm} = 1, v_n \in \mathcal{N}(c_m) \setminus v_p \) do
11:           Compute \( m_{cm}^{pre} \rightarrow v_n, r(c_m \rightarrow v_n) \) with (6.2), (6.16)
12:        end for
13:        Find \( r(c_i \rightarrow v_j) = \max \{ r(c_m \rightarrow v_n) | c_m \in \mathcal{M}(v_p), s_{cm} = 1, v_n \in \mathcal{N}(c_m) \setminus v_p \} \)
14:    else
15:        for \( c_m \in \mathcal{M}(v_p), v_n \in \mathcal{N}(c_m) \setminus v_p \) do
16:           Compute \( m_{cm}^{pre} \rightarrow v_n, r(c_m \rightarrow v_n) \) with (6.2), (6.16)
17:        end for
18:        Find \( r(c_i \rightarrow v_j) = \max \{ r(c_m \rightarrow v_n) | c_m \in \mathcal{M}(v_p), v_n \in \mathcal{N}(c_m) \setminus v_p \} \)
19:    end if
20:    Generate and propagate \( m_{ci} \rightarrow v_j \) with (6.2)
21:    Set \( r(c_i \rightarrow v_j) = 0 \)
22:    for \( c_a \in \mathcal{M}(v_j) \setminus c_i \) do
23:       Generate and propagate \( v_{vj} \rightarrow c_a \) with (6.1)
24:    end for
25:    if \( u_j = 1 \) then
26:        Proceed to 4
27:    else
28:        Set \( v_p = v_j, u_p = 1 \)
29:        Proceed to 9
30:    end if
31: end while

6.6 Simulation Results

In this section, we analyze the decoding complexity, error-rate performance and decoding convergence speed of BP algorithm of the proposed CWS, IFS, e-Shuffled and D-SVNFS schedules. We consider two high-rate binary LDPC codes. The first code is the (4544, 4090), rate-0.90 irregular LDPC code, as given in Chapter 3. The second code is the Gallager’s (1998, 1776), rate-0.89 regular LDPC code obtained
from Mackay’s LDPC database which is available online at [111]. We refer to the first and second LDPC codes as 4K-code and 2K-code, respectively. We decode the 2K-code by using the e-Shuffled and D-SVNFS schemes, and the 4K-code by using the CWS and IFS schemes. We numerically optimize the value of $t$ (number of minimum-reliability neighbors) for e-Shuffled schedule to be $t = 5$ for both LDPC codes. We set threshold level $T$ according to the check node degree $d_c$ by using (6.15). Throughout this section, we assume that the binary LDPC code-word bits, $a_n \in \{0,1\}$ for $1 \leq n \leq N$, are stored over the 2-bit per cell NAND flash memory channel, and these bits are, therefore, subject to various channel noise effects including programming noise, CCI, RTN and data retention noise. These code-word
bits are then retrieved by using 6-level non-uniform memory sensing quantization. The corresponding read-back voltage signal \( v \) is converted into LLR information \( L_{v_n} \) by using (3.14) and (3.15) which is then supplied to the BP algorithm for the initialization of variable nodes.

### 6.6.1 Average Decoding Complexity

The BP decoding complexity is measured as the total number of computations that are performed up to the error-rate convergence. It includes the variable-to-check (V2C) and check-to-variable (C2V) complexity, denoted by \( \mathcal{V} \) and \( \mathcal{C} \), respectively, and the scheduling complexity. In Table 6.2, we report a detailed complexity analysis of the proposed scheduling schemes. Note that the CWS and IFS schemes do not require run-time scheduling computations as they follow a fixed order of message propagation. Thus, we can write the corresponding V2C and C2V complexity as

\[
\mathcal{V}_{\text{CWS}} = \bar{d}_v k \\
\mathcal{C}_{\text{CWS}} = k \\
\mathcal{V}_{\text{IFS}} = \bar{d}_v k \\
\mathcal{C}_{\text{IFS}} = k
\]

where \( k \) is the average number of V2C/C2V update operations computed per decoded code-word to attain the error-rate convergence. Here, the V2C complexity is written in terms of the equivalent addition operations as each V2C update operation requires \( \bar{d}_v \) additions. This kind of representation facilitates in making a fair complexity comparison with other BP schedules. It should be noted that the C2V complexity dominates the overall BP decoding complexity as it involves multiplication and \( \tanh(.) \) operations.

In contrast, the dynamic e-Shuffled and D-SVNFS schemes do require additional run-time scheduling computations. The scheduling complexity for the
proposed e-Shuffled schedule, denoted here as $\psi$, comprises of real value comparisons that are required to identify the set of $t$ minimum-reliability neighbors, $\mathcal{N}_{t_{\min}}(c_m)$, corresponding to all the satisfied check node equations $s_{c_m} = 0$. The value of $\psi$ can be approximately computed by

$$\psi \approx M \left[ \frac{1}{2} + \frac{1}{2} \prod_{i=1}^{d_c} \left( 1 - \frac{2e^{T_i}}{1 + e^{T_i}} \right) \right] \left[ t (\bar{d}_c - 1) + 1 \right] z \quad (6.17)$$

In order to define a complete complexity cost, it is important to incorporate the run-time scheduling complexity in the overall decoding complexity. To this end, we notice that a real value comparison can be realized in hardware by using a full-adder circuit [112], thus it has an equivalent complexity as that of an addition operation. In this perspective, we include the scheduling complexity $\psi$ as part of the V2C update operation (which already represents addition operations), and write the overall V2C and C2V complexity for the proposed e-Shuffled schedule as

$$V_{\text{e-Shuffled}} = \bar{d}_v k + \psi$$
$$C_{\text{e-Shuffled}} = k$$

In a similar manner, we can define the equivalent V2C complexity cost for the proposed D-SVNFS scheme by incorporating the real value comparison operations in the V2C complexity cost, given by

$$V_{\text{D-SVNFS}} = \bar{d}_v (\bar{d}_v - 1) k + \left[ \bar{d}_v (\bar{d}_c - 1) - 1 \right] k$$
$$C_{\text{D-SVNFS}} = k$$

Apart from real comparisons, the D-SVNFS scheme also incurs additional operations associated with C2V message residual computations. We compare the decoding complexity of the proposed schedules with that of the conventional shuffled schedule. In order to demonstrate the complexity reduction that the proposed BP schedules offer over the existing schedule, we normalize the V2C and C2V complexity
### Table 6.2: Complexity analysis of fixed and dynamic scheduling schemes (per iteration)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Schedule</th>
<th>V2C update</th>
<th>C2V update</th>
<th>Message Residual</th>
<th>Real-value Comparison</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shuffled (prior-art)</td>
<td>$k$</td>
<td>$k$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CWS</td>
<td>$k$</td>
<td>$k$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFS</td>
<td>$k$</td>
<td>$k$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e-Shuffled</td>
<td>$k$</td>
<td>$k$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$\psi$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-SVNFS</td>
<td>$(d_v - 1) k$</td>
<td>$k$</td>
<td>$\approx (d_v - 1) (d_c - 1) k$</td>
<td>$\approx [d_v (d_c - 1) - 1] k$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$d_v \Rightarrow$ average variable node degree  \quad $d_c \Rightarrow$ average check node degree

of the proposed schedules. To be precise, we simulate the LDPC codes under different schedules until the error rates converge, or up to a maximum count of 20 iterations ($I_{max} = 20$) and plot the ratio $\frac{V_{\text{proposed}}}{V_{\text{shuffled}}}$ and $\frac{C_{\text{proposed}}}{C_{\text{shuffled}}}$, as shown in Fig. 6.11 and 6.12. This normalization method reveals an exact amount of complexity reduction achieved by employing the proposed schemes. It can be observed that the average V2C and C2V complexity is significantly reduced compared to the conventional shuffled schedule. For instance, for 4K-code at PE = 10K, the proposed CWS and IFS schedules offer V2C and C2V complexity reduction by up to 30%. Similarly, for 2K-code at PE = 10K, the proposed e-Shuffled schedule reduces the V2C and C2V complexity cost by up to 30% and 75%, respectively, compared to the conventional shuffled schedule. The proposed D-SVNFS also offers huge C2V complexity reduction, however, it induces more V2C and residual computation cost.

### 6.6.2 Error-Rate and Decoding Convergence

As the BP algorithm is a sub-optimal decoding algorithm for finite-length block codes due to code graph cycles, the message-passing scheduling technique not only influences the decoding complexity but also affects the error-rate performance of BP decoder. To demonstrate the improvement in the error-rate performance that the
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Figure 6.11: Average variable-to-check (V2C) decoding complexity ($V$) of the proposed CWS, IFS, e-Shuffled and D-SVNFS schedules, compared (normalized) w.r.t. conventional shuffled schedule.

Figure 6.12: Average check-to-variable (C2V) decoding complexity ($C$) of the proposed CWS, IFS, e-Shuffled and D-SVNFS schedules, compared (normalized) w.r.t. conventional shuffled schedule.

proposed schedules can provide over the conventional shuffled schedule, we plot the frame-error-rate (FER) curves against the memory PE cycles. All the FER curves are plotted at $I_{\text{max}} = 5$ and $I_{\text{max}} = 20$. In Fig. 6.13, we show the FER performance of the proposed CWS and IFS schedules and compare with the conventional shuffled schedule. It can be observed that the proposed schedules outperform...
the prior-art shuffled schedule for the initial decoding iterations. In Fig. 6.14, we compare the FER performance of the proposed e-Shuffled and D-SVNFS schedules with shuffled schedule. As can be seen, the proposed e-Shuffled and D-SVNFS schedules outperform the existing shuffled schedule, irrespective of the iteration count. For instance, the D-SVNFS scheme provides FER improvement by up to 2 orders-of-magnitude at $I_{\text{max}} = 5$ and PE = 17K cycles.

Arising from the lower decoding complexity, the proposed schedules also provide faster decoding convergence, which determines the speed at which the decoder attains error-rate convergence. To show that, in Fig. 6.15 and 6.16, we plot the FER performance of different schedules by varying the maximum number of decoder iteration ($I_{\text{max}}$), keeping the PE cycles fixed at PE = 18K and PE = 19K for 2K-code and 4K-code, respectively. Note that a single decoder iteration is comprised of $E$ C2V update operations, where $E$ denotes the total number of edges in the code graph (i.e. $E = M \times \bar{d}_c$ or $E = N \times \bar{d}_v$). It can be observed that the proposed schedules, specifically the dynamic e-Shuffled and D-SVNFS schemes, achieve faster decoding convergence and thus well-outperform the existing shuffled schedule. In Fig. 6.17, we show the convergence performance for 4K-code by employing all the proposed scheduling schemes. Among all, the D-SVNFS has the fastest convergence rate.

6.6.3 Semi-Serial Scheduling by employing CWS, IFS and e-Shuffled Schemes

In addition to fully sequential order variable node processing, the proposed CWS, IFS and e-Shuffled schedules can be invoked under semi-serial scheduling in order to trade between the decoding convergence speed and the measured decoding throughput. It other words, the decoder’s hardware throughput can be increased at the expense of lower error-rate convergence speed, and vice versa, by implementing
Figure 6.13: Frame-error-rate (FER) performance versus memory PE cycles of LDPC 4K-code by employing the proposed CWS and IFS schedules, and compared with conventional shuffled schedule: simulated at $I_{\text{max}} = 5$ (solid curves) and $I_{\text{max}} = 20$ (dashed curves).

Figure 6.14: Frame-error-rate (FER) performance versus memory PE cycles of LDPC 2K-code by employing the proposed e-Shuffled and D-SVNFS schedules, and compared with conventional shuffled schedule: simulated at $I_{\text{max}} = 5$ (solid curves) and $I_{\text{max}} = 20$ (dashed curves).

The semi-serial scheduling. In this chapter, we only evaluate the performance of the proposed IFS scheme under the semi-serial group-shuffled BP decoding scheme, whereas the proposed CWS and e-Shuffled schemes can also be evaluated under the semi-serial group-shuffled decoding. The group-shuffled decoding scheme performs
parallel sub-matrix processing in which, instead of single variable node update, \( p \) variable nodes are simultaneously updated, where \( p \) is any arbitrary group size. To cater for group-shuffled decoding, the IFS algorithm should be modified according to the group size \( p \), such that \( p \) maximum variable counters will be selected in Step 4 of Algorithm 5. This will be followed by incrementing all the relevant variable and
check counters. This process will continue until all the variable nodes are scheduled.

In Fig. 6.18, we plot the normalized complexity for 4K-code for different values of \( p \) by employing the IFS scheme. Note that the curves in Fig. 6.18 are normalized w.r.t. the group-shuffled decoding by employing the conventional scheduling with same group size \( p \). These results again show that the IFS scheme provides significant complexity reduction under the group-shuffled decoding, specifically for smaller values of \( p \). It is pertinent to mention that the variable node grouping can also be done on the basis of code structure, instead of random grouping with arbitrary size \( p \), and similar performance improvement can be realized.

### 6.7 Combining Voltage Optimization and Scheduling Schemes

We can further improve the error-rate performance by integrating the techniques presented in Chapter 3, 4, 5 with the proposed scheduling schemes presented in Chapter 6. For instance, in Fig. 6.19, we show the performance of e-Shuffled
Figure 6.18: Average check-to-variable (C2V) / variable-to-check (V2C) complexity of LDPC 4K-code of the proposed IFS schedule employing group shuffled decoding with size $p$, normalized by conventional shuffled schedule.

Figure 6.19: Frame-error-rate (FER) performance versus memory PE cycles of LDPC 2K-code by employing the conventional shuffled schedule, and compared with the proposed e-Shuffled schedule when used in conjunction with write voltage optimization method: simulated at $I_{\text{max}} = 20$.

We can observe that the error-rate performance is further improved by combining the two proposed schemes.
6.8 Chapter Summary

Noting the importance of decoding schedule on the complexity, convergence speed and error-rate performance of iterative BP decoder, a novel shuffled BP decoding schedule based on the column weight (CWS) of variable nodes is presented for irregular LDPC codes. Specifically, we propose to update the high column-weight variable nodes first, followed by the low column-weight variable nodes. This schedule requires sorting of variable nodes in descending order of their column-weights only once in the offline mode, eliminating the need for run-time computations. Using numerical simulations, a noticeable improvement in the convergence behavior of irregular LDPC codes is observed under the proposed CWS scheme.

An improved version of CWS scheme is introduced in IFS scheme which offers faster decoding convergence for both regular and irregular LDPC codes. In the IFS scheme, a fixed sequence of variable nodes is determined based on the maximum number of newly available message updates. Again, the variable nodes are scheduled only once in the off-line mode, precluding the additional run-time computations. This sequence of variable nodes is then serially/semi-serially decoded under the shuffled BP algorithms. Simulation results show complexity reduction of up to 30% by employing the proposed CWS and IFS schemes, compared to the conventional shuffled [74] schedule. Moreover, the error performance improves for the initial decoding iterations and remains comparable to the conventional shuffled BP decoding scheme for subsequent decoding iterations.

To further reduce the BP decoding complexity and simultaneously improve on the error-rate performance of the CWS and IFS schemes which update all the edges of the code graph per iteration, a novel e-Shuffled scheduling strategy is proposed which updates only a partial set of code graph edges. In the e-Shuffled schedule, the reliability of individual graph edges is monitored and new message updates are propagated only along the less reliable edges in the code graph. Simulation results show that the proposed e-Shuffled schedule outperforms the shuffled schedule
in terms of decoding complexity, convergence speed and error-rate performance altogether as the measure of effectiveness.

Finally, if the LDPC decoder can afford some run-time computation, a C2V residual-based D-SVNFS scheme is introduced in which the last updated variable and check nodes are allowed to participate in the decoding process, ensuring that more reliable updates are exchanged between the variable and check nodes. Meanwhile, to prioritize the correction of erroneous variable nodes, the unsatisfied check nodes are enforced to propagate the next message update towards the likely erroneous variable nodes. Simulation results show significant improvement in the error-rate performance of up to 2 orders-of-magnitude.
Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work

7.1 Conclusions

To improve the data reliability of NAND flash memory, this thesis develops a variety of coding and signal processing solutions that can tolerate different flash channel noise and interference effects. Considering a 2-bit per cell NAND flash channel model that incorporates all the major threshold voltage impairments, an optimization method for selecting the best read and write voltage levels to adapt to the non-stationary NAND flash channel is first proposed. In this scheme, the write voltage levels are optimized in an off-line mode and adjusted on-the-fly such that the flash channel raw error probability is minimized. The proposed write voltage optimization not only prolongs the program/erase (PE) endurance, and thus the service lifetime of NAND flash memory, but also improves the LDPC decoding convergence speed. In addition, a novel read voltage quantization scheme based on a voltage entropy function is proposed to attain an appropriate balance between the flash channel symbol-error and symbol-erasure probabilities by controlled erasure decoding. This quantization scheme enables the LDPC decoder to achieve soft BP decoding performance improvement over the best-known prior-art MMI quantization scheme [70], without incurring any additional overhead. The main reason
behind the performance improvement is that the proposed scheme minimizes the post-decoding error rate while the MMI scheme only minimizes the raw channel error rate.

Next, the thesis investigates the data retention problem in NAND flash memory that is caused by the leakage of electrons through the memory cell’s floating gate transistor, and introduces a retention-aware belief propagation (RABP) decoding strategy for LDPC codes to recover the retention noise-induced errors. Unlike the prior-art schemes which rely upon the time- and power-consuming read retries for data recovery [36, 37], the proposed RABP decoder innovatively modifies the LLR computation by re-mapping the LLR values of different quantization regions, leveraging on the decoded code-word bits and the read-back voltage signal, and initiates a second round of BP decoding. The proposed RABP decoder increases the flash channel tolerance against the retention noise-induced errors by up to 70% and improves the asymptotic error-rate performance by up to 3 orders-of-magnitude, when compared to a single round of BP decoding. To further improve the retention time endurance, an RABP assisted channel update (RA-CU) algorithm is proposed to re-estimate the cell voltage mean and standard deviation by using the output of RABP decoder, while avoiding new memory sensing operations. With RA-CU, the resultant average estimation errors for the mean and standard deviation fall below 0.02 V over increasing retention time. Correspondingly, the retention time tolerance of flash channel by up to 41× (times) at 6K PE cycles, compared to a system which does not update the voltage distribution parameters and simply employs the initial values provided at source by the memory chip supplier.

To mitigate the cell-to-cell interference (CCI) noise arising from the parasitic coupling-capacitance between adjacent memory cells, this thesis presents three simple yet effective post-processing solutions. Exploiting the stationary and neighbor data-dependent characteristics of CCI, the proposed channel detection schemes estimate the overall CCI strength by using the cell voltage of interfering (neigh-
boring) memory cells. This estimated CCI is subsequently compensated from the read-back voltage signal of victim cell. In particular, the proposed detection schemes systematically remove the CCI such that the odd bit-line cells are cleaned first, providing some a-priori information for the even bit-line cells. This is followed by the cancellation of CCI in the even bit-line cells. This systematic CCI cancellation approach facilitates more accurate estimation of CCI component, which is corroborated via numerical simulations. It is shown that the proposed detection schemes yield higher symmetric information rate (cell storage capacity) and superior error-rate performance, compared to the prior-art Post-Comp detector [42] which performs CCI cancellation without cleaning the interfering cells, and Dong’s detector [28] which estimates the CCI affected voltage distribution functions without removing the CCI component. Meanwhile, the complexity and design trade-off analysis reveals that only a small increase of linear order in total computations is introduced by the proposed detection schemes.

As the LDPC codes are increasingly adopted as the error correction codes for the NAND flash-based data storage systems, their long iterative belief-propagation (BP) decoding latency starts to deteriorate the system read response time. To manage this challenge, this thesis explores the design of some improved fixed and dynamic BP message-passing scheduling algorithms. The first scheduling algorithm performs shuffled BP decoding [74] by employing a pre-determined high-to-low sequential column-weight (CWS) order. The proposed CWS algorithm works very well for irregular LDPC codes by offering faster decoding convergence, but yields no improvements for regular LDPC codes as they have uniform column weights in the parity check matrix. To overcome this limitation, an improved informed fixed scheduling (IFS) algorithm is proposed which maximizes the utilization of newly available message updates within every single decoding iteration. The IFS algorithm is shown to accelerate the BP convergence speed for both regular and irregular LDPC codes when compared to the CWS algorithm, without affecting the
error-rate performance or introducing additional run-time scheduling complexity.

Unlike the CWS and IFS algorithms, where each graph edge is updated exactly once per iteration, a new edge reliability-based shuffled scheduling algorithm, e-Shuffled schedule in short, is proposed which constrains the flow of message updates by updating only a selected subset of code graph edges. This is the first partial edge-updating schedule ever proposed. Since only a partial set of edges are updated in each iteration, the total updated message count, and consequently the overall decoding complexity required for error-rate convergence, is significantly reduced. As an additional benefit, the adverse effect of short code graph cycles is also diminished, leading to a better asymptotic error-rate performance. Finally, a check-to-variable (C2V) residual-based dynamic silent-variable-node-free scheduling (D-SVNFS) algorithm is presented which propagates new message update along a graph edge that corresponds to the largest C2V residual and is simultaneously connected with the recently updated check and variable nodes. Moreover, the proposed D-SVNFS algorithm strives to propagate more message updates towards the likely incorrect variable nodes, forcing them to correct their hard-decision with higher priority. This is not done by the prior-art schemes.

Numerical results show that the proposed CWS and IFS fixed scheduling schemes reduce the BP decoding complexity by up to 30%, compared to the conventional shuffled schedule [74]. They also exhibit error-rate performance improvement in the initial decoding iterations, and comparable performance in the subsequent decoding iterations. The proposed e-Shuffled dynamic scheduling scheme offers complexity reduction of 60% to 70% and improves the asymptotic error-rate performance. Last but not least, the proposed D-SVNFS shows improvement in the error-rate performance by up to 2 orders-of-magnitude, at the price of some increase in the decoding complexity due to residual computations.
7.2 Future Work

We have introduced several new system-level fault tolerant solutions to improve the reliability of NAND flash-based data storage system, such as the read/write voltage optimization in Chapter 3, the retention-aware belief-propagation decoding for retention-failure recovery in Chapter 4, the neighbor-a-priori detection schemes for CCI cancellation in Chapter 5, and some improved belief-propagation scheduling schemes in Chapter 6. We finally describe a few more research directions that could be extended in the future.

1. The NAND flash channel model presented in Chapter 2 can be made more comprehensive by including the effect of other noise sources. For instance, the influence of program/read disturb noise, which induces a weak programming effect by injecting unwilling electrons through the cell’s tunnel oxide in the floating gate [113, 114], can be encapsulated into the flash channel. Besides the noise induced soft errors, NAND flash memory also experiences permanent hard errors due to cell defects [115, 116]. Thus, modeling the transient soft errors and permanent hard errors together into the NAND flash channel can be an important research direction. Furthermore, it is highly desired to apply the proposed signal processing schemes over a real NAND flash device.

2. The Gaussian mixture model of the threshold voltage distribution does not capture the asymmetric tails observed in real NAND flash memories. It would be useful to evaluate the proposed techniques using something like the Normal-Laplace model studied in recent papers, e.g., [117], and to explore ways to modify the proposed techniques to suit these other channel models.

3. The thesis is limited to 2-bits per cell (MLC) flash memory. Flash memory with 3-bits per cell (TLC) is already available commercially and will likely become the dominant technology. Memories with 4-bits per cell (QLC) will no doubt
appear in the not too distant future. It would be interesting to determine the applicability of the proposed techniques to such newer technologies, and to see if similar conclusions about their effectiveness and practicality still apply.

4. The wear induced by program-erase cycling is known to be cell-level dependent. That is, repeated programming of certain levels, typically higher levels, induces more cell wear. It would be interesting to incorporate this into the channel model.

5. The proposed neighbor-a-priori detection schemes presented in Chapter 5, as well as the prior-art CCI cancellation schemes reported in [42–45, 90, 91], inevitably employ uniform memory sensing to obtain an accurate estimate of the CCI. However, NAND flash-based systems experience a large memory sensing and memory-to-controller data transfer latency by applying the fine-grained uniform memory sensing. Instead, non-uniform memory sensing schemes, such as the proposed entropy quantization or prior-art MMI [70] quantization, have been shown to reduce these latency costs. In this context, a hybrid (uniform plus non-uniform) quantization strategy can be devised by combining the signal pre-compensation [42] and the proposed post-processing detection schemes. Note that the pre-compensation method can only handle CCI for the programmed-state cells but is not effective for erased-state cells. This observation can be exploited by allowing the signal pre-compensation to partially mitigate the CCI, while employing post-processing to remove the CCI from the erased-state cells. This will facilitate the implementation of non-uniform quantization for the programmed-state cells, which will not require CCI cancellation due to pre-compensated voltage levels, and uniform quantization for the erased-state cells which will require CCI cancellation via the proposed detection schemes. This hybrid quantization scheme will help in reducing the total memory sensing and data transfer latency to the limits.
6. Studies of cell-level configurations in neighboring cells have shown that certain patterns of neighboring cell-levels are much more likely to cause errors in victim cells. It would be interesting to explore whether CCI cancellation techniques could exploit this to reduce complexity or improve performance.

7. In current design practice, it is assumed that only the adjacent neighbor cells induce the CCI effect. However, due to further node scaling, future flash memory chips may experience the CCI effect not only from the immediate neighbors but also from the distant neighbor cells. In that situation, the proposed detection schemes to successively clean the interfering cells first, and then to remove the CCI effect from the victim cell will become even more important. This can be an interesting topic for future investigation.

8. The proposed e-Shuffled scheduling strategy presented in Chapter 6 offers a significant reduction in BP decoding complexity. In e-Shuffled schedule, the selection of the number of minimum-reliability edges is based on numerical simulations. Possible future work includes an analytical determination of the set of minimum-reliability edges in the code graph to fully exploit the potential of the proposed e-Shuffled schedule. Furthermore, combining the proposed scheduling schemes with reduced check node complexity algorithms, such as the min-sum approximation [118] or iterative reliability-based one-step majority-logic decoding (OSMLGD) algorithm [119], is also an interesting topic for future research.
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Appendix A

Derivation of hard-decision levels \( R_1 \ (3.9) \), \( R_2 \ (3.10) \) and \( R_3 \ (3.11) \)

In this appendix, we only solve the expression for hard-decision level \( R_1 \). The expression for other two hard-decision levels \( R_2 \) and \( R_3 \) can be obtained by following the similar steps. Using the equality (3.6), we simplify it for \( R_1 \), as follows

\[
p_{s_{11}} (v = R_1) = p_{s_{10}} (v = R_1)
\]

\[
\Rightarrow \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi \sigma_{s_{11}}^2}} \exp \left( -\frac{(R_1 - \mu_{s_{11}})^2}{2\sigma_{s_{11}}^2} \right) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi \sigma_{s_{10}}^2}} \exp \left( -\frac{(R_1 - \mu_{s_{10}})^2}{2\sigma_{s_{10}}^2} \right)
\]

Taking natural logarithm on both sides, we get

\[
\log \left( \frac{\sigma_{s_{11}}}{\sigma_{s_{10}}} \right) = \frac{(R_1 - \mu_{s_{10}})^2}{2\sigma_{s_{10}}^2} - \frac{(R_1 - \mu_{s_{11}})^2}{2\sigma_{s_{11}}^2}
\]

\[
\Rightarrow \left( \sigma_{s_{11}}^2 - \sigma_{s_{10}}^2 \right) R_1^2 + 2 \left( \mu_{s_{11}} \sigma_{s_{10}}^2 - \mu_{s_{10}} \sigma_{s_{11}}^2 \right) R_1 + 
\left[ \mu_{s_{10}}^2 \sigma_{s_{11}}^2 - \mu_{s_{11}}^2 \sigma_{s_{10}}^2 - 2\mu_{s_{11}} \sigma_{s_{10}} \sigma_{s_{11}} \log \left( \frac{\sigma_{s_{11}}}{\sigma_{s_{10}}} \right) \right] = 0
\]

This is a quadratic equation which can be solved by finding the roots of \( R_1 \) in the interval \([V_{s_{11}}, V_{s_{10}}]\), given by

\[
R_1 = \frac{-b - \sqrt{b^2 - 4ac}}{2a} \quad \text{(A.1)}
\]
where

\[
a = (\sigma^2_{s_{11}} - \sigma^2_{s_{10}})
\]

\[
b = 2 \left( \mu_{s_{11}} \sigma^2_{s_{10}} - \mu_{s_{10}} \sigma^2_{s_{11}} \right)
\]

\[
c = \left[ \mu^2_{s_{10}} \sigma^2_{s_{11}} - \mu^2_{s_{11}} \sigma^2_{s_{10}} - 2 \sigma^2_{s_{11}} \sigma^2_{s_{10}} \log \left( \frac{\sigma_{s_{11}}}{\sigma_{s_{10}}} \right) \right]
\]

Replacing \(a\), and \(b\) in (A.1), we get the final expression for \(R_1\) (3.9), given by

\[
R_1 = - \left( \mu_{s_{11}} \sigma^2_{s_{10}} - \mu_{s_{10}} \sigma^2_{s_{11}} \right) - \sqrt{\left( \mu_{s_{11}} \sigma^2_{s_{10}} - \mu_{s_{10}} \sigma^2_{s_{11}} \right)^2 - \left( \sigma^2_{s_{11}} - \sigma^2_{s_{10}} \right) (c)}
\]

\[
\left( \sigma^2_{s_{11}} - \sigma^2_{s_{10}} \right)
\]

Similarly, \(R_2\) can be obtained by replacing \(\mu_{s_{11}}, \sigma_{s_{11}}, \mu_{s_{10}}\) and \(\sigma_{s_{10}}\) with \(\mu_{s_{10}}, \sigma_{s_{10}}, \mu_{s_{00}}\) and \(\sigma_{s_{00}}\), respectively, and \(R_3\) can be obtained by replacing \(\mu_{s_{10}}, \sigma_{s_{10}}, \mu_{s_{00}}\) and \(\sigma_{s_{00}}\) with \(\mu_{s_{00}}, \sigma_{s_{00}}, \mu_{s_{01}}\) and \(\sigma_{s_{01}}\), respectively.
Appendix B

Derivation of Check-node-type probability $p(\text{Type-2})$ (6.13) and $p(\text{Type-3})$ (6.14)

Consider a set of $\bar{d}_c$ independent binary random variables $\{a_1, a_2, ..., a_{\bar{d}_c}\}$, with $p_{i1} = \Pr(a_i = 1)$ and $p_{i0} = \Pr(a_i = 0)$, that are connected with check node $c_m$. Given that, we can compute the probability that the set contains an even number of 1s (check node is satisfied), given by [120]

$$\left[ \frac{1}{2} + \frac{1}{2} \prod_{i=1}^{\bar{d}_c} (1 - 2p_{i1}) \right]$$

(B.1)

Then, the probability that all $\bar{d}_c$ variables have probability $p_{i1}$ is given by $(p_{i1})^{\bar{d}_c}$, and the probability that at least one variable that has probability not equal to $p_{i1}$ is given by $1 - (p_{i1})^{\bar{d}_c}$. Multiplying these probabilities with (B.1) and replacing $p_{i1}$ with LLR representation $p_{i1} = \frac{e^{\Lambda}}{1 + e^{\Lambda}}$, where $\Lambda = \log \left( \frac{p_{i0}}{p_{i1}} \right)$ and $p_{i0} = 1 - p_{i1}$, we get
the expression for $p$(Type-2) (6.13) and $p$(Type-3) (6.14), as

\[
p \text{(Type-2)} = \left[1 - \left(\frac{e^\Lambda}{1 + e^\Lambda}\right)^{d_c}\right] \left[\frac{1}{2} + \frac{1}{2} \prod_{i=1}^{d_c} \left(1 - \frac{2e^\Lambda}{1 + e^\Lambda}\right)\right]
\]

\[
p \text{(Type-3)} = \left(\frac{e^\Lambda}{1 + e^\Lambda}\right)^{d_c} \left[\frac{1}{2} + \frac{1}{2} \prod_{i=1}^{d_c} \left(1 - \frac{2e^\Lambda}{1 + e^\Lambda}\right)\right]
\]